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separation is not ritual, but spiritual ;

.

of his

blood ; the bride he came on earth to win;
the body of which he is head ; the temple
of the. Holy Ghost ; the pillar and ground
of the truth ; the champion of his gospel ;
his kingdom among men. An institution
of such vital importance, holding so exalted a relation, apppointed to so grand a
mission, certainly would not be launched

into being without definite indication

of

its essential elements. Proper appreciation of Christ and of the processes of the
gospel depends upon a clear statement of
the origin, character, order and functions
of the chureh : we are not left in the dark
on this subject. He that hath eyes to see,
may read and be instructed.

Lord gave

to this

peculiar body expresses its character and
constitution.
One significant
word is
devoled to naming it. It is thé ecclesia
of God. The word means
a people
separated by authority.

Elevated from

a

secular to a sacred use, it means a people
separated unto God. The idea of gepara-

tion is generic, the controlling Substafice
of the case. Three parties are set before
us by it: God who calls, man

who hears,

and the collective body resulting.

acts are involved as

factors:

Three

the ‘call;

the response; the personal change of
" character, or new birth. The aggregate
result is separation unto God.
Now
whence proceeds the separation? Does it
begin with organization ? Does it spring
from the external,or from the internal ?
Is it produced by rites, or by truth and
the divine Spirit? Does it begin out+ wardly.-and work inwardly, or first enter

_ the soul

and.work outwardly?

* ‘begin with the many

individual, or is the

and

nor

which

it

mot

scribed entity,

which is usually called

that

local,

circum-

the church.

_ The kingdom of Christ is identical with
1t has the same head,

is composed of the same persons, is
created by the same processes, is govern:
ed by thesame laws, is separated from the
world by the same characteristics, enjoys
the same prerogatives, is held together
by the same fellowship, is heir to .the
same inheritance, is. appointed to the

proceed to the

inci-

to saints who

in

the

house of

is protected

by 'the same

same

hostilities,
salvation, is

ecclesia which is at Corinth,”

« to them that are

and

sanctified,

Jesus, called to be saints, with all that in’

every place call upon the-name of Jesus
Christ our Lord.” Inthe second epistle
he adds, ‘* with all the saints which are.
in Achaia.” The epistle to the Galatians
is addressed to ‘‘the churches in Galatia” ;
that to the Ephesians, ¢ To the saints
which are at Ephesus, to the faithful in
Christ Jesus.” The next, ‘To all the
saints in Christ Jesus which are in Philip“pi with the bishops and deacons.” Then,
“To the saints and faithful brethren in
Christ which are at Colosse.” The two
next epistles are, ‘Unto the church of
the Thessalonians.” ZLcclesia 4s twice
used in Hebrews; “To the church of the

and

first born who are written in heaven,”
and ‘¢ In the midst of the church will I

organizations, *‘ but righteousness
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.”

and

sing praise unto thee.”

- Our word

or

church differs” from

ecclesia

in its most essential and radical meanings :
the unit of church is organization; its
primary thought is a hoase, a building,
while the primary thought of ecclesia

the person and

his

character.

is

The

in-

dividuals composing a church are ignored
by that

title;

their

character

and

the

process of induction into the building
scarcely implied.

The

structure

are

is

the

unit, the organization fills the foreground,
personal separation unto God is eclipsed
by the overshadowing presence of the
building. Hence the factors set forth are
not personal faith, and union with a
personal Christ, but elements of organization, such as officers, rules of procedure,
agencies, orders, powers, degrees of
dignity and authority, rites ‘and forms.
It is far from being a synonym of ecclesia,
and in nearly every respect contrasts with

it, and in several, antagonizes it. ' The
Scotch word, Kirk, changed to church,
would never have been chosen to represent ecclesia had not ritualistic ideas first
degraded the sense of the word the Holy
Spirit consecrated as a title ‘of the body
of those separated unto God. Our duty
is to elevate church from its low, organic
meaning, and force it to agree with
ecclesia.

“Volunteers ” in military circles closely
agrees with ecclesia in its true Christian
sense. Men are called to public service
and one by one they separate

ted them, is never forgotten, nor allowed
to drop from the foreground.

is implied.

writes,
scatter-

.ed abroad’; and Peter, ‘‘ To the strangers
scattered throughout Pontus,
Galatia,

Capadocia, Asia, and Bythinia, elect,” and
‘To them that have obtained like precious faith with us.”

Jude

body

writes,

* To

suggested.

ganized, as very likely | they
fact is not

cqnsidered,

but

were, that

that he is saved ; unto Christ
he is separated, and union with the personal Christ
that distinguishes him from other
men
and gives him standing as a member
of

the ecclesia.

hoi

Moreover, it is a personal

4g)

repentance

and a personal faith that separates, Each

soul acts for Himself.

There

can be

no

organic faith, no faith by proxy, no true

In the same

way

ecclesia

describes

a

personal fact; always holds fast to it;
never forgets nor obscures it; always
gives it the leading, ‘the very first posi-

tion

in the orderof thought; allows no

other fact to overshadow and restrict it;
ever gives it an independent and: controlling prominence, and it is the aggregate

the

spiritual

It'is true, that

men

kind, but if men can not be

found,

‘ Again, would it not be

well

rather

that they were more than instruments for
special work, chosen by the saints, as
needful, but not substantive

parts

of the

eccelsia itself. The®whole scope of the
epistles is against the idea that local organizations, officers, political hierarchies,

and forms are essential to the being of the
church of God.
They speak®of churches,
local bodies, but never confound them

look

The Methodists are having a large

sur-

plus of candidates. In doctrine there

consider mission-work

as vaf ly above

schools,

of our churches, doing in the way of seek-

ing out, and encouraging those whom
God is calling to be his witnesses in that
dark idolatrous land? Does not the
present exigency of the mission call loudly to us, as a people, to betake ourselves
that he will raise up, and thrust

strong young men to reap this ripe and
perishing harvest ?

BY

REV.

was unsurpassed.

and

It was
it

authorized institutions, but

not

identical

with nor constituents of the one church of
the living God.

beyond

the

sea

was

the

a

Missionary

work,

and

still a third - for
educational
purposes.
Presently the interest in Q. and Y. Meetings began to wane.
In vain the spirit of
the

past

was

invokled,

revivals

did

not

follow these gatherings so frequently as
they had been accustomed to do; and many
began to feel burdened with the expense
requiredto

sustain

Churches,

suffered from the frequent
pastors and other prominent

so

also,

absences
workers.

of
So

long as the whole denomimational work
-and life manifested itself through its organization, no amount of labor and selfsacrifice was deemed

too great;

the real work, for which

but

when

only it could

exist,

was

BY MRS. M, M. H. HILLS.
a

following closing paragraph of Dr.J I.
Phillips's late letter in the Star, in regard
to its crying need of more men in the
field?
¢ Unless
the churches ordain
women afid send them out here with full

lay

undertaken

shall

do.

How urgent is the call for several strong
young men, no words of mine can tell.

And the dark, discouraging “thing

that

to galvanize Quarterly and Yearly Meetings
into life, was utterly a hopeless one.

There

was nothing but a spasm of life, which
only showed how dead the body was.
Meanwhile the benevolent societies were
not, doing the work

they

had

undertaken,

in a manner satisfactory to the body

from

which they were drawing their resources
nor with results flattering to, the pride of

their managers.
A time of general discontent
Numerous measures were devised.
Island

abandoned

the

Quarterly

ensued.
Rhode
Meeting

faces us, whichever way we turn, is the | system ; several other States attempted the
fact (if it be a fact) that there is not one consolidation of Yearly Meetings, with
single man at home, in our churehes and varying success. State Missionary organ-

schools, so far as heard from—ready and

izations were effected ; while many

willing to come to India for his life work.

ters

If the editors,

usefulness.

pastors,

or

principals

of

schools, can let the light into this darkness, we shall heartily rejoice and thank
God. Here in the city of Midnapore, we
can find full work for one strong man at

once

upon,

his arrival,

and before he

learns a word of any native language.”
Dr. Bacheler,

in a late letter,

in refer-

ring to this same subject, speaks, 3 the’
probability that some of the’ brethren
now in the field, will not

be

abla

to re-

lively concern,

even

to

anxiety?

We

and

laymen

sought

- Various

other

efforts

minis-

fields
have

of

been

made to bring these benevolent societies
into organic unity with the denomination,

and into harmony with each other.
Much statesmanship has been developed
while discussing this problem.
Several
things have been accomplished.

Notably,

the benevolent societies have been brought

under denominational

control by having

their officers nominated by the Gena
Conference; also by having the minimum
of benevolence determined,

and

the

ratio

in which the benevolent societies may

call

for contributions.

the

sums

determined

But how
upon,

the pre-determined

and

is over.
Give to our religious gatherings
a plenty of such work as they had to do
in the beginning, and the old-time life will
return.
Working on this plan, which we
are pleased to call the denominational plan,
because it is the plan born with the deand

has

the

sanction

of

the

to

connect us with some State, to enable us
to receive bequests and hold funds in
trust for (lonors to permanent funds.
All
the rest

19.

can melt into good

to raise
keep

proportions,

them in

has

not

; Take Heed.
of

the

Home Mission Society forwards the
lowing letter for publication, with

The

Corresponding

folthe

fitting comment,

Secretary

¢¢ The letter speaks for

itself. ¢ Let him that hath ears, hear what
the Spirit saith unto the churches.’ ” Does
not the letter make a most powerfal appeal? Read it prayerfully:
‘HARPER'S FERRY, W. VA., May 5, 1881,
DEAR BRO. GERRISH:—It begins to be a
serious question with me, what I am going to
do.
Last fall the Home Mission Board voted
to pay me $800, as usual, and $560 for the
gen~
eral work, including N. C. in our field. I fully

expected then that

Bro. Morrell would be here

to attend to his usual work in the winter and
spring.
1have received for the year, com-

mencing Sept. 1, but $287. I have paid out toothers over $400. Nearly half of this has gone
to pay for work that Bro. Morrell has usually
done. Then a small sum to pay for sending a
representative to N. C., and in organizing a
church in Pittsburg. Then the necessities of the

work near by were
Yance work must be
at all,
I have

quite unusual. . Qur addone in the cold season if
|
;

borrowed

the

money

and

paid

the

bills. There was no other way.
This leaves
me more than one hundred dollars worse than
nothing
could

know

this year, so far. I do not see how I
have spent a dollar less, so far. You

how we were gitaated last fall and win-

ter. We have been trying to
The Lord has greatly blessed us
and I still hope he will open the
I confess I do not quite see what
next.
Yours sincerely,

do our qui.
in our work,
way out, but:
we are to do

N. C. BRACKETT.

old-fashioned

DRG
Sb an 2

Quarterly and Yearly Meetings.
rr
pen

THE "‘ STAR MAIL ROUTES.”
The Star Mail Routes are such :as are.
carried by other than railroad conveyande. In large portions of the South and
West,

where

railroads

do

not

run,

fast

mail routes have been established, at the
earnest solicitation of the people of those
sections, who are induced to make these
requests by interested

contractors.

become ¢¢ Star Routes” when

They

extra

ties for the rapid transmission of

facili-

mail are:

furnished.
The head of the Post-Office
Departmentis necessarily invested with a
large discretion, in the establishment of
such routes, and faise swearing
ed to, to circumvent the law,

compensation.

In

discretion there

is

the

is resortfixing the

exercise

opportunity

of
for

this
abuse

and peculation. Washington dispatches
give a list of nearly one hundred Star
Route contracts, all of which

the

Depart-

ment officers believe to have of corruptly manipulated. The rates
tained by contractors in
cases are enormous.
One
dian Territory was swelled

of Tucrease obmany of these
route in the Infrom $6,000 to:

$150,000;
one in Dakota from $2,350 to
$70,000; one in Wyoming from $11,000 to
$90,000;
one in Colorado from $380 to
$8,133, etc., etc.
It appears to be a conspiracy to defraud the Government, for the

benefit of the contractors and their friends
gressmen or ex-Congressmen, or other
persons of large influence, it is alleged.

of

this

month,

the

next

Foreign

tional pleasure of laying before

(W. Va.) Register:

$1,647.25

than

two

On the 1st day of June the Home Mission Treasury will need $1,804.30 more
than its present resources, to pay up its
appropriations to that date.
Of this sum
$1,206.92 is the regular appropriation of
quarter of the current

read-

)

‘Hon. B. L. Butcher, State Superintendent of Schools, has returned from a
visit to Storer College, at Harper's Ferry,
and brings with him many interesting
facts connected with the education,.in this
State, of colored persons

destined

to

be-

come teachers.
The educational progress
of the colored race is at all times an joteresting study, and West

with

pride

to

the

Virginia may,

institution

which is doing a good work

gint

named,

in fitting ithe:

colored brother to ably fill his place as

American citizen.

an

Mr. Butcher speaks of

the College in the highest terms of praise.
He listened to the class recitations and observed the methods of tuition and was
highly pleased with all.
¢‘ The buildings and ground at Harper's
Ferry were donated for the purpose by the

Mr. Storer,
donation

and

lege is exclusively devoted. Since 1867, it
has been steadily progressing and is to-

day in a most

flourishing

its head is Prof.

year, and

$597.38 is an unpaid balance on appropriations due March 1st. A large fraction of
these appropriations.
for the first two quarters has only just” been paid -atter long
waiting by our Home Missionaries. and
needy Home Mission interests, and for

condition.

At:

N. C. Brackett, who is.

donations,

the third

our

ers the following reference to the College
and its work, taken from the Wheeling

with which to meet these demands amount
of

the

Virginia to Storer College, to arrange the
terms on which a State appropriation to
aid in the training of colored teachers
should be paid to the Institution. In addition to the pleasure afforded us in meeting the Superintendent we have the addi-

to $682.75, leaving

a balance

F erry

of

State Superintendent of Schools in West

assisted by his wife
Morrell, a lady from
ther a corps of three
ucated and graduated

Mission Treasury at that time will be
$2,330.00. The available funds now in hand

to be provided for in little more
weeks !

Harper's

the visit

of elevating the educational plane of the.
colored people, to which object the Col--

quarterly remittance to India will be due.
The regular demands against the

mentioned

was joined by others in New York and the
New England States, who were desirous

THE PRESENT FINANCIAL EMERGENCY.
the ,25th

recently

of Boston, made a starting

Our Mission Causes.
On

In correspondence from

we

general Government in 1867.

Denominational,

gos-

undertaken,

by benevolent societies, having no organic relations to the denomination, the task

INDIA.

powers, I can not see what we

the

society foreign to our polity was chartered. About the same
time another was
formed to do Home

in

agony

printing;

but when the work of preaching
pel

claim to a right to

THE ORY FROM

When

undertook

in time and money

sia of God in an absolute sense. These
churches will be next discussed and their
scriptural standing traced. They
are

missionary, ed-

disciplinary.

raised

drawn

and backers, some of the latter being Con-

-

Our organization was born of necessity,
and, for the work it undertook to perform,

‘many public gatherings.

preroga-

AND LIFE.

S. D. CHURCH.

to which belongs

dignity,

out our

and

long

be-

perhaps one incorporated trust society,

all denominational interests. “But; how
‘could we support them? Well, that is
Just the point for you to consider. I am
satisfied
of this—that there are about a
half a dozen pairs of shoulders scattered
about New England, on which the whole
matter of the successful muintenance of
the mission rests. May wisdom in council be granted to the owners of those
shoulders!”
Who doubts that there are young men,
now in our churches, and in our

apportioned,

for

General Conference, after every thing else
had proved unsatisfactory—there will be
no need for any other organization, except

would

whom God is calling to enter our needy
foreign field? Will they," can they shut
their ears to the loud and bitter” wails
that come from that field? What are the
teachers in our schools, and the pastors

funds

let the money

way, and the

nomination,

is

little to keep us apart, and I should suppose that any devoted young man

with th® ecclesia, the one. primary body,
the

the same

why

to

also collected ‘the

Then

nevolence be

rough

for help outside of our own denomination ?

and deacons” are mentioned, and no eccle-

than office, and in no sense is it" implied

ing expenses.

hesitate to employ women?

ucational

sta, but those titles signify service

tioned, but have

necessary for Quarterly-and «Yearly Meet-

could

do a great deal more work of this

press was needed

main much longer.
He says: ‘ With
of these separated persons that compose | this -prospect before us, is it strange
the ecclesia of God, the army of volun- that some of us should feel a most

profession, until personal faith exists:
no importation of faith when it ‘does not teers, Whoever glides from this fundamental fact to the details of organization, to
exist. «“ The foul

native tastes.

life, and the personal union with Christ is
made prominent. In one case ‘bishops

not feel his soul stirred while reading the

in Christ he believes ; by Christ

sureto draw good congregations,” and
their preaéhing would in no way offend

If the saints were locally or-

or may not need or-.

They may

be

DENOMINATIONAL WORK

ganization ; they may be organized after
one model or many, they may be used as
one army or ‘many; they may serve in
the gospel, which is the wisdom of God
organized bodies or separately, on deand the power of God, isthe call, that | tached service,— yet the whole force beaddresses reason, calls for repentance and
o the one body of volunteers.
All
faith, which are specifi¢ acts of the soul }
rganization are subsequent and
believing on Christ is receiving and | secondary to thyir creation as volunteers,
entering the service of Christ; a declara.
and not necessary - factors of their relation of this faith completes the work.
tion to the government which called
ZLigelesia clearly expresses these steps and them,
nor of their relationto the residue
allows of no others in conflict with them. of the people
from whom
they are
-1ts order can not be reversed, the forces
separated. They may be used as cavalry,
can not be changed, none of them can be infantry,
or artillery ; as pioneers, spies,
- omitted
without
fatal results.
The or messengers ; be placed under one set
transaction is peculiarly personal. Christ of rules,
or various sets; officered alike,
personally seeks the lost, each soul
is or diversely; uniformed alike, or not at
called on his own account ; each one all
; but none of these things affect their
responds for himself; it is to Christ
he character or standing as volunteers.
comes,

men.

of their appointment upon that committee.
Aud yet it was a part of the plan by which
the denominational organization might be
brought into sympathy with the societies
which were doing its work, .and by consequence absorbing its life,
The times may not have been ripe for
so radical a measure, it may be too soon
now to undertake any thing so -progressive.
Still if the General Conference is to-

consicered the chief executive officers of
the bodies they represent.
Our clerks
have from the beginning not only appor-

made

They would

saintship, piety, prayer, holiness, devotion to Christ, election, and when ecclesia
is used its primary sense is the only one

What lover of our India mission did

* personal, from the individual proceeding
to the aggregate? The separation begins
with God. Jesus Christ seeks the lost;

preachers.

to earnest prayer to the God of missions,

is

separated

excellent

them that are sancpified by God the. Fath-er, and preserved by-Christ Jesus and
called.” The epistles of John are wholly
personal, and Revelation’ addresses the
‘‘ seven churches of Asia.”
The salient points in all these writings
are, personal separation, sanctification,

No special

The

simply the aggregation of the

James

“To the twelve tribes which are

themselves| tives, character; and relations of the eccle-

from their fellows unto the government
which calls. The result is a body of
volunteers. The word which describes
them as a body also denotes the process
of their creation. Theyare volunteers.
The personal, voluntary act that constitu-

seems feasible.

and in other missions, women have

adds,

in Christ

rites, forms

Does it organization

separation strictly

church, except

dentally in his greetings

Christ,

ganization, but

meats and drinks,”

It would be strange if the Scriptures
did not atford specific light on the nature
and constitution of the church. It is the
central figure of the gospel! the object of

The very title our

source,

things

ordi-

‘Aquila and Priscilla. Thus in Paul’s
the organization it necessarily in- thought, the personal altogether overconsists in union with him, devo- shadowed any possible or actual organihis service, identification with his zation.
:
This is a high and substantial orTo the Corinthians he writes, ‘The

is the recipient of the

D. D,

purchase

and

to its

bounded by the same line of separation,
is in all respects the same body. The
kingdom is composed of individuals, not
organizations; its- substance is * not

THE CHURCH.

the

the

power, will survive the same

——

CHURCH

spiritual

separationis unfp

same mission,

It can not be!” My very tears do prove
His love, who made a father’s heart to love.

the Saviour’s love;

never

o'er the plains of | the ecclesia of God.

If I dared think that thou, my precious boy,
‘Wert doomed by any dark and cruel fate
To see the years bear thee afar from joy,
/- Beneath the shadow of eternal hate.

THE CHRISTIAN

and

The

tion to
cause.

H, BALL;

the

spiritual

were wont to assemble

and all

Do thy veiled eyes look back to that fair
shore
Whence thou didst come, and grieve to be
no more
wii
‘With sinless souls? No more? Well might I
weep

2,

personal

fruit is the cause of the tree on

volves,

sleep?

BY REV, GEO.

The

fhe

of sepaphted

* One of two

First, the Woman's Board ‘may bend a
little, and either send out meg (if such

can be found,) directly, or promote the
same object indirectly by taking on the
The usual style of addressing the mem- support of all the women whether ‘marbers of the church, confirms this view of ried or not. Second; or if fen can uot
the radical scope of ecclesia. The apos- be found,or the other can not be, then let
Pall
tolic epistles are addressed to persons -of,. women take the field in a more evoluted
a certain character, not to organizations. form, and take the work of preachers, . Would it not be well, after a half-score
More generally the word ecclesia is not pastors, and general managers. This years of unsatisfactory, not to say harasswould not be an entire innovation. Miss ing. toil, to consider the wisdom—or folly
even used at all. Writing to Rome,
sif you please—of the Conferente of *71?
Paul says: ‘To all that be at Rome, Crawford has been an excellent pastor
By common consent the secretaries of
beloved of God, called to be saints,” but for many years in all except the name, bodies have come, to a great extent, to be
evolved, but they are secondary,
nate, annexes, and not tke church.

never mentions the

—Fo Dreamland forth, a settled sadness deep: -

at

aggregate

signed it as the body, the temple, the family, the church, the kingdom. Social,
specific organizations may follow, be

producing cause of the separation, nor in
any true sense a part of it any more than

grows.

A.W.G.

a

the

‘upon, and subject to,
substance,

Dear sleeping boy! Thy waking face did keep
A wealth of sunny smiles; but o’er it stole,
When slumber’s gentle hand led thy young
soul

a

of

personal characteristics belonging

ASLEEP!

roaming

substance

Sirs:
Ping
3

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 1881.

art thou

the

individuals.

The Worning Star.

Where

individual;

character is all-controlling and absolutely
primary. - If organization follows, it does
80 as an outgrowth, and never as a
factor ; itis therefore always dependent

first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

BY

of the ecclesia is not an organization,

remittances of

unications designed for publication

oii
wb og

ment of heart and ‘purpose. The whole
gospel accords with this. Hence the unit

ecclesia is

To whom
al aid be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

money,

NO?

£
3

and sister and Miss
Maine.
He has farcolored teachers, ed—
by the College.

“The institution is supported entirely by
tuition being

furnished

free

to

the colored peoplé. A farm which belongs to the College brings in‘a small revenue to.eke out the donations in the support of the College.
Rooms are furnished
free to pupils

their board.

and

their

only

expense

is

There is now at the College

an enrollment of 200 and an average at—
tendance of 150, the sexes being about
equally
represented. Mr. Butcher
was
struck

with the

intelligence

of

the

stu-

dents. They ranged in age from 12 to 20
years and formed a body of remarkably
bright young people.
In their recitations
they displayed a thorough understanding
of their studies and evinced a great aptitude at learning.
:
‘“ Since the institution was founded, it
this balance of $597.38 they are waiting has turned out 250 teachers, who are now
scattered over the country engagedin edstill
ucating their race. Most of them went:
These are the facts in the case, and it South, where the field was broader, and no
seems to me that they must make an appeal ‘doubt their work and influence will be
to our people that can not—that will not,be ‘felt. With pardonable pride, Prof. Brackresisted.
It is well known that our For- ett told Mr. Butcher of a young colored
man he had fitted for College and who reeign Missionaries must suffer great incon- cently graduated at a Maine University
venience and their work great depression, ‘and
ore off the first honor.
¢¢¢ The colored race, ’ said Mr. Brackett,
if the Foreign remittance is’ either short
‘is exhibiting great progress in educaor late.
A grave qpestion, indeed, is it
tion, and a singular thirst for knowledge
for our force in India, surrounded by hea- is occasionally developed among
them.
then ‘and heathenism, to" consider, when
Any prejudice which may have existed is
the supplies argejtifer cut off or long de- rapidly disappearing and will soon dic or
be forced out.’
.
layed. Let us be faithful to those who
“Great improvements are now
being
have gone forth to that corner of our\Mas- made at the College, the ground having
ter's vineyard with our God-speed and our been broken on Monday for the erection
pledges of support.
of a building which will unite the present
It is equally true that our failure to wings.
One of these wings has ‘but recently been completed; and is known as
meet our, Home Mission appropriations
Myrtle Hall. It is devoted to the females.
when they are due subjects our numerous
It ‘was begun by Gerrit Smith, of New
Home Mission interests to great embarYork, and when he died, during the panic
rassments, and our faithful Home Missionof ’73, the work was neglected for severa¥
aries to perplexing trials. Brother Brackett
and Brother Manning and some of our years, but was finally pushed to comple| Western Home Missionaries could speak
tion.
:
¢ At the late session of the Legislature,
of these trials from pracuical experience as
no Secretary can present them. The ne- the importance of educating the colored
cessities of the case are understood by our population was fully recognized, and pro—
vision was made in the school law for the:
people in a general way.: What we want
education of a certain number of teachers’
is more definiteness of application to speannually. The State Superintendent of
cific needs, and the bringing of these
needs directly home to Qur own hearts and Schools was instructed to contract for the:
education of a number of colored persons.
pockets individually.
for teachers, anntally, proportionate with:
The present, if ever, is a.time for us all the number of white Normal Schoo! stuto inquire of the Lord touching our own
dents. It was this ‘buBiness which took
The
“personal duty in this emergency of our Mr. Butcher to Harper's Ferry.
Mission causes, and to avail ourselves of number of white’ Normal students is 407;
the blessed privilege of lending a helping the number which bears the same proporhand to our Master's work in time of tion to 407 that the colored population
bears to the white population is 17. For
need,
:

require four men at once to restore an yetbeen successtully developed.
that sinneth it shall die,"
joe
Conference which was cons
and the soul that believes, it shall live, forms of work, service, and rules of order, economical balance between the male and -vened atGeneral
Hillsdale, recommended that twenthe education of this number Mr. Butcher loses
the
gospel
idea
female
of
the
departments
church,
‘One year ago this month
we
were
and
of
the
mission,
and
“Faith corios by hearing,” ‘“The Spirit and
ty cents per member per annum be raised
contracted: The price is $3.50 per pupil
in
great
creates another.of a different. type, and "yet we hear of io more men likely to | for Foreign Missions, the same amount for
straits,
We
called upon the
per month, which is satisfactory; it inthe bride say come; let him that
heareth. different origin. | The church of
God is come at present. . . + Daily preaching “Home Missions and one-half the sum for Lord mightily. and he answered: ~ We cludes tuition and the use. of "books and
say come ; let him that igatliirst cote
Education Society; and nomindted called upon the peoplé and they responded apparatus. How these favored,
; and
17, dre to
the act bf separation, and is was formerly considered ‘the essehtial the
whosoever will, let him take of the water creatbyed
¢ the Quarterly Meeting and Yearly Meetbe chosen from the number of aspirants,
with
generous
gifis,
and
thé
crisis
was
then complete in all essential appoint work of our mission, but practically .it ing clerks a. committee to apportion the safely passed.
"=~
:
of life freely,” Come! That denotes
The same God lives to - Mr. Butcher has not determined.
a
to thé churches and notify them of hear. Will the same people give till the
“ This is a fine opportunity for an annuak
voluntary act ; a ‘personal choice ; a moral ments. The head, the body, the life, the has ceased to:be.so. A reviyal of this ‘amount
number of colored persons tg obtain am 3
members, the uniting bonds, .the visible plementIs of the utmost importance. .* To the same.”" We do mot know whether Treasuries are fall?
these brethren ever discharged the duty
change; a spiritual separation; a move. expression,
excellent education and become of service
“
i.
E.
N.
FERNALD.
are, all com plete, ‘as’ God ide-~ Stouts, this end, what can be, done ?
thus laid upon them or were ever notified
to their race and the State.”
;
Lp
Lewiston, Me., May 9.
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sinner.
{For

Questions

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

"PARABLES ON PRAYER.

~

,

Mercy is what we all need and what we
must all have, or: never be saved., ‘At
the basis of this prayer is the unqualified
;
confession of personal sinfulness.

the prayer
Calderwood.

wv

GOLDEN TEXT :—* Ask, and it shall be given
you ; seek, and ye shail

soul.

concentrated,

‘all

find; knock, and it

shail be opened unto you.” SZ Luke11: 9.

Luke 18:14.

Notes and Hints.

Sppropdsie

to * sipners.”—

14, I tell you..- Emphatic assertion,
Remember who says, Ltell you. Justified.
Accepted with God as righteous. Rather
than the other. *¢So the Pharisee returned from the temple as poor as he came,
while the publican, whom he despised,
wondering how he dared to come, returned made rich by God’s kiss - of for-

The parables on prayer which we study giveness and peace.”—Rev. A. H. Curin this lesson follow very naturally and rier, M. C. Sermons, 1878. Christ closes
appropriately after what our Saviour had the parable by announcing a principle, in
substance : He that exalteth himself as
been saying about his
proud Pharisee did, shall be humbled
this
See chap. 17: :20—37,
by God, who can not justify such; and he
are peculiar to Luke.
that humbleth himself, as the penitent
1 Unto them. The disciples. To
end. To show them the value of prayer. publican did, shall be exalted by God,
who hears and answers the prayers of
Not to faint.
In these
words,
says
such.
“Trench, *‘ there are opened to us many
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
glimpses into the inmost mystery of
prayer.” ¢ The parableis given to teach
I+ Prayer should be constant, earnest
us, not the duty of an earnest or devout and humble.
heart, but the duty of not suffering disII. Though God may long deny the
<ouragement in prayer, because titues are answer, he does not forget the prayers of
adverse, and no ‘answer appears to be his children.
vouchsafed.”— Abbott.
III. The faith of Christians will be
2. 4 Jug
Deut. 16: 18. Feared sorely tried before Christ comes again.
- mot God.. Had no regard for his authority.
IV. Humility of heart is of more value
He was reckless and desperate.
in God's sight than the most careful ob3. Awidow.
In oriental countries the servances of rites and ceremonies.
SO
condition of widows is one of - degraded
> —0-6
‘helplessness. The Old Testament declares
GLEANINGS FROM
THE NOTEthem to be under God's especial ‘care.
MAKERS.
( From ** Parables of Our Lord.”)
Ex. 22. 22—24; Deut. 10: 18; Ps. 68: 5.
Avenge me. Do me justice.
What is it that nerves her purpose ? It
4, 5. He would not.
He was annoyed
is simply this, that she pleads for justice.
by her frequent calls, or may have been
Weak as she is, in this she feels that she
bribed, as is still very common in the is stronger than the cold, imperious
East. Said within himself.
Acknowl- judge. She can conquer him. Strong as
edges his.own hard-heartedness ; what he he is in position and authority, he can be
would not do for the sake of justice he made to feel a treacherous weakness
does to rid himself of a troublesome when justice cries out against his verdicts,
even though it be the feeble, faltering lips
visitor.
7
6,7.
The Lord.
Jesus Christ.
Shall of an oppressed widow that utter the
not God avenge. If a hard-hearted, un- cry."—Prof. Henry Calderwood, LL. D.
just, human judge will do for a poor,
( From Rev. R. R. Meredith, D.D.)
.
despised widow
what she desires, in
In the attitude and prayer of this publianswer to her oft-repeated entreaties, all can we have, (1)
A deep conviction of
the more will God, who is full of com- personal guilt.
‘Me the sinner.” (2)
passion, and delights to bless them that Godly sorrow on account of sin. Pas«call upon him, regard the prayers of his sionate grief surged in waves of distress
own children. His own elect.
Those over ** his broken aud contrite heart.”
whom he has chosen. ¢‘ Christians. The (3) Deep humility before God.
(4)
terms elect and
Christians
are often Direct and earnest prayer. (5) A bless:synonymous.”—Dr. Butler. ‘They are ed result. His cry is heard in heaven,
chosen according to God's eternal purpose -and he hastens to his house justified.
in Christ, and according to his foreknow-

ledge of their meeting “the conditions

BY PROF.

of

election, namely, Of faith, repentance and

perseverance.”— Whedon. §‘¢ The elect
are those whom God has drawn by the

(From

M.

C. Hazen,

Esq.)

Christ leads one to increased faith by
showing the reasonableness of having
confidence in : persistent prayer.—The
judge lacked the two cables that moor

R.DUNN,

D.D.

There are three types of church union-

much truth a man must believe in order
to be # Christian is not easily defined;
and hence there is scarcely an error upon
| the globe that could not in certgin cases
be indulged or approved by unionism.
The whole tendency is to undervalue

ism. The Papists and High Churchmen
believe iin ‘the * Holy Catholic Church”,
isible and visible church are
hat menial is neces-

embracing. He is a sinner hungering
for mercy, asking provision’ where alone | |
supply can be had. This cry stands in
Scripture as the Saviour’s embodiment of

Prayer answered.
Dan. 9:3-27.
Prayer too late. Jer. 7: 8—16.
03

péhitent

CHURCH UNIONISM.

a

be mer eifut to me

The cry of every

His prayer is simple,

DAILY READINGS.
.. Parable on prayer. Luke 18:1—14.
Prevailing prayer. Gen. 32:24—32.
Abraham’s prayer. Gen. 18:23—33.
. Hezekiah’s prayer. 2 Kings 20:1—11.
Elijah’s prayer. 1Kings 18: 21—40.
.

God

toward God.

Communications.

57:

18; Isa.

Would mot lift up
humble even to look

15)."—J. F. & B.
Too
. . . hiseyes.

Sunday-School Lesson.--May. 22.

34:

Others believe in-a
outside of this i
‘disorderly walkers” and

regardless of differences respecti
trine or church polity.
Some of \this
class would admit all who accept the
gospel and wish to ‘culture their religious nature and become pious”, making
the

church

a kind

of

training

school.

But others would require the same condi
tions, and no others, for. membership

in

church organization that are necessary to
salvation. This theory is the subject for
present consideration. It seems to be
simple and plausible, and if well stated
is frequently accepted with as little

thought as the boy gave to the advice to
drink first the acid and then the soda.
When the effervescence subsided so that
he could speak, the opinion was expressed that the union of some articles in
the stomach was not favorable to personal quiet. There are laws of affinity in
doctrines and practices which can no
more be ignored than chemical affinities.
To the assertion that Christian belief theoretical or evangelical, ought to be the
only condition of membership .in organized churches, there are the following ob-

jections:
1. It assumes false views

the

nature

of

{rue

respecting

Christian

union.

Christ prayed that his followers might be
one, as he and the Father were one.—
John 17: 11. But surely there is not an
orgapization in the Godhead, for God is a

Spirit and the divine unity must be spiritual. And this is the union desired and
demanded in the church of Christ: ¢‘ By

one spirit are we all baptized into one
body.”—1 Cor. 12: 13. Christians not
only ought to be united but they are
one in the family of God.—John 1: 3;
1John 4: 7;

Rom 8: 14, 17;

Gal. 4: 6;

but one fast in the year.

3129;
«of
bt,
+

Ley,

Give tithes. ExactNum. 99:7.
all that I acquire,” including, no
many things not specified: in the
Sins to confess, and spiritual
be supplied, ‘he felt none.”—/.
charity he is
|
destitute,

From the holy place,

may be, doubtless will be the means

money, and a feurful loss in pure, wholesome morals and character.— The Signal.
Dr. Cuyler says: ** The most effectual
method we have ever known for interesting the younger portion of the flock, is by
banding them together for social worship
and for social work. Literary societies do

and

religious

social conven-

sentimentality.

At

least, the danger is that error will be patronized and convictions weakened.

The

Gal. 3: 9;

Eph. 4: 50.

Rom. 12: 10;
1Pet. 1: 22;

Gal. 5: 13;
1 John 4:

1Thes. 4: 9;
7.
And all

Christians are one in hope.—Gal.

5:

5;

Col. 1: 27; Tit.2: 7; Heb.6: 18; 1Pel.
"1: 3. But while the law of love and un-

jon, and especially with reference to those
of the * Household of faith”, is urged in
all the Bible, there is not a single refer-

ence to union of otganization; nor is
there a single text demanding unien

Those who are invited to member-

ship ought to be allowed tb enjoy their
owfi views in peace, and to avoid, or
evade, the danger of internal controvergies: doctrinal issues not essential to
Christian character must be partially or
entirely ignored in union churches. And
if errors are referred to in the pulpit
or elsewhere they must be left in the

same category with the common errors of
manhood, so as not to imply. that one

With

“Aw-

and positive beliefs respecting the forms of

church government, is to call the Episcopalians, most of the

Presbyterians

are

alists, hypocrites.

- And

moved by conscientous feelings and want
the liberty to worship in their own way
and spirit, as they could not if in the
same church.
But
there are honest

churches must be

Episcopalian,

Christians who believe in observing the

adopt another without

ers worship ¢“ with tears,”—all these

and

Baptists, and many of the Congrégationinasmuch

as all
Presby-

terian or Independent in church government; no man who believes that God

quires.

one

form

re-

of church polity can
violation of

con-.

science. This of itself renders different
denominations unavoidable, and the only

seventh day for worship while othérs observe the first.
The absolute impossiPastoral work is impracticable in bility’ of organizing these two classes question is, upon what conditions may
burches. A Pedo-baptist minister together for Christian worship is suffi- they be constituted: and are differences
recls it his duty to sprinkle infants and cient of itself to refute the groundless upon the doctrine of baptism justifiable
This
others, but can not have any faith in aft- assumption that every church is bound. to reasons for different minions?
‘question is yet to ‘be answered.
erward immersing those sprinkled mem- receive members only upon condition of
++
bers. - Very few would do it, and if they moral character without requiring -y
of
doctrine
or
practice.
;
consented no Baptist would be satisfied
Oval, DivIRIen
8. Unionism is impracticable in the
with any such faithless performance.
BY A. A. MOULTON,
Therefore Baptist members could not be nature of the case. All physical phenom——
.ena
must
depend
upon
physical
condisatisfied with such pastors. But all be-_
It is not unusual to hear and read exvisible pressions
lieve that some act constitutes baptism? tions. Church organization and
‘of sentiment deprecating the
and the Baptist pastor believes that im- membership are physical phéfiomena ; large number of American. colleges and
mersion is ‘that act, and that all unin implying an expression of desire for especially the formation ¢f Hew ones. ; It
mersed members are unbaptized in - fact, membership, an expression by vote or is claimed it would be far > betlor,” if the
whatever may be their character and otherwise of the body, a registry of the capital and studehts 'of new and: poorl¥
officers, meetings, regulations,
spirituality.
And if he has any con- name,
endowed collégis Jere concentrated
constitutions
or covenants, ecclesiastical
science or consistency he can not perupon those already well established.
form an act which he believes is not bap- government, &c. These regulations imThis matter, however, certainly has two
may demand Christian
tism and say in the name of the Trinity, plied or expressed,
sides,as already indicated in the excellent. - | JH
« T baptize you.” This, according to his character as one condition of membership ; article,‘ “Something more about colleges. Li
belief, would be a lie in the name of God, but in addition to piety,there must be setie Otherwise ¢dueational workers whom eir-7~
viz., a false oath. And te administer this physical conditions implied: in z#he very cumstances have connected with new or
ni€hber must not
act to infants not included in the law of organization itself. A
poorly endowed colleges, who are enonly
have
faith
but
comply
with external
baptism is still worse. Before a man
deavoring to contribute to their supoess..

can do this he must cease to be a Bap-

tist or ignore his conscience and convictions, if he ever had any. The fact is, no

Baptist can

do what

Pedo-baptists

de-

niand of a pastor, hor Pedo-baptists im-

merse those previously sprinkled as re-

rules

or claims.

A

man

might

just

as well undertake to
make
moral
character the only condition of membership in the school, family or state
as in church.
Every event in on universe must

have

cause

and

conditions;

and these conditions must be of the same
character with the event.
Moral condi-

and permanency, would ‘have very poor
encouragement, for Christianity implants
the desire to be engaged in some work

which may contribute somewhat to the
general good of humanity. The assamption that the capital and students of such
colleges exist at the expense of the leading institutions of learning, is only true to
a limited extent. Often there are other

quired by Baptists. They may exchange
pulpits or hire out to preach sermons, securing others to administer the ordi- tions for moral character, light for the
nances. But regular pastoral work is eye, food’ for nourishment, and external circumstances controlling the endowment
for external relations. To
impossible in churches constituted of4 conditions
besides the mere general desire to assist
Baptists and Pedo-baptists, and derange- attempt to make a good coat out of piety the cause of education. Sometimes there is
ment in the pastoral relation defeats. the would be no more absurd that to attempt | a desire to contribute to the knowledge of
to make external organizations ii relagreat end of church organization.
educational methods by the trial of new
5. Labor and expenditure for relig- tions consist of faith. There mst be experiments. Sometimes there is a defaith, and-the adoption of the polity or
ious purposes would be diminished by
sire on the part of the donors, as at Rio
regulations of the body.
general church unity. In some
small
| Grande, to found an institution devoted
This, if possible, is rendered still more
towns there are more churches than can
to Chfistian education where their old~
clear by the fact that Christians often difbe well sustained, and more expenditure
friends and neighbors may be especially
fer upon the forms or principles of the
than
a less number would require. To
benefited by it. This metive leads to the
organization itself.
Can any body tell
many who would consider any practice
consideration of one grand advantage and
how a conscientious Episcopalian can
pious that saves money, this seems to be a
justification
of the multiplicity of colleges.
unite with a Congregational church with"¢ waste” as terrible as the woman's *¢ pre-

needed;

1 Cor. 8:17;

others

;

19;

One in purpose.—Acts 11: 23; 2 Cor. 1:
47.
United in love.—John .13: 3);

their devotions, while

ful reverence” stand before God, and oth-

love of truth is worth more than conven-

ience or economy.

Eph. 5: 23; Tit. 3: 7. They are onein
spirit and faith.—John3: 6; 1 Cor. 6:

of J 8.

shutting out from your home, hundreds
of dime and nickel novels of the blood
and thunder order, which, if nothing
better is supplied to them, boys will ‘be
sure to obtain at a far greater outlay in

ience

cious ointment” in’ the gospel. But in
many of these towns there are more
dwellings, stores and railroads than are

which is not experienced and practiced
culling of Jesus from the bosom of lost | one to integrity of char acter—God gr ants by those in different organizations and vihumanity, agreeably to the eternal plan the requests of his children, at last, not to olated often by those in the same church
of salvation.”—Godet.
‘‘ The church in- get rid of them, but that they may come organization. The frequent misapplicavisible only is elect in the eye of God.”— again.—God’s ear is ever open to the cry tion of Scripture on this' subject and the
Wordsworth. Bear long. 1s long-suffer- of those who call upon him. Whenever frequent reference to Christian union as
ing.
¢¢ This supposes that on earth only one’s need is, then is his time for prayer. synonymous with organization, is not only contrary to the spirit and doctrin¥ of
4s there occasion «for faith ; that faith is the “National 8. 8S. Teacher.
Christ but is calculated to lead to an
Oo
great thing that Christ looks for; that he
overestimate
of external things and an
will find but little faith in comparison
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
underestimate of the spiritual. It is a
with
what one might expect.”—M.
In the Sunday-school
of the First
tendency to temporal things that are
Henry.
2
Presbyterian church, Washington, D. C.,.
8. ‘He will avenge.
God does not Mr. John B. Wight, superintendent, no seen, against which truth and the Holy
forget the prayers of his children. Will text-book except the Bible is used in. the Ghost have been striving through all the
he find faith. That faith which endures classes. At the close of the session ages.
2. Unionism defeats the end pro¢in earnest and unyielding prayer. ‘One lesson leaves and other periodicals for
It proposes the diminution of dif.of thoge mournful utterances which show home study are distributed to both teach- posed.
But
show hard a burden to the heart of Christ ers and scholars, but they are not to be ferences and the increase of unity.
‘the unbelief of his own disciples is. See used in the school. As a result there is differences brought into the same church
Matt. 17: 17.”"—Abbott. This parable less dependence upon printed questions, are not annihilated, and all history’ and
stands in close relation to what has gone more thorough preparation, and better experience show that differences in one
before, and was spoken to encourage his teaching. All are pleased with the plan. church are much worsé than between
churches. And’ with all the sects and
followers to persevering prayer during —The Study.
sectarianism of the present day there is
the whole period between his first and
Round Lake Sunday-school Association much more trouble within the respective
second comings.
has abandoned the idea of holding a organizations than between them. After
-9. This parable. To teach humility
Sunday-school assembly this year.—S. S. the Methodists were fairly organized outin prayer.
Unto certain. Probably cerTimes.
side of ‘the old church there was more
tain of his disciples in whom he had
The
Sunday-School
in
Methopeace
than before. And so of the Protesalready observed a tendency to fall into
formalism and spiritual pride. It may be dist Episcopal church South, is of the- tant and Wesleyan Methodists, and so of
rendered *‘ concerning some” or ‘ on opinion that the larger numerical ratio of the. F. Baptists and others. It was the
the Sunday-schools of the North, as com- strife within the E. Methodists. and Bapaccount of certain ones.”
10. Two men. They represent two pared with the church’ membership in the tist denominations and not between them,
«classes of persons, Two taken to re- South, is chiefly due to ‘the greater en- that split the South from the North; and
present the whole. All praying people couragement given to the primary de- the bitter strifes and lawsuits over * New
partment of the schools in the North.— School” and ¢¢ Old School” theology were
.are here divided into two classes.
within the Presbyterian church and not
11. Stood. The usual manner then; Baptist Teacher.
between sects,
And so it is in. local
The
meeting
for
Bible
study,
which
is
iit is rather implied that he took a position
vormally; ohe might almast say, ¢¢ struck conducted by Rev. R. R. Meredith at the churches. For fifty years, while unionan® attitude.” Prayed thus. He really Tremont Temple, Boston, every Saturday ism has been urged for the sake of peace,
_ boasted to God.
With himself. Denoting afternoon, is attended by from two controyersies and trials have been seventhe unreality of the performance. 1t was thousand to twenty-five hundred people, fold more numerous and more disgraceful
a sham in the name of religion. God, 1 the large majority of whom are teachers. within bodies of the same order than beIn South Africa, where Dr: Moffat wait- tween different denominations. As exhank thee. There was no true thankfuled
years for a single ‘conversion, there ternal irritants are sometimes the only
mess in his heart. Compare 1 Cor. 15: 3,
9,10, 11. Not as other men. The hight of are now 50,000 Christians.—S. 8. World. relief for organic disease, so, often, a
new church is the only relief from irrita'
AN
AED
EEA
i
y
gelf-righteousness. This publican. * The
tion by discordant elements. Within
Give
the
boys
good
reading,
suppose
it
smiting”
climax of all. He sees the man
.on his breast in anguish, and no touch of does cost a little something ; subscribe for proper limits the existence of different
pity, no desire to say a word of comfort, a good scientific weekly or monthly. It denominations promotes Christian union.

es in his soul.”—Eilicolt.
Fast twice. Far exceeding the reof ‘the law. Moses com-

truth, and to overestimate

much in the exercise and Zevelopmient.
Some Christians get *¢ shouting happy” iin

and under

human

administra

tion an equal and economical distribution
of the blessings of civilization and religion can hardly be expected. Indeed, if
economy was the only object in some of
these small places, several
families
might occupy one dwelling, using one
kitchen, one parlor and one. sleepingroom. But churches are nat made for
towns but for individuals, and they
should be constituted in that way which
will be best for the members and the

world.

Jn many

cases in these

small

churches there is a feeling of responsibility; a-degreeof personal activity, and
a willingness in expenditure which is of
great benefit to the members and the

people. And often, those who refuse to
attend one church and form of worship
will

go

to

another,

receive

instruction

and be saved. And the terrible waste of
‘funds so often referred to is not loss of’
religious means.
Most of the money
saved

by plain

dress, cheap

living

and

outa violation of conscience?

Or how

a

Congregationalist who believes the Bible
enjoins that form of church, order can
unite with the Presbyterians? Or how. a

Presbyterian can unite with either of the
others ? It may be said that these points
are not essential and Christians ought not
to have any conscience respecting them.
Why then have the Episcopalians always
defended so strenuously the ‘Apostolic
succession,” and why the Presbyterian
efforts to prove the biblical character of
their polity ? And why have the Congregationalists broken loose from New England within the last fifty years and with
their ¢¢ Church extension” policy organized churches all over the West, when the

body

appears, design-

ing men imposing upon the masses become leaders, the church and state are
united, and despotism appropriates the
whole. It needs no supernatural inspiration for any man who wil] study histotory and the nature of man—the forces of
commerce,

literature

and

civil

institu-

tions—to foretell the result of any ‘“ Holy
Catholic Church” of Arherica embracing
all others.
Men may talk eloquently
about the glorious state of things if all
were in one organization and, if all were

what they oughtto be, but still the fact
that one-twelfth of Christ's first company
were satanic and that the followers

are

no better, will leave most men reconciled
to the existence of different churches. It
is a reason for profound gratitude that
the ‘eight millions of American Christians
are neither fighting: each other Jor 80
united as to be used in ‘political ¢or des-

pojie designs.

Unionism is;
of
conscience
not go deep enough ; they do not meet the
soul-want; and mere *sociables’ soon most important doctrines of the gospel ship. The spirit of
| evaporate into emptiness and weariness,” are placed in the background, Just ow! sentially the same
class of members are more erroneous
than others. In this way some of the os

live

college

conducted

under

Christian influences becomes a great
source of good to the community about
it. By having educational centers all
over the land a far larger proportion of
the people feels the influence of them and

is benefited thereby than

if they

were

concentrated at a few points, and a larger proportion of the young becomes interested in higher education.
In Ohio, if anywhere, with its thirty or
more colleges there would seem to be an
oversupply and no good reason for more.
Bat this plentiful sprinkling-finds a justification in the general intelligence of its
citizens and the number of them who
have won henorable distinction.
So in
Rio Grande College, as we look upon the
students who have become interested in
ly have received them ?
standards are the same with the Presby- higher education and who are developing
healthy mental growth,
terians, and if church polity is of no ac- -a rapid and
count why then was not the ¢Compro- and as we enter the prayer-meetings
mise” carried out perpetually and all go which have grown from the start made
into Presbyterianism ? The fact is, church upon the motion of Miss Nellie PHIpS—
polity is considered of consequence un- when only two or three students participated —until they are attended by a
til the churches are organized, and the
Baptists, Presbyterians and Episcopaliafl majority of the students and have beare kindly invited to lay aside all special come noted for their inspiriting influence
by marking religious
preferences
and unite with a union and hallowed
church, which receives all Christians growth and the conversion of souls,—the_
upon condition of piety——and conformi- College seems to have a raison d'eire.
of* educational
facilities
ty to their church usages! Indeed, this Distribution
Singular
accessible.
|is the kind invitation over the door.
of all , makes them more
|churches, from the Roman Catholic up asit may seem, as a general rule the
those
to the F. Baptist. All are invited best endowed of our colleges,
upon condition of piety—and conformity which represent the most educational
to church regulations. And some will concentration, are the most expensive to
even omit the piety if one is moral and students. The tendency is to use large
respectable. . But how a man can unite endowments for the collection of exten-

religious economy goes into personal
possessions and not into the Lord's treasury. There is no lack of funds in Christian society at large, but a want of disposition to appropriate them to God's work.
Small churches generally -work -and pay
much more in proportion to their members than large ones; and although they
are sometimes too small for success yet
in large combinations the feeling of responsibility, the number of active members and the benevolent expenditures are
with a church without agreeing to its
diminished. The expenditure of time and regulations is the question, and how a
meney in Christian work would undoubtman can agree to regulations which he
edly be greatly lessened if all the churchbelieves to be injurious or unscriptural, is
es were in one denomination.
a mystery.
Perhaps, however, it ought
6. The general unity of all denominato be assumed that the regulations and
tions, even if practicable, would justly
church polityof a ¢¢ Union church” can
excite the most serious apprehensions respecting ecclesiastical influence ‘upon certainly be accepted by all Christians
of good sense, while the sectarian regumonopolies and governments. When or
where in the history of the world has lations of Baptists, Presbyterians, Metho- |
there been any general, concerted relig- dists, and Episcopalians ought to be readious organization which was not used by ily surrendered. It may be obtuseness,
intriguing monopolists and ambitious rul- but some fail to see the justice or coners? In Christian natior all are. not sistency of the special and specious claim
converted from selfishness, and as soon of liberality and Christian union in these
as a large, united

Every

sive cabinets and apparatus

and

making

provision” for post graduate study and
original research. All these are needful ;
but still more imperative is the need of
baving our American colleges popular
institutions, so that so far as possible
there may be men. in every community

with minds developed by education

der Christian influence,

to

degree
to enable them
direction

to

to

public

a

un-

LAS

S. S$. Department.

Ps.

way to get near

gg

sufficient

give

a right

sentiment

and

by

means of the press and the voice to make

proper applications of the principles of
justice, liberty and Christianity.
One
necessary condition to the effectiveness
of our common schools is’ their complete

professions. To them the making of
Christian character alone the condition of distribution.
membership, is an impossibility, and its
pretense not particularly respectful to
others nor just in the premises. Many

The same reasons exist to
a considerable degree for the distribution
of colleges.
This view of the matter

gives

one

faith

in

the present divis-

doctrines and practices may- be specified| ion of educational capital among our four
colleas not included in the conditions of hundred Protestant American
church membership, and each denomina- ges, with a willingness to see the numnation has a right to do this work for ber still further increased by a few more
themselves, but the profession of making liberal, Christian sdgestional centers in
;
the state of the heart, the only condition the South..,
Rio Grande, O.
is as week in logic as it has been ‘unbuc-

cessful in practice.

No; men if equally |

honest, with differences

intellectual development,

in constitution,

circurnstances

.+> 4-0

oH

Most of us have read the story of the
le
shipwrecked mariner on an inhospitab

a

und work, will differ in their views of re- island perishing with famine. One day
ligious truth and church practice; and box was suddenly swept ashore, and he
nothing, but ignorance, superstition or’ ruslfed eagerly to loosen its fastenings;
despofism has ever prevented it:

And so

long as men think, and think for them.
selves, this mast be so. But in Christian
character and hope, all Christ's followers

are one, within or without organizations—
incousiitens with’ libs with one kind of clfurch polity and name,
in religious wor- or another. And this is the only ChrisChristian worship, es- tian union desirable or possible. To preeverywhere, differs tend that there are no moral. convictions

;

but he

fell

back

in

fainting

-

disap-

saying,
pointment and consternation,
nger's
passe
some
only
is
it
Alas,
«

pearls!” When

this soul of ours is at

last off upon the eternal

shore,

unready .-

and unfurnished, will its undying hunger
be appeased with indigestible jowels of
earthly opulence alone? And will it be

merry then P—Chas. S. Robinson, D. D.
J
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our best and wisest men, who have man-

this answer is sufficiently evident, and
while it must commend itself to all, the

not

the
secthe
he
At

most” unlucky

gled

stars, and;

to maintain’

having

existence

rily slow process of an actual and perma--

nent building

strug-

for a little

be

as

silent

smooth, as though no human
ever fallen
its surface.

into

it

and

and

sunk

to year.
3. We

have

a

great

number

of

of feeble churches have been cast out in- churches, badly founded and poorly conto the world. Cramped in their resources, and contending against innumerable difficulties, they now commence
their long and doubtful struggle for life,
A weak society divides its little effort-and
its small means among these churches, |
helping each to a little prolong its life
and its agony. This system has the merit
of treating all alike, ‘and besides, it
avoids the danger of causing to appear
before the eyes of timid men, that terrible
bug-bear of centralization.
Years pass
by, and the society which has established
for itself no
central
storehouses of
strength, naturally becomes drained of
its resources and unable to do any more.

What has come of all this work and anxious care and giving? The life olgusny
churches has been prolonged; this is
much.
Through the work
of these
churches many souls have been saved;
this is a cause for rejoicing. But during
this time, not a few churches which

have

received their snfall quota of aid, have
gone out of existence; others are living
on at a wretchedly poor, dying rate, and
the time of their departure is evidently
near at hand.
Scarcely
any are on

a really safé foundation ; or if a very few
have been aided in really struggling to the
shore they are so much
exhausted by their
long and severe efforts, that they are
scarcely able to go alone, and well support the life that has been saved.
When 1 was a small boy, we had an
eccentric, thongh . somewhet—ingenivus

neighbor. He was the owner of a small
piece of ground upon which, almost every year, he began to erect a new building. These buildings he would cover in
and
perhaps a little more,
but he
would

legve

each,

in

turn,

half com-

pleted in order that he might commence
another. After a time, he came to have
a considerable

village of, buildings,

in

various stages of growth and decay, all of
them unsightly and uninhabitable. This
man had quite a long list of edifices which

he called

by various names, and he might

be known abroad as the possessor of a con. siderable estate. But nothing of all he

had was decently adapted to the purpose

for which it was designed, and the whole

was 80 exposed to damage from wind and
weather that it must be continually prop* ped up to keep it from falling in ruins.
This represents another method of H.M.
work which I have seen employed. Churches are organized here and there,. wherever a few people think they

would

like

to have a church, with very little regard
to the actual needs of the people, or the
chances of success, and with still less

re-

gard to the question as to whether the
people to enter into the organization are
of such a character (hat it would be wise

and safe to commit to them the'care and

management of a Christian church. Without laying a foundation deep and strong

upon which a structure is to be built, to
last, & hasty church qvganization is erect-

ed on a very slender and uncertain basis,

Just as my eccentric friend was accustomed to erect his ghostly buildings
on

slender timbers, with the intention of pute

ting under a foundation
time.

The

structure

of

ay gome
these

future

churches

- which are perhaps stowed aw a
hall or out-of-the-way place, al
completed when

a call

Some

is heard

from

some other quarter, and these. churches

are abandoned

in their

weak

ang yp.

sightly condition, in order that the same

process may be gone through

where.

with e]ge.
’

At the end of a cortain Tong period,

the names of a large number of churches
are found in the Year Book, and these are
+ denominatioually rejoiced over as evidence

of great prosperity. Very few of these
churches, however, ean stand without con-

to
in

churches,

able

to sustain

and
them-

In the same way, it seems to

me,

that

we should proceed among drowning men.
If we were among many drowning men,
the wise thing for us to do would be to

select such as we would save, and having
seized hold of them, not let go until we
have drawn them into the boat and car-

or we perish.” Some.of these churches
must go down, in spite of all we can do,
It is to be feared that the number of this
kind of churchés is increasing from year

This represents to my mind one method of Home Missionary work sometimes
pursued. ‘In some way, a large number

the addition of meaningless numbers
our Year Book, but as: shall appear

cause outside their own borders.
But how can this be done? ..

these is continually heard the cry, ‘““Help,

beneath

by

selves, and to contribute, in some marked
degree, toward the advancement of the

not a few of them under such ghastly cir-

being had

to the satisfaction of the thoughtless,

strong

gregate of human suffering has also been cumstances as to frighten away any who
increased, During the time several of might be disposed to attempt a resurrecthe men have gone down to rise no more; tion.
there are none in the boat, there are none
2. In the second place we hgve a
on the shore, soon all who are still alive large number of churches in which the
will cease their struggling, and the breath of life barély remains, and from
treacherous water will

commence: not

the establishment of well located

Notwithstanding

the fact that churches, above all other or-

man life in this’ worlds as been a little

may

such a building up as may be represented

ganizations, are remarkably, tenacious of
life, many of our churches have died, and

increased, this is something; but the ag-

up

ried them sate’

to

the

shore.

would be pained by the

cries

from those we could not

reach,

Our

ears

for

help

and

we

should not have the satisfaction, if that
. would be a satisfaction, of taking every
one of them, for a moment, by the collar
or the hairof the head; but when our
work was over, though we should be
very sorry that any were drowned, we
should still greatly rejoice in seeing a
goodly number standing around us whom
we had actually saved from death and

structed, that-are shattered and rent by
divisions and discords. These must be
continually propped up by extra endeavors, and there is but little hope that,
built as they are, they can ever be repaired so as to be very valuable.
‘| who now, vigorous and strong and full
All understand the difliculty of repairof gratitude for their own rescue, would
ing an old building that has been shatbe able and willing to go forth and save
tered by the storms and allowed to run
other drowning men.
down.
Many of us know the difficulty of
We should proceed in the same way, I
repairing an old church that was never
think, that a wise man would in erecting
half built, and that has-been shattered
buildings ; first put in a good foundation
and rent by many winds and storms of
and then erect the building upon it, not
dissension and alienation so very comabandoning the work until the structure
mon in churches of this kind, which are
is completed, and fitted for the designed
least able to endure them.—We have a
purpose. At the end of a certain period,
very few churches comparatively, and esone proceeding in this way, might have
pecially such as are so situated in centers
around him a less number of skeleton
of wealth and influence that they can do
buildings which he had undertaken, and
much outside of themselves, that are
lett to go to decay without being of much

well founded and

beyond all
supporting
churches, so
interested in

work of

constructed, and,

use;

ordinary contingencies, selfand a Jittle more.
These
few as to almost make one
our case weep, as he con-

siders it, are

strength,

well

our

actual

and our

denominational

dependence

various kinds

we

for

may

the

attempt

but what he did have

would

be

addition to his actual wealth, and
would serve some good purpose.

an

they

Following out this ides, our true Home
Missionary policy seems to mie to be this :
Select out of the large number of feeble
churches, or out of the large number of

places where churches are desired or
needed, such as are evidently most hope-

to carry on in the future. Thus we have
a long list of churches—a list which may
ful, such as promise to add most to our
be made to seem to increase from-year to
real strength, and thus to our ‘efficiency
year—but very few of these churches, as Christian workers.
after all, really add to the denominationHaving selected these as wisely as posal reputation and standing in the- places
where

they

are

located, or

increase, in

sny-great..degree, the actual
tional

stremgth.

facts, of which

to look into

Now
all who

the matter

denomina-

what
have

do

these

taken - pains

must

be

aware,

suggest? To many men of strength and
influence, both in the ministry and laity,
they suggest, according to their own fre‘quent declarations, that our denominational race

is

about

run, and

that

soon we shall be left behind and
ten by those who are moving

very

forgot-

forward, in

Christian endeavor, under better . auspices.
Not a few who might have been of
great service to us, and who are now actually doing valuable service in other denominations, have

come

to

this

conclu-

sion, and they have abandoned what they
have supposed to be a doomed ii
It
is easy enough to blame these people,
and even attribute to them unworthy motives, but all the same -we are deprived
of the strength they might have imparted
to us; and what is still worse there is
not the least doubt,in my own miad, that
unless something is done to put ourselves
more fully in the line of progress characterizing the age in which. we live, this
drain of power will go on, in the future,
to a greater extent

than

it

has

past.

in

the

‘

But while

these really discouraging

facts suggest to

many,

sure

and

decay, and while they, therefore,
ally themselves with what ‘they

rapid

seek to
think

to

be more hopeful causes, what
should
these same facts suggest,.to brave and
wise men who'believe in our foreordained
success, and who, at whatever cost, intend to stand by and help to carry out the

divine purposes concerning ‘our people ?
This is the question for us to consider,

sible, after taking all

the

circumstances

into the account, then devote to them our
attention and effort and Sur contributions, and not ‘leave them for anything
else, until these churches are established
and
made strong, and sent forth, unincumbered to do their work.
- I am fully convinced, moreover, that as

we are now situated, the result

needed cannot be secured

so much

on

cl

pursued by our missionary organi¥ations,
of simply aiding churches in the support
of pastors. This may be done year after
year, if the funds for this purpose can
be secured, and still at the end ofa long
period, the church thus aided may be in

no better condition than it was
beginning.
Of course there are

in the

4
cases where

aid is all that is needed,

when

such

a church

is putting forth all its endeavors in a successful effort to erect, without burdensome
debt, a house of worship.

course wisely

given.

Such aid is of

I

‘do

not

think,

however, it is wise for our Home Mission-

ary Society,

except

perhaps

very rare cases, to aid

in certain

churches

in

the

simple support of pastors, when there is
not a reasonable hope that they may not
very soon become possessors of good and
well located houses of worship.
On the whole,

as it seems

to

md,

the

Wwe have not
employed the best and most
successful en
Liat we ought to

look about ourselves with a determined

Purpose to discover.and employ that pol-

icy which promises best in putting our-

as

a

and

denomination.

suffering for daily food, he may ask help

‘I

have

no

ment of a college or a
station.

Foreign

and a little there, tails to present before the

Mission
;

ble, the progress of our work during i

Now if we had men of wealth located in

might

accomplish,

needed work.

by

themselves,

But the fact is,

the
have

that our Home Mission policy=means real

a very

made up of men from the different States,

we

successive periods.
ELEVEN STEEL ENGRAVINGS
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very few men of wealth in these large denominational growth, instead of no
ig
more than a little retarding of denominacities where it is so important we should tional decay, I think they would be found
SPIRITUAL: SONGS.
be established. ‘What we have are either ‘ready to respond to the ealls made upon
them.
As
it
seems
to
me
there
is
noth|
without interest in the denomination, carThis book of Hymns and Tunes, reing little whether it goes up or down, or ing that would assure the people of this
to a greater extent, than the inauguraelse they have not such confidence and tion, by the H. M. Society, of a policy by cently offered by the Printing Establis. °
is issued in.two separate volume
hope in the present management of our which it should henceforth be its business ment,
TT
affairs, as to induce them to invest their to build, each year, at least one house of The one fof
' CHURCH AND CHOIR,
money to any great extent, in our church- worship in some important center.

es or institutions.

It is certainly

Suppose,

sad fact, account for it as we may, that to

being, the

when we have a church
cities it is in the hands of
very little of the things
The struggle to keep

at all in the large
men who have but
of this world.
the church itself
of

worship, or in some location where real
success is impossible,is really very great,
such as people in smaller places have but

litule conception of.

These people, as he-

roic and self sacrificing as they may be—
and this they often are to a mast praiseworthy

extent,—can

not,of themselves,go

into a good location, purchase land and
erect upon it such a house of worship as
is needed.
If this work is done, and the
church established and built up so that it

may attract to it such as shall be valuable
to our causes, it must be done largely by

outside aid.

And besides, there are places

even

py, where we now have no church organization. , In these places, I am confident,

ters,

large denominational growth.

money required to carry it out, would

be

the

same

they

go

has used them

them.

when
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as give

promise

While

of

success.

either
very

the

no

war

little

general

Let the main

work,

both, in

the

TONIC.

East and in the West, be the building
of houses of worship in strong centers.

up
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ness, may be a department
or

Foreign

either

Mission

of

the

Society,

for

which special contributions may be solicited.’ Such a departure, on the part of the
Home

Society, would

necessitate

method of raising funds

for

that

a

new

work;

but no one need object to that 1f the work

was made successful.
:
Such a movement as I have indicated is
as necessary to the large and permanent
success of our Educational and Foreign
Mission work, as of the Home Mission,
since strong churches must be looked to as

the sources of supply
alike.
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Freedmen, so far as
it on in our weak-

for all

our
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and will be mide to feel that what they
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ARE
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SICK?

Because we allow these great organs

and

—CURES—

to

are therefore forced into the blood
'd be expelled naturally.
:

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever

WILL

and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

Diarrhea,
Humors,
plaints,
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3

Boils, Dropsy,
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DEBILITY OR ASYSTEM
,
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PERUVIAN SYRUP
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from

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IRON,

which the general Society has been accustomed to draw have been cut off, This is
doubtless true to a certain extent.. Bug

among all the reasons there are two which
seem to me to be the leading reasons.
(1) In the first place all the appro-

Purifier.

UJ

IDM oR:

certainly,

sources

SPRING
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MEDICINE.
Blood

RADE

States; State Societies have been formed,
and that, in this way,
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give will not be scattered to no purpose.

The present condition, financially,

“lig

(J)

the

contributions,

=
N. H.

business: or

have

churches, or only such

Home

Society has hold of the undertaking and
promises success.
:
Besides this, our people, our men of
business and of property, must see in this
something worthy of their

Th

SAFE

to

the

that

is entirely satisfied with

Dover,

so great that we could not hope to sueceed in it.
:
:
But, as has already been said, the
greater part of the money required can always be raised in the locality,

half

a choi

Send ordersto
~
I. D. STEWART,

time, dimin-

for

pursuits, we

The work for the
we may wisely carry

It may be
of

a

now attempting to do with no very marked

has very much to show for its work. It
has not only added one to the permanent

objected to this plan,-that the -amount

which

success.

its hands,

the

such

Society may be employed in this greater
work, this truly denominational work, let
the State Societies;brought into some close
relation with the general Society,do within
their own limits the special work, so far
as necessary, which the general Society is

Suppose only one such interest as this
can be built up by the Society in a single
year; in that case even, the Society, with

new
and
al,
and

to

professional

;

at

about

men and women, which are now continually occurring, because in the great cen-

be raised in the

churches of the denomination, but

years, to establish

strength, and, at

and

same time it has. both opened a
source of supply for its farther work,
has, to the needed encouragement of
proved the possibility of permanent

three

ishing the losses of our most valuables

immediate locality.
Let the rest be raised from all those
sources everywhere, which are open to a
general society, as they are not open to
an individual seeking aid for a local in-

a trust deed of the property in

and

‘They constitute

the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.
So far as we know, every church

building of another house of worship
in some other center. In this way—a
plan most successfully employed by our
General Baptist Brethren in England—we
may be continually
adding
to
our

not leave this work for any thing else until it is successfully completed. Usually
when there is such assurance that the
work undertaken is to be completed, and
the building made free of debt, the great-

Pie

Contains 1,086 hymns,

many- tunes.

the

draw from, let the Society undertake

after sufficient hearings given to those
favoring different localities, fix upon some
one place where it will make it its chief

terest.

that

and opened a new source of strength

I would have our Home Mission Society,
therefore, after careful examination, and

may

decide

church, it would still be the wisest and
best payin
thing, denominationallysuit
could 1 bi
Having established this one church,

the proper thing, denominationally, to do,
is to first erect a house of worship and
thus start out under circumstances that
will ensure success.

er part-of the money

Board,

lieve, indeed, that should it require the
work of the H. M. Board for two, or

which it would seem wise for us to occu-

business to erect a house of worship,

the

selection, having
establishment of a Strong church in the and comprehensive
city of Boston would prevent, in part, the those which are old and substantial, as
loss of strong men who are one after an- well as those which are new and stirother falling away from us, in that city
ring, including a large number found in
as in others, and would, in many ways,
the Gospel Hymns. Price, $1.50; or,
increase our denominational strength.
Suppose they should take the common
when a church is supplied, $1.20, witha
sense view that the only possible way to silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit,
build up such a church would be to se- |
cure, free from debt, a good and well lo- as one of the number. We share the express expenses with the purchasers.
cated house of worship.
With the Soeiety thus giving
the
The smaller book contains half of the
weight of its influence to_the movement
hymns and tunes of the larger one, from
and standing behind it, at least one-half which it is abridged, and is adapted -to
ofthe money required could be raised inand
both
|
immediately around the city itself. Iam
THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP.
confident the Society would have no great
difficulty in raising the remainder in a
Some congregations prefer it to the
year’s time, What would be ‘the result?
larger
one, because it is furnished at half
Money thus invested in such a city,
where we have people of means who will the price, and the hymns and tunes are
not associate themselves with us as: we selected for both purposes, and are esare, but would gladly do so if they saw a- pecially devotional.
reasonable chance of success, would pay
When wanted for examination, with a
larger interest for Foreign Missions and
the congregation, we
all our benevolent work than twice that view of supplying
sum invested in any other way. I be- send one of either, or both, at one-third of

case,

alive, in some hall, or borrowed house

example,

should, in their wisdom,

a very large extent, our people lose their
interest in the denomination, in proportion as they prosper in worldly business.
All this, unfortunately,

for

:

infusing Strength,
Yigos and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALC
HOL, its energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reac. tion, but are permanent,

!

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS,
Harrison Avenue, Boston.
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KIDNEY

CURE

DISEASES,

LIVER

;

COMPLAINTS,

DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

1

by causing free action of these organs and
IW restoring their power lo throw off disease.
Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?

*) Vhy frightened over disordesed Kidneys? PS
Why endure nervous or sick headaches?

£ Use KIDNEY-WORTand
rejoice in health, Y
A

4

. Itis put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin
cans one package of which makes six quarts of
medicine, Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.
t#rIt acts with equal efficiency in either forms
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00 I'S

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,

Proprietors, 86

(Will send the dry post-paid.)
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BURLINGTON, VT.
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whichis One Dollar, with te

the book,

priations made by the Home Mission SoRheumatism Permanently
from others. If a churchiwant a house of ciety, are on the condition that whatever
Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb Mo. testifies that
to 1000; 3 to 42 Stops.
ORGA N i $30
aper
up.
$125
PIA
worship, let them bhild it themselves and money is raised during the year, shall be contracted Rheumatism whil e inthe army, andhe
free. Address Daniel F. Beatty
twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as muchal
not go through the denomination seeking divided pro rata among the beneficiary for
as a man could guffer. Was treated by, some of
«
N. J.
ng
churches, and that, ‘with that, however
the best physicians in this State, and afferwards
aid. If they can not build it, let them go small
the amount received, the obligation in Boston, without benefit. ‘Six bottles
of Clarke’s
E BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKEY
Rheumat
without, and go down. Now this cbjee- of the Society is discharged. - Thus, how- |: no return ic Elixir cured him, and he has_had
Bells of Pure Copper and Tiii for Ohntehoey
of the disease. “For sale by all DrugRotiools,
Fire
Alurum, Farms, ete, FULL
ever small the contributions, the peo-

AH

a

than the price

themselves worth more

§

a

a

deceased,

ministers

of prominent

will be accomplished. People who have
but little to give, want to know the purpose’ for: which their money goes, and
they want to be assured, especially, that
their money will contribute toward something that is to last.
Now if gur people could be assured

these places, who had any very deep interest in our denominational growth, they

and th

value for reference,

of great

show in the most compact manner pos

as my objector claimed, to be cared for people any definite work to be done,or any
by those in the locality, but a denonti-4 such work as to appeal very strongly to
their benevolence, by giving them confinational affair, as really as the establish- dence
that any great and permanent good

selves in the line of actual growth.
tion seems to be well made, until you
gists, Price, $1 per bottle; six bottlés, $5. Pretinual propping up, most of them, with all
Walter Clarke, proprieer of the
Ifthe question ‘now be asked, What, come to think about it. The fact is ‘we ple understand that there is no danger of ‘pared by Rev,
uropean Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.
the help afforded, are likely to go down in view of the present state of
‘
the Society running in debt or being comthings, “are a very weak denomination’; we wan!
whenever any great reverse or
pelled
to
suspend
operations
for
fear
of
'
8
Samples
and
Catalogue
of
best
sell.
mis- should be our Home Missionary or church to become strong; how shall we do it?
"5 articles on earth.
running in debt, and so that very strong FRE
fortune occurs, while none of them are
Mfg Co.122 Nassau word.
so building policy, in the future ? we can all This is the great question for us to consid~ spur to slow ‘and perhaps grudging be.
nd

sive view of the denominational werk foi

doubt

I think, in the second place, that the Society, in scattering its funds a little here

most deplorable. At the annual meeting
chief attention of our Home Mission Sothe small sum of five or six thousand dolciety should be given to’ the erection of lars, more or less, was appropriated in
houses of worship, at central points, of little amounts here and there. Up to the
such a character and so located as to give present time, only about one-third of these
the hope of easily building up permanent appropriations due have been paid, as I
and strong churches. ~It~is objected, as understand it, and the churches and esindeed it was to me by one whose in- pecially the pastors who are depending
fluence is usually felt in matters of this on this pittance are, of course, greatly suf-_
kind,.that the building of a house of wor- fering in consequence.
ship is a mere local affair, and that if any
This unprecedented failure of the Home
people want such a house, they must Mission Society is attributéd to various
build it themselves, and, in this way, they cauges, It is said that in most of the

with the least possible prejudice.
The must prove their ability and their right to
facts stated may well cause grief, but live ; that outside aid should be given onthey should not and they need not bring ly in the direction of the support of the
discouragement,— certainly not until it is pastor while the church, through weary
absolutely known that no different policy years, is engaged in this Struggle. If a
can be pursued from that which has been man wants a house, let him build it himpursued in the past. What is most nat- ‘self, or go without it; if, however, he is

urally suggested, I think, is the fadt that

continuance,

until the debt is paid.

that the ‘“pto rata” policy has much to do the century, including its Missionary,
with
the Lsstny:
‘present low state
of or oarana
Home Educational,
Mission
so
Temperance, Sunday Schoo}
2 (2)
What has still more to do with and Anti-Slavery work. It contains
this bankruptcy of the H. M. Society, is,
+"
TWENTY TABLES,

The establishmentof churches in these
places is not therefore a mere local affair,

present condition, must see to ‘be going |

time, have finally yielded to the inevit-

able and gone down.

thé end of an hour he is thorn Lye
Spon by his really hard toil.
What has
he accomplished? The aggregate of hu-

an absolute necessity to our growth,
even

about the method. ' We all agree in desiring that‘seme method may be devised
by which the. retrogression which every
careful ‘student of our history and our
on, may be checked, and that the necessa-

located

We, have very few
churches of this Kind, especially in the
large centers where we may hope very
much from them, in support of our general causes. Churches in these centers are

work of accomplishing what is necessary
is not so easy, nor may we all think alike.

very

good, "well

hia

are, however, certain

owning

PAT

"has had hold of the entire twelve.

no

There

aboutte go down for the last time. Leaving the first man whom he has enabled
.. to breathe a few more breaths before
"final catastrophe, @ hastens to the
ond.
.In like manner he leaves
+ gecond for the third, and so on until

no

agreeable facts which we need to consider if we would know our true condition,
and see the remedy :
;
1. In the first’place, the whole country
over which our denominational work has
extended is marked by the burial places:
of churches that came into being under

is

churches,

I have

I have

part,

nevolence is taken away.
Very much is
evidently gained by having the peopte
€ENTEN NIAL RECORD.
know that if they do not send in their
contributions their Society will become [7
indebted, and it it thus becomes indebted = This Book, just issued, is al dtorical
one year, it must suspend operations ‘work. It gives a brief, but comprehen-

We all agree that we shall be strong

in preportion as we have well established

absolutely

For my own

system bequeathed to them from the distant past, and always under most unfavorable circumstances.

fartialityin the distribution of his aid,

er.

ber of well-founded, well-built; self-sup-- houses of worship.

aged our Home Missionary affairs on a

gler into the boat, this kind-hearted man,
who

bor-

fault to find with those, certainly among

this man who does not wish to show any
one

own

I have no criticisms to make,

charges to bring.

But before he
he is now to be saved.
has drawn the almost exhausted strug-

unfortunate

their

Mission policy has been of the

kinds I have named.

giving
his head alittle above the water,
that
hope
little
a
man
. the poor drowning

another

outside

an an-

porting churches.
Whatever else we
may need, our hopé™ of denominational
success must be based upon
strong
churches actually existing, or certainly it
will not be securely based. But while

Home

water
A dozen men have fallen into the
well
A
life.
for
hard
struggling
and are
plight,
sad
disposed man seeing their
He
hastens out among them in a boat.
raises
and
collar
the
by
them
of
seizes one

sees

work

on

It should be to increase as rapid-

PT

Oe

re
kins.

ly as possible, in proper places, the num-

for

ders.—Now each one of you must decide
for” himself to what extent our own

Rer-

8.

44 Rev. C.

tent,

probably, very readily agree

T=

the Mass. Q. M.

:

p

swer.

iat

POLIOY.

complete and unincumbered that they
may be depended upon, to'any great ex-

ani

\
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sionary Society in just that direction,
have not been wholly encouraging.
There is no denying the pressing need
of funds in which our Home Missionary
Society now is. We are glad that this
paper has presented the question in such
a striking manner. If it shall lead to
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THE YEARLY MEETINGS.
Thé Yearly Meetings are coming on.
We hope the brethren will not fail to appreciate the opportunity which they offerfor forming new plans, reviving old ones,

and pushing our

standard

Last summer the

celebration

well

along.

of the

ap-

proaching denominational centennial entered into the planning and the discussion at allthose gatherings. That is now

passed, bat its revelations ought to” present many new duties,

and

its stimulus

ought to be a grateful and abiding force.»

What these duties may be will depend
in great measure on the local condition of
the Yearly Meeting itself. What needs
to be done in Maine may not need so
much to be done in Minnesota.
Wise
men will look at) their own fields, study

- their condition hind wants,
accordingly.

The

and then act

state of thé benevo-

Jent and missionary feeling ought to be
carefully gauged in each Yearly Meeting,
and brought to its highest practicable
- standard.

Itis more

by

true

Christian

=~—giviag, both of meney and labor as wel!
2s ‘prayer, than by anything else, that
we shall continyp to make real gains in
the years to come. No people ever had
so golden an opportunity thrust upon it
as is offered us among the colored people
in the South. Africa itself, and we know
not but a part of India; is waiting for that
people to be educated and christianized.
But these things are of so broad a character that they bear upon the efficiency of
the denomination quite as strongly as upon that of any local organization. We
need especially to cultivate a deeper interest in Sunday-school work. The number and efficiency of Free Baptist churches
in the next generation will bear a close
relation to the number

and

efficiency

of

Sunday-schools in this.
The sessions of these bodies may exert
a good influence in increasing and stiniulating the denominational feeling, and
in promoting loyalty to its standard and
system. Would it not be well for the
Yearly Meetings to take up and give their

world.

The

arts,

literature,

commerce, enterprise, progress of mankind are in their hands.
Mohammedanism is decaying, crumbling, effete; heathenism stagnant, putrid, dying. It is
only a century since modern Christian
missions were begun,and already millions

have been reformed from idolatry.
The
life-giving word is pervading the dark
continents and islands, and vast tribes
and nations are embracing the truth.
True there are many obstacles. In the
heart of Christendom there is a fierce con-

other part, and to special care in receiving ministers from other denominations?
We have suffered from a growing laxity
in these respects in the last decade.

‘We shall perhaps not be accused of rederring to these things in any wiworthy
or igh
spirit. The growth and
strength of the denomination

gre

not

to

be regarded as the ends at which we aim,

| flict.

The powers of evil

will

struggle

hardest where the test is most vital. Here
in America, where the tide is setting in so
strongly from every quarter, may be the
great scene of trial. Let it come! Never
was the faith of Christ stronger, purer,
nobler, more resolute, than here to-day.
The sneers and aspersions of the enemies
of Christianity awaken little solicitude

in

but rather that through its growth and
strength we may the better do the Mas-

intelligent candid minds. We pity those’
who are blind to the power of the pulpit,

ter's will.

the church, and the Christian press of this

To

this

end

we

encourage

strong convictions and aggressive work
in all the denominational domain. A
person without these characteristics

will

contribute but little towards building up
the denominational life. Facts are the’
"surest prophets, and none so surely foretell the amount and nature of service that
.a body of Christians is to render, as the
mature of its convictions and the strength

with which it holds them.

It was on such

+ as these that Lord Bacon used to base his
predictions for coming generations.
Finally, let the spirit of Christ be in all
the yearly gatherings, enlarging the vis-

ion, deepening the charity, strengthening
all holy purposes,

and making

us all a

people that knows and fears the Lord.

It

is his work thatwe should aim to do, and
it is to achieve success in that work that

we should strive for the greatest denominational loyalty and strength.
PUP

WW
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THE HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
The paper on Home Missions, oh an inside page, has much in it to merit

tion.
«

civilized

sanction to some of the affirmations of the

of the denomination, of all well-sustained
acts of discipline that have passed in any

atten-

It puts in strong light the results

of a policy that would scatter its gifts in
such small amounts that none of them
can de much good. But so far as that is

age. It proves their own utter imbecility
and perversity. If insemsible
to the
proofs of history, they might, it would

seem, have

some

appreciation

of the

in connection with story that he went

the amount received

Record,”

wherever

found,

preme abhorrence,

:

Carlyle

at ithe

ny

And so: does God.
We #ire not quite clear that the recommendation to use the funds of the Society earthly ministry of Jesus
in building meeting houses is“ore that ‘him exposinghypocrisy
could be safely adopted. That would be it in unmeasured terms.

he work, properly, of a church-building

by the

Foreign

Mis-

sion Society in 1879 is given as $8,390.42,
which is just the net receipts in the report

as given by Treasurer Brogks;
this should have been added the

but to
net re-

ceipts as reported for the balance

of the

year by Treasurer Curtis, the two amounting to $18,703.08. By reference to the reports in the Register of 1880, it will be
seen how the error occurred. Bro. Gerrish, in his article two weeks ago, on
‘ Facts and their Lessons,” was

misled by

this mistake, and no one regrets it more
than the compiler of these tables in the
“Record.” To avoid misleading others, as
far as possible, we have ordered a figure 1
to be placed before the receipts of that
year with a pen, in the books unsold, and
changing the amount of receipts to correspond, it will be as nearly correct as we
can now make it.?

To prepare thirty pages of figures and
names of persons and places,’as in those
tables, extending over a period of a hundred years, from much unreliable
no easy task, and it is more than

that other errors will

data, is
possible

be detected,

but

great pains were taken to secure exactness, and they are believed to be practically correct.
\
00-0
+o

apphase of the

may be profitably thought
hit must be confessed that
sof the Home Mis-

It was

Progress,” will

eighty

years

show,

the

that

in

the

evangelical

have far outgrown,

last

churches

comparatively,

even

our
rapidly-increasing
population.
Whereas there was" one
evangelical
Christian for fourteen and a half of the
inhabitants, of all ages

in

there is one for every

too

strenuous

about

methods.

At

same time there can be no better place for
the cultivation ofa sesions benevolent and

1800,

five.

in

1880

1t also ap-

Don’t be an Indian.
Christian to sulk.
A Methodist Bishop

other day chargell

Throughout the
Christ we find
and condemning
A more severe

castigation,in words, than that

adminis-

The President says

way:
J
I assert that iy

in

his

characteristic

:
:
administration

!
here

commandto * preach

the gospel,”

that

his miter sil follow his example,
a8 a predchet, in this as well as in all
other respects?

¢ity church; in the evening four: others were

baptized.

the

effort

in

the

introduce

the

The Shelby church (Monroe

any remuneration,

out any additions to give

Z . Mitchell has served

ina in Orleans Co., an
fruit growing country.

has

priceless

work

of

Society whigh ainys to give it in pure

of unprecedented immigration—the population has increased 112 per cent., and
evangelical Christians 186 per cent. Of
the 10,065,963

evangelical

church

mem-

bers in the United States, 9,701,091 of
them have been added during the last
eighty years.
-——TneE bill which says that

liquor

there seems to be a general understanding that it is not to be enforced. In Bos-

>+-o-

‘in accordance with the usages

B. denomination

for a church

of

the

F.

to send as

delegate to the Q. M. one ander the watch
care of the church.”

We presume

that the

Nova

a

the

grain

“w

and

Scetia.

Lord is pouring out his Spirit upon

this part

of his vineyard

converts

of

late. -Fi¥® happy

these with three others
welcomed to
the
church,
A heavy burden in the form of a
debt of £4,000 which had been resting upon
the church property for some years past, has,
in the last six months, been secured in pledges.
Of this ‘amount, $1,600 have
been collected.

Cape Island, N. 8,, Church.

The balance will be forthcoming on or before
June next,
We have reason to thank God and
take courage.”

The Rev. B. Minard, pastor of the F. B.
church in Halifax, writes as follows to the
Religious Intelligencer:

Western.

“(ape Island Church is probably one of
the largest F. B. churches in the Dominion. It numbers six hundred communicants, and represents between three and
four thousand adherents.
There is a natural division on the Island which could be

_
Ohio,
Powell's connection

The Rev. D.

institution

at Flemington,

W.

with

Va.,

the

having

necessitated his resignation as pastor of the
Albany (O.) church, the latter have passed
resolutions acknowledging the very gratifying
results
two years’ labor with them, ex»
easily made a boundary line dividing the pressing of his
deep regret at parting
with him
and
commending
one into two churches: This ‘movement
him as a minister of marked
ability, sound doctrine, fearlessness in defense
has been in contemplation, and, no doubt, |
of truth and zeal for the salvation of souls.
will some time be effected.
The Clark's
Rev. J, C. Robinson and wife acknowledge

Harbor section is, by far, the most populous part of the Island. The brethren
have
a fine new place of worship.
Its

with

not unusual, as I was informed.
Rev. T.
O. DeWitt has the pastoral charge of this
section.
He has been greatly blessed in
this field of labor
in
Christ.
In one revival
hundred converts.

N

who

by

Eastern.
Maine.

There is a good religious interest at
Rock, where Rev. W. T. Smith is now

White
labor-

ing.
Rev.

Uriah

Chase

is at

liberty

to

corres-

to us

highly

recommended

of Hillsdale

for ministers.

We have

whitened tields.

Who

the means

and the

will come next?’

Kansas.

sas for the improvement of his health, writes
as follows from. Netawaka, under date of
April 26:—*‘ Some five or six weeks since I

one

as

love the dear old denomination

ROO,

ardently as I

did in my early youth.
May
the riches of
heaven's blessings ever abide upowrher, and

make her a still greater

power

for good.”

Michigan.

At the last session of the Hillsdale
request was presented asking for

organize a F'. B. church ut Jerome

Q.' M.

a

ccuncil

on

a
to

the D.

MH. & 8. W. R. R. The council, consisting of
the Revs, C. B. Mills, W. A, Myers, J. 8.
Harrington and Bre. C. Clark, met at Jerome,
May 2nd, and organized a" F. B. church of
twenty members,
This new interest has been
raised up mainly through the labors of Bro.
Clark.
Itis inthe midst of a rich farming
community and bids fair to become a strong
church.
o<
The Rev. J.H. Walrath has closed his labors with the Dover church.......The Rev.
J. 8. Harrington has resigned the charge of
The Osseo church, to take effect the first of

une.
Rev. F. R.

Randall has just closed

his la-

bors with the Leslie church, to whom
he has
preached for two years, and has left the church
in good condition, baving relieved it of a debt

of near $500. Bro. R. leaves a very large. cir.
cle of friends who regret the necessity of his
removal to other fields.
Ontario.

>

Rev, Geo. E. Moore writes from. Blooms
burg: “ The Lord is blessing his peoplein
Ontario. During the winter we enjoyed u
very gracious revival with the Townsend Center church
; 23 professed to find saving
grace,

and last Sabbath I had the pleasure of

leading

nine forward in the ordinance of baptism, of
whom the greater number will become mem-

bers of the church at Townsend Center and
the remainder will find a home with the
Bloomsburg

church.

Quarterly -Feetings.
UNION {Kentucky) Q. M.—Held
session with the Uniontown church,
and 16.

All the

all the others

churches

reported

its 420d
April 156
but

two;

reported union and peace. Reso-

Jutions were passed, lamenting the loss of Rev.
Bros. Cagr and Rice, and requesting the Ken-

factory, The installation sermon was preached by Rev. C. 8. Perkins of Boston. Three

tueky Yearly gleciing to bave their funeral
sermons preached by Revs. J, 8. Manuiog and

G. W, Dixon
at the next

Rivers is an enterprising .manufacturing vil
lage, some fifteen or twenty miles from Springfield. The church were unanimous
in the:

There Yi a strong Free Baptist element in the
church,

comes

theological
. department

Rev. P. W. Belknap, who had gone to Kans

of the Union Evangelical church at Three
Rivers, April 19.
Five denominations, including the Free Baptist, were represented on
the council, The examination was very satis-

sented, would be'sustained by the usage of

the

College.
We prayed at General Conference
for such accessions to our ministry.
We did
not ask for Spprobriations; we asked for men,

preaches here a quarter

Blinisters and Churches.

Wisconsin.

rath, who

His

of the time to good acceptance.
You will
bear in mind that during last winter, Rev.
B. Colpitts from New Brunswick conducted a glorious revival in the community,
that resulted in quickening the church and
adding a large number to its fellowship.”

during the

favored im securing as pastor, Rev. J. H. Wal-

descendants,

P. M. Brown,

received

Rev. E. D. Lewis of Oak Center writes:
* Our church in the city of Waupun is highly

winning souls to
he baptized over a

not in the Province.

donations

South Bloom church, the 14th and 15th inst.

‘“ The Center Section has a commodious
parsonage
in
conbection
with
its. place of worship.
IHere have lived.
and preached
in turn many eminent
men of God.
Seventy-five
years ago,
more or less, old Father McGray turned the first sod for the F. B. interest

on the Island—if

thunks

past year
as follows:—From
Bloom
and
Scipio church, $42.00: Lykens church, $4250;
Venice church, $26,75.:+....0n May 1, Bro.
Robinson Depiized 10 persons at the South
Bloom church ;12 have united with that church
this spring. .. There is a general steadfastness
manifested in the churches of Seneca and Huron Q. M.
The next session will be with

sitting capacity is over six hundred.
The
evening that I preached
to them it was
packed to its utmost extent, an occurrence

choice of Bro. Dudley as

°

excellent

have been buried with Christ in_baptism and

election ‘of any person to that office, by
whom the church was willing to be reprethe denomination.

-

Rev. B. Minard, pastor of the Starr street
Free Baptist church, Halifax, writes:
*
Re

Benomanational Hes.

sel-

lers shall remove all screens from their
doors and windows, thus making their
business as unconcealed as any other,
has become a law in Massachusetts, but

ip

Resolutions complimentary to Rev. L. Kel

ke
daly
thir? and
>
fourth generation, form no small portion
of the inhabitants in this locality.
This
is the residence of Nehemiah McGray,
Esq., M. P. P. for Shelburne Co.
He is a
nine and one-third fold, while eommuni- . leading man in the church and as a repre-eants—in—the —churches have increased -sentative-has-large—a-and-strongconstitu—
twenty-seven fold. Since 1850—the era ency. This is also the early home of Rev.

pears that the evangelical church membership of the United States is one-fifth of
the population. “The census of the country in these eighty years has increased

more

logg and family were passed by the Tuscarora
church on’ his closing a five years' pastorate
with it.

versions

to the Pagan world.”

for many

of Christ. ' The church is in a pleasant little
village surrounded by a beuntifal and produc.
tive country, located two miles south of Med-

the life and

labors of her sainted brother how

treasure is the Bible, and the

Rev, A.

church

name than reality, as he lives fourteen miles
away, coming Sunday morning and returning
Monday morning; so that very little pastoral
work has been done. A man is needed who
loves the work, and is willing to make sacri.
fice of time and energy to build up the cause

for many years contributed a hundred dollars
yearly
to the American Bible Society to aid in
its work.
** Miss Judson,” says the Wutch
Tower, * has just passed her ninetieth birth-

from

strength.

the

years as their pastor, but it has been

States, speaking ‘and organizing in forty leading cities and towns.
Already the trip is
more than half completed.
Miss Willard has
had the hearty co-operation
of the Southern
press and people.

day, and doubtless learned

The church is financially

weak, caused by deaths and removals, which
have been going on for many years past, with-

Southern

Judson

Q. M.) is with-

ister who resides in the place and who hag
kindly offered his services for a“ time without

associate, Mrs. G. H: McLeod, of Baltimore,

A younger sister of Adoniram

interest-

and efficiency.

out a pastor.
The church is being supplied at
present by Rev, J, D. Childs, a Christian min-

Woman's

fourteen

are deeply

prayer and . praise meeting of the young peo‘| ple. Great good has already resulted from its
gathering.
ra

Christian Temperance Union inte the Southern States, Miss Francis E. Willard and her
have arranged to visit the

meetings

A
by the
church members generally, and what is more

his licentiates to regard

to

The

ing and growing in power

‘“ every family not connected with some other
evangelical church, as Methodist, and under
their care.” The Methodists are confident, and
aggressive, and as a consequence, growing.
In

d

especially promising at this time is the weekly

nor

England

eM

SN

healthy zeal and courage is manifested

It is neither manly
.
New

v

On Sunday, May 1, nine members were re.
ceived into full fellowship of the New York

the

hada life of missionary spirif\sHian in these quarterly
years it has and annual gatherings.
-y
on its annual
BRIEF NOTES.
beauty and

compared to an oak that has

ments of the College, which he has de-

session of the

Y. M.

on Sunday ; also, advising the churches of this
Q. M. to employ a pastor and to have.public

their pastor, and he

worship at least twice a month. We enjoyed
Christian fellowship with Bro. Smith, who
came 8vér from the Methodist church, desir

enters upon his work with cheering prospects.

ing to live with us, and with a
that spoke in a social meeting,

At the ¢Bvenant meeting of the ¥. B. church

great number
Good sermons

{ in Worcester, April 29, the question, ‘‘ Shall were fvached on Sunday by Revs. -B. Smith,
J. 8.
Manning and G. W. Dixon.
we use fermented wine at our communion
Next session at Corydon.
seasons” was proposedby one of the members.
|
T. C. BALL, Clerk.
relation of the Quarterly and Yearly Both pastor and people took decided grounds
VAN BUREN (lows Q. M.—Held its 90th
success which has been mine in many Meetings to or bénevolent work, we sup- against’ beginning any such practice, and a fessi
on with the ils oro’ chyre in January
rising
vote
unaminously
passed,
¢
That
fields without learning something of my pose he hasin mind mainly the awakening we discount
.
00d meeting was e
ast,
in every form, as a church,
e church,
strength and Capanitics ,I have done and cherishing of a benevolent spirit and the use o
Next ply wi bo 4 ok tid ii
makes our brother to
Bg
Jia
ibe
e
much for the College, and, if freed from interest in those meetings. There is no offend.”
n keeping with the covenant commencing Frid y pefor
adopted
organization of the church,
the annoyances which have beset me since
Clerk.
munion ‘season of the church’ ing Busiioss PK. HELTERBRAN,
my coming here, I feel sure that in tén force, of course, in discarding old meth- The first
was
observed
on
the
following
Subbath,
and
ods
because
they
are
old,
nor
in
adopting
years I could raise Dartmouth’ College to
members of other churches than our own, aeMinn.) Q. M.—Held its March ses, C
tones simply, because they are new.
| a hight Sow of prosperity and “usefulness
cepting the invitation to “all who have spiritual a with the Cady reek church, Owing to bad
wilich she has never yet attained.
‘#¥The plan that will most satisfactorily ac- fon with Christ thus to commemorate his roads the delegation was small, but like * Giddeath were present and sat ‘with them at the eon’s band” we worked together for the MasThere must be serious offenses some- ‘complish the work, is what all should seek.
;
Lord’s Table. It was a good season, as the
and he blessed our efforts,
where to ‘bring so grave .and dignified a If * the sanction of Hepat Conference” testimonies at the evening prayer-meeting ; terNext session with the Diamond Bluff
bodyas a College faculty is supposed to gave the oid plan any. r ght to be known as evinced. It wouldbe hardto find a chure
church, June 17—19; Brethren, come up with
where. better upion exists than among our your hearts filled with the 8 irit of our Mas-

has been in every substantial respect unimpeachable.
have not lived
and
worked in this world and achieved the

by the Saviour:to the self-righteous
society.
Other denominations have such tered
a
ocieties, which are doing a noble work Pharisees, could hardly be employed.
ip.
with the fands with which liberal persons- The minister of to-day, howg¥er, whip
et hage endowed them. But so far as we would venture to defioufice hypodrites in
know,
the work of proclaiming the gos- the same pointed, -pefsonal and public
pel
in needy places, which all considerto manner, should look oul beforehand for
be more properly home missionary work, some other means of obtaining his living, be, into so undignified a controversy. A
sed to be done in advance of the or expect to starve. '
of the church-building socie- Is it not then implied in our Lovd’s committee of investigation has been ap-

aver, that is

erMightened

where

gréater

priations, and it certainly would not leave
often obliged to do.

‘ Centennial

show up the wickedness of the opposition.

80 many feeble churches to perish as it is same time detested all shams with a su:

the

sonal hatred, and
that an investigation must be resorted to, in whichhe will

worth,

With

in

about with a lighted lantern in mid-day nounced as parasites, and expressed a
to sweep away.
On the other
seeking for a man, The English cynic’s purpose
this
heroes were not all ideal by any means, hand the President affirms _ that
perand it is something to his credit "that he ‘attack upon him proceeds from

donations it would ' make greater appro-

choosing.

and

ty

thing; and a kind, also, that will not be

pond with any church that desires a pastor.
. | ton the screens and curtains and stained
CURRENT TOPICS.
Address North Parsonsfield, Me.
glass
continue
to
shut
off
the
view
of
——THERE ‘seems to be an unfortunate
On Sunday, May 1, Rev. J.J. Hall received
All the while the work of the world’s state of affairs at Dartmouth college, the passers-by as heretofore, and the business
sixteen persons into the Auburn church,—sevfonovation goes forward. The gospel is President on the one hand and the facul- inside goes on as usual. It will not be eral by baptism, and including heads of famipurifying the fountains of literature, and ty and New York alumni on the other creditable to Massachusetts if she allows lies.
Rev, and Mrs. J. S. Burgess are to remove
;
the halls of science: reforming the tem- being opposed to each other over the re- her laws to be dead letters.
from Lewiston to Waterbury, Conn., where
ples of justice and systems of government ; cent election of a Professor of Greek. A
——It seems to have been in the Post- their children reside. They have lived in Lewovercoming the corrupt usages of society, correspondent of the N. Y. Zimes, who
office department that the greatest frauds ‘ston 33 years, and the Journal chronicles
giving strength and vigor to numberless visited Hanover to look into the difficulwere perpetrated during the last Admin- their departupe with regret.
beneficent
agencies,
and elevating ty, represents the faculty as charging the istration. The “‘ring” which did the
:
New Hampshire.
The people of Water Village gave Rev, W.
the masses. It is indeed the power of President with practicing deception in the
swindling now attempts by a species of
God unto salvation.
means that he used to bring about the blackmailing to deter the President and H. Ward and family a pleasant reception on
their arrival at their new parish.
Their
& +6
election ‘of the. Greek professor; also that Postmaster-General from exposing its vil- household goods were transferred from the
he is extremely self-willed, and that he lainy. That is the sum and substance of depot to the parsonage and set up in order,
HYPOCRISY AND SELF-DEQEIT.
and a hit
loaded table awaited the
Sterling integrity ig mot so - common talks to the members of the faculty ¢‘as the present ¢ star route” agitation. But coming A
family. Mr. Ward
hester, his former field of labor
among men that we can afford to ridicule if they were dogs.” The President is al- Gen. Brady and his set are quite likely to was at E.
first- Sunday in May, and admin istered
Thomas Carlyle’s ¢ hero worship.” The so charged with maladministration, par- find that neither President Garfield nor the
baptism.
!
Massachusetts,
\
name of Diogenes has been handed down ticularly in his attitude towards the scien- Post-master General James can be easily
The Rev. C. D. Dudley was installed pastor
through many ages to us, most frequently tific, medical and agricultural depart- frightened.

worthy of his esteem and even homage.
Keenly sensible of true merit and noble

one of its own

take

great events of the present.
Prejudice
and bigotry have such an effect to blunt
and obscure the moral vision.

was more successful than the ancient
rather a feature that is forced upon it than | ‘Greek philosopher,in finding characters
it

By scholars

classes it is an abandoned creed.”

condoning,or in any way treating. leni-

is

a feature of our own Society’s work,

issue.

centuries. For hundreds of
ently, the offense of hypocrisy. The waved its branches and put
dress of foliage, a thing of
such a considerationof the Home Mission- teaching of Christ and his’ apostles was
ary policy, and to such changes in its amply explicit in this regard. Priyate 3 strength; but now decay at the root has
destroyed
its life. It is dead, a dead tree.
methods of work or in the liberality with: as well as publie sins received from them
which contributions are made to its treas- scathing rebuke. . But for personal work But it stands there where it has always
ury, as shall confirm the present policy, of this sort, Jesus after his departure stood, and spreads its giant branches beor in any way make the Society more effi- sent. the Holy Spirit,—to ‘‘reprove the neath the same skies and above the
eient and helpful, it will be doubly valua- world of sin, and of righteousness, and of same soil. Its existence is monumental,
;
that is all.. Dr. Lamson's comment on
ble.
First ascertain - the disease; then judgment.”
The most deplorable and the most dan- that argument is, that if the statement be
find and apply the remedy.
0-0
gerous feature of the condition in which true, ¢ then is there a call for .another
our Lord found the self-righteous Phari- and more emphatic essay on the *Iusin-SUCCESS OF THE GOSPEL.
Paul was not ashamed of the gospel on sees, was that they were deceiving them- cerity of the American Pulpit.” «“ There
account of its power. He had felt it in selves concerning their relations to God. are thousands of pulpits in this land tohis own experience. Once a proud Phar- Theré are representatives of this sect in day, occupied by men who profess to beisee, a bigot and persecutor, he had be- all classes of society, and even in the" lieve and teach the system of doctrines
And no one held and taught by John Calvin.
Are
come a humble, faithful missionary of the church, at the present time.
cross. With him the old had passed supposes that God's discernment of the these preachers insincere, hypocritical? Are
away and all things become new. He motives and intents of the human heart is the creeds professedly held by the evangelhad witnessed its power in his longtoursin less keen now than it was when he was ical churches of this land a mere pretense,
no
living and present
Asia Minor, Macedonia, and Greece, from present among men in the person of Jesus commanding.
Jerusalem round about unto Illyricum. Christ. The earnestness .and frequency belief?” ¢‘Calvinism is not dead” exclaims
with which the Saviour denounced ¢ ap- Dr. Lamson.
“Itis not spreading leafMultitudes had forsaken their cherished
fruitless
branches
beneath
theories, superstitions,
and
iniquities ; pearances,” and dug down to the secret less and
and shown in their hearts and lives the motives of men’s hearts,revealing to them these skies and over this American soil.”
renovating, elevating efficacy of the word the divine standard by which their conduct ‘When the question arises as to the exisof life. No one could be a better witness. must be judged—a standard far higher tence of Calvinism or the sincerity of its
From the time of the apostles to the pres- than any which they or their fellow-men professed believers, it seems to be the
ent how many bright examples and 'cop- could establish—indicate to us how great practice among the latter to affirm the
ies of the same have been furnished. is the danger of self-deception, by think- former; as the less of the two evils.
There is Polycarp, ‘ the blessed,” after ing ourselves better than we are.
——A London grand jury has found an
a long life of successful labor sealing his - Satan has learned many things since he
indictment agains@ Most,” the socialist
successfully
tempted
the
first
simple
intestimony with his blood; Justin, the
publisher,
charging him with inciting to
martyr ; Augustine,he renowned philoso- habitants of Eden.’ He very rarely now
murder. This is as it should be. Politifinds
one
whom
he
can
beguile
with
the
pher, who so strongly evinced the transcal criminals and dangerous agitators
forming p ower of the gospel; Wiyeliffe, assertion that God lies,—as he did Eve.
the morning star of the reformation ; and His artifices have necessarily been multi- have been for some time accustomed to ‘|
hs mankind has be- take refuge in London, Geneva, and notaLuther, its very enbodiment. It is need- plied in proportion
come
enlightened
by
a knowledge of the bly in this country, whose guaranties of
lessto mention instances that so abound
truth. To-day, there is no avenue of hu- free speech furnish them a warrant to uteven to our own observation
ter the: most damaging theories. They
Yet in all ages there have not been man thought or imagination, but the
should have a right to express their views
‘arch-deceiver
is
present
there
eontending
wanting those who have decried it. In
of governmental policy, but when it comes
the first century when its mighty and be- with Truth for the leadership.
to
recommending the murder of objecSelf-conceit and self-deceit are twin
neficent influence was spreading throughtionable rulers,as Most has done, and as
brothers
;
and
hypocrisy
is
closely
relatout the Roman empire, it was denounced
as ¢“ an execrable superstition.”
Men ed to both. All are fatal to “the soul's some blatant socialist agitators in New
in high and low places, with the powers highest welfare; and if either forms a York, Chicago and San Francisco have
done, they transcend all limits of forbearof earth combined, have sought to crush part of one’s nature, much of the grace of
ance, and should be made to know that
God
is
required
to
subdue
it.
.
Let
us
beit. The ingenuity of man has left nothour
laws do not protect those persons who
ware of hypocrisy—and let us especially
ing untried.
are,
in all but the act itself, incendiaries
So it is nothing rew in our own day to beware of fatal self-deceit.
and
murderers.
®
have it said that the church, the pulpit,
Dan anoto 4
Christianity itself, is a failure, Ifthe gosWE learn from Zion's Herald that
THE CENTENNIAL TABLES.
pel is a failure, what is a success? ToRev.
Dr. Dorchester’s volume, now in
We called attention last week to a misday Christian nations govern the whole
press, on “The Problem of Religious

last General Conference, especially to
such as relate to the personal habits,
qualifications and spirit of candidates for

the ministry ; to an observance,in all parts

ly listened on Calvinism, in which the
speaker argued that Calvinism is a dead

p@=IN what the author of ¢* Denominational. Work and Life” says about the

—3

The Homing

Yes, and no. Itis manifestly the duty
and the commission of every minister of
the gospel to declare the whole counsel
of God, and we know of nothing in the
Scriptures to justify them in excusing,

pointed,

and pending. its

sessions

we

shall keep faith in the President.
——Rev.
Dr, LAMSON

>

reports in the

Watchman an address to which herecent-

oe

“the denominational

plan”, the“ present

plan can make the same claim, for it was
| heartily approved by the Conference of

"77.

Zeal for the Quarterly

Meeting or

Yearly Meeting funcgion is one thing;

but

zeal for the respjts that our benevolent societies

have

in view. is

a

much

‘better

ter, and please don’t fou et the five-centto asgessGenThe expensegd our delegate

brethren and sisters at Worcester.
New

York.

A

/

Five candidates were baptized at Pike, May

1......Rev, B. ¥'. Marsden is hard at work
with the Warsaw church. They are repairing
the parsonage and getti

session of the Q.
that church; -

”

ready for

the

next

which is to be held with
wt
Lx
5

‘ment.

/

ol om

i
AR
ference must be paid.
a. P. BLoop, Clerk.
;
n

UNION (Mich) Q. M.—Held its

gion with the West Reading Ghar:

ministerial help was Rev. Wm. Ta \
L. Parmalee and Sister Lura Mains.
iy whe ]

Ls
fi
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rch
if

a
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WINONA

anos

church.

Eo

i

Q M.

—Held

Seo;

rest at Pic
the Home Mission Inte BouHous
¢
se
e ion wi ith’the
June sess

Sier
+h, k.

ee

n at
LAKE Q. M.—Held 1ts last SessiorepreBut three churches - were to the
owing
sented by delegates or letter,
snow and
condition of roads caused by deepwas enjoyed
n
cold weather; yet a good seaso
report was
by all: present. The missionary session wus
CHAIN

1.30 P. M., Prayer-Mooting,

Revs. A.
Thursday,
ducted hx
11 A. M.,

eld its Tast
HANCOCK & QUINCY (I1.)Q. M.-—H
Jan. 28—30.
session with is Paloma church, represented ;
Only a part of the churches were
By request of the
business was harmonious.
for exFairview church a council was called S. Smith,
amination of their pastor, Rev. W. council
The
with a view to his ordination.
owreported favorably to his qualification, but
the
her,
ing to limited acquaintance with the brot
the
until
council recommended a post onement
resowing
follo
The
next session of the Q. M.
lutions were presented by Bro. J. S. Dinsmore. and adopted :

"

< Miller, M. D., therefore,
« Resolved, 1st: That in the removal of our
of
brother from us, we recognize the hand
2nd. That we
‘God and bow with submission.
but
us,
Tecoguize in his removal a loss only to

10.

THE

R. Masox HisBARD, Clerk.

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bron-

chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-.
sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
37
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
Hints.

biliousness, liver troubles,

from

bladder,

kidney,

the

of

you are suffering

and

difficulty

or any

or-

urinary

or

grans, take Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure,

which

in

form

nutritious

Cod

benefit

secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
his Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

May 20—22.

Beach

May.
Arbutus

is

sought.

Also,

in

weather prophets guess

this

signs

at

month,

* balmy

The

atmosphere”

for May, and
the poet writes his usual
Lovely
May verses for the village paper. This is all right;
but if you are wise you will get a bottle of Bax4er's Mandrake Bittérs and use them

as

directed,

to ward off Jaundice, Liver, Complaint and Biliousness consequent upon the warm temperature

of this month.

An Organ with Twenty

P. L. BERRY,

Ridge),

June l, 2.

Churches

will

leading

instru-

ment for years to come.
Continuing the policy
which théy have made so popular, they offer their
organ
at a price which must bring them orders
. from every part of the country, and secure an im.
medidte sale, -

Scottsbury, June 17.
M, with Grand Prairie church,
at
Wai
at
Warren, Ill, J
24.
Blackberry, J Ho
aes A

8ST. JOSEPH VALLEY (Mich.)
«ville, May 27."

Y.M. at Summer»

MINNESOTA Y. M. at Minneapolis, June:24.
NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M. at Contoocook, June 7.
MICHIGAN Y. M. at Greenville, June 3.
MAINE WESTERN Y. M. at Steep (Falls, June 14.
+ CENTRAM NEW YORK Y. M. at Ames, June 24.
NEW YORK & PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. at Odessa,
Jane 10,
1d

go

VEQUEHANFA Y. M. at South

HOLLAND

PURCHASE

Apalachin,

June

Y. M. at Pike, June 17.

JO ISCONSIN Y. M. will be held at Warren, 11k,
June 2424,
J. B. GIDNEY, Clerk.
IOWA Y., M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will can-

rvene at Toledo, Taniif*Co., at 7%’clock P. M., on:

Y., by Rev.
N.rt,
In Fairpo
March
April

bethe

CHAUTAUQUA
Q. M., with the Cherry Creek
ehurch, commuiencing
Friday evening, June 3.
Business Conference Saturday, at 10, A. M., sharp.
Rev. W.U. Edwards to preach the opening sermon, Friday
evening. . Clerks, please forward

,

SUSQUEHA}

. will

Apalachin church, in the De

%

Deletes

3 oR at

FREEMAN,

W. E. GRISWOLD,

Those

SRCHAg
I

and

2, P. M.

Convention

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE held agaunily i
‘connection with the above named Y, M, me 4
:
on

[3

‘phy, I, W. Bmith; *“ Buddhism:
Poa Rehgion,” M. Ww.

Spencer;

Re

! Aluence of Christianity to Missions,” J.

roc

H., Durkee;

The Seope of the Book of Revelation,” G: 1

+ /Bail; * The Influence of Gentile Religionson Jew.
* ish and Christian Docfune,”

o and How

Should

Ministers

HE. Crowell; * What
Read?”

A. Jones:

Sabbath D
tonto what Extent does it
prevail in our’Gountry and fn our Denomination
and ‘what are the Consequences?” J. L. Higbee,

y 8 resolution ado
at its last session, all
; ‘members of this Conference are requested to pre.
By a written statement of their labors, readings

Ju

April

H.

Clerk.

CHAMPLIN,

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent),
Lewiston, Me.
52t
€. A, Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y,, to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the
Central Association should be sent.
b2t
All money contributed for the Mame State Mis-

sion should

Me.

Rev.

be sent to Rufus

8. I

Deering,

Bates, Treasurer

Portland,
(25122)

Ohio

Free

muunion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

|

\

:

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

Com-

«

(52138)

to

whom

all

Y. M., should be gent for F. M., H. M.

income; also, to present a sketch of a sermon,

aud Eanca-

‘

(26¢)

Rev.T. A. Stevens, Fairport, N. Y.

Rev. O. E. Baker; Marion, O.
Rev. L. P. Bickford, North Seriba, N. Y.
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hd
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y
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:
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now
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ORGAN
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BTYLES, including the-lowest as well
DRED
in the
the highest priced instruments of this class
excel,
quality
ring
all” of which, conside

world;
lence and

made.

real

are

value,

cheapest

the

organs

in this advertisement are

The priies given

WArErooms,

the lowest met cash prices from our own
except where otherwise stated.

PAYMENTS.—Orgaus are also furpayments, at only suflicient adtime and
vance in prices to compensate for extra
one-tenth of
FOR EASY

nished for

easy

After a first payment'sof
expense.
may be &5
the price of the organ, other payments

or more per month or quarter, according to value
of the organ.

pp. 4to), With PRICE LISTS, FREE.

46 E. 14th St., N Y.; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sweet

Tunes,

SATISFACTION
Beautifu

AY

:

ING.

Send 3 cent stamp for new

4opagapaty hlet, entitled HOW
INT, illustrating and
describing the world-renowned

MODEL

OWN

PRESS

Business men are everywhere using it, thereby saving all their print
Every Press absolutely
Prices from $3 to $175
can manage it.

Address the Manufacturers,
gives all the particulars.
& Co. 721 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

-

- 754 Tops.
00

Pamphlets containing testimonials
or

agents,

;

. GLIDDEN & CURTIS,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,
MASS.

~ BOSTON;

i

-

on

i

a

Special Agent for Vermont and New
M.A. BLAKE, Sutton, Vt., Hamp
shire.
hey
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PIPE

SHEET

MASON

I application to

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
~ JOHN CHURCH & CO, O.
won ¥pgnigeee | CINCINNATI,
PURE WHITE LEAD,
REVISED NEW TESTAMENT.
LEAD

THE

EB-

$117 and up.

very fashionable;

now

twenty-two

Stops; price, $570.

our local
., . and other information furnished by

]

LAND NARROW

|

*— to fill orders promptly.

WONDERFUL DISCOVERY, endorsed by the
most eminent. Dhysicians. Deafness relieved and
3 to © days. Send stamp for particu.
cured in
EDWIN FERRIS & CO.;*€incinnati, O.
lars.
4t17eow

" AND MANUFACTURERS

best
organ
be construct-

in
This Fertilizer, which was at first sold almost entirely
y
£: the Southern States, has of late years Hecome so deservedl
Crops,
Farm
all
of
n
cultivatio
the
for
North,
the
in
popular
to
that the company have enlarged their works especially
eC
now in'a position
Tee SUpply the Northern demand, and we are

let to

THE

n

CASES, exactly imitating ebony, are

ONIZED

Sale in 1865 * 1880

Paid quarterly, 4th dividend payable May 1. For
full particulars send for 20-page illustrated painph-

Devonshire

$150

NONE.
~ SECOTOND
Soluble Pacific Coane.

Counterpoint,

GENT.
PER
TEN
Annyal Interest:

35 cents \ by
Per dozen by express covers)
Inaile

by all
D VOICE will be supplied
and musie dealers at publishers? prices.

Any

R DITSON & CO., Boston.
OLIVE
2tf
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TO PRINT
guaranteed, HO
J. W. DAUGHADAY

but
or any of the higher problems of composition;
confines itself to those things that every organist,

work contains
fore unequaled, and that the
b
ures old and new as can
Wier sta wealth of treasimilar
collection.
(32
VOTOE contains 192 pages, ly
oD
PA
beautifully
or than the ordinary size) and
/
durably
Printed on fine, toned paper, handsomely

Deke specimen copy ( ourd

DO
ALL
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be
be, this is his newest treatise, and can hardly
and
excelled for plainness of explanation, ease

Heart mi Voice

EARN

000
0000
00000

Hand and foot power.

($1.00). By A.N. JOHNSON
in the world” (for its object), was the commenda
fortion bestowed by an enthusiastic pupil on a may
that
Iowever
author.
mer book by the same

GEO. F. ROOT and J. R. MURRAY,
CONTRIBUTORS.
SPECIAL ———
—
}
ration of
The Publishers believe that in the prepa

the

» manuals,

, Fiszt Organ, $360.

(32

Lis fullo

which to

every good player, and every composer
people’s music” ought to know.

to

and peculiarly adapted for Sunday-Schools, andsopopefore you
Send for sautle copy
ular it has no equal,
supply vour School. Price, 5: ots; $8.00 perdoz. by Exp
Oentral Book Concern, Ch ieago, I11., Cincinnati,0.
or Oliver Ditson & Oo, Boston and New York,

Harmony
forhod
Johnson's New Met
‘The best book
:
1t does not attempt

:

GAVE BETTER

= NO BOOK EVER

B

Rillee Taylor, price reduced to 50 cents.
Oliyette, price reduced to 50 cents.

thoroughness.

$22

to any position.
Price,
$360. THE SAME, two

Boston;
Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., 154 Tremont St.,

ary.

$2.00.

STYLES,

ed from reeds.
Suited
for any use and adapted

PRICES,

CATALOGUES

classical,

the shorter compositions as themes from

HEARD avo TILE.

book

up.

ity;
rhi

ADVANCED.

ILLUSTRATED

some new and light, but all good. Organists will
be glad to use the longer ones intact, and to adopt

Huniphrey & Gt
r
criticism.
J. L. HIGBEE, Clerk.
ryden C|
8.00
2.00
Half the Price of Corresponding English Editions.
MINISTERS’
INSTITUTE of MICHIGAN Y. M.
TER
A Rent of Mill in Wisconsin ;
71.80
its
Comprehensive history of whole Bible,
be held June 1 and 2, at Greenville, Mich. Wed
V R Cary Patchin Sale.of ,
full ac~
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i “The Supe.
\
Meeting House in
iber.
count of New Revision, to each
Barton
NY
130.00 80.00
Slority of Revelation to Human Philosophy,” Prof.
ry ohn + COPD; alternate G. R. Holt. Thursday,
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HE HENRY BILL PUB. €0., NORWICH, Ct.
06.08 131.66
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}
4t18
Alb, J, 8, Harrington, £2.50, A. My: ‘* The Blood of
.0, A, HILTON, Treas.
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will be

very large number of voluntaries,

The New Sunday School Song Book

and In bo
a
Pri

:

books

In these six well-made

MATERIALLY

Compositions.

Organ

ROOM

THE LISZT ORGAN,
of large scale and capac-

PRICE,
$5l.
FIVE. OCTAVE ORGANS, SEVEN
STOPS(DIAPASON, VIOLA

THAYER.

By EUGENE

Original

LOW

DRAWING

Mason &! Hamlin organs the
That standard of merit which has won for the
GREAT WORLD'S INDUS-;
THE
HIGHEST DISTINCTIONS at EVERY ON E OF
which has any other Ameriof
one
no
at
years,
n
thirtee
for
S
ITION
TRIAL EXHIB
not only RIGIDLY MAINTAINED but
can organ ever been found equal to them, is

$1.25.

each

Nos.

@0

Reliance,

Organist’s

‘Address all communications toManager.
WwW. H. BROWN,
Boston, Mass.
96 Tremont Street,
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
PAPER.
MENTION THIS

WE

2.00

Parma Ch

Offering

:

$200 and

FOUR
OCTAVE
ORGANS, FIVE STOPS (DIAPASON, VIOLA, MELODIA,

sma”

$2.50.

Batiste’s Last Compositions,

Strong and Popular Authors

2.78

SUPERB

and up.

FLUTE, FULL ORGAN, with
KNEE SWELL); catalogue
price,
$85;
NET
CASH

Organ Selections. ($1.50) By PETERS.
Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries. $2.50.

They have secured a combination of

10.50

2.50

Summer Hill Ch“

os

2.03

2.50

Spafford Q M Centennial

Soc

’

Box Marks’ Professorship

Emma Move Kens
nedy NY Per fund
Mare KenMiss Emma
nedy N Y Int
Flat
Duesler
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Créek “+
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Ames ohirch
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Utica N ¥ Int
5
Pa Wom Miss
Harrisburg
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Wom Miss
Pa
Harrisburg
Soo
for Miss Lovett
HF
Dayton Ch
Miss

Ed

:

F .L.DAVENPORT.

By

($2.50.)

Gems.

Organ

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases
Paralysis, No other like it!
Size,

‘each.

STYLES, $102 to $570 and up. FOR LARGE
CHURCHES,
$570, $480, $360 and less. FOR
SMAELER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, etc., $30 to

OR-

sufficient compass for the full parts, of popular
sacred and secular music generally, having the
characteristic tone and excellence of the Mason
& Hamlin organ, NET CASH PRICE, $22. THE SAME,
FOUR OCTAVES; net cash price, $30.

of 26

Cover, sent on receipt
:
2

‘FOR ORGANISTS”

DR.

HM

‘

1tf

RHEUMATISM !
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!and

Sent by mail everywhere!
Double
Small Size, $1.00,

to $900

but

ORGAN (see cut at
THE ‘BABY CABINET
. THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES,
beginning),

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Edited by W. F. SHERWIN.

Central Assoélation.
Receipts for April, 1881,
Stephentown Center Miss

ERY.
BATT
WILL, CURE

simple

& HAMLIN

The MASON

EXTRAORDINARILY

and 170 Tunes, at the.
$30 per 100 copies in

braces 239 Hymns
old popular price,
board covers.
A Speeimen, in Paper
cents.

Friday

ACTION;

of greater capacity are fur-

black walnut, ash or ebonized, paneled, carved,
richly decorated and highly polished by hand; up

of the

which certainly have not before. been EVEN APPROACHED for organs of such highest excellence.

It contains 32 pages in excess of the usual number in books of its class, and em=

Wilbur,

27, Brownelle

will commence

and continue

the Q. M.

tin

Pheobe

By

BIGLOW& MAIN,

The churches are requested to make their

the Yéarly

Erie

You,
TY HNBY, Gler,
EY.
M. will

of the B

68.

STOP

STYLES

GAN CO. now offer the following

Lowry & Doane.
-—
SOME OF THE RICHEST HYMNS IN THE LANGUAGE, SKT TO BEAUTIFUL MELODIES
BY THE ABLEST WRITERS OF SACRED
SONG, ARE FOUND IN THIS COLLECTION.

Clerk.

annual report for the Register.
A full attendance
is desired. Nal
will be chosen to attend

Spaf-

THE

Spirit and Aim

Miss

'."

the Pleasant Hill
at2 o’clock P. M.

E. H. HIGBEE, Clerk.
WATERLOO (fowa) Q. M.; with the South Haz€lton church, commencing 1st Friday in June
at

vo, pre

N. Y., commencing Friday, June De held. ab Elke
“A. M. Opening sermon by Rey. A. ¥. Bryant

. "Thursday, June 16, at 10 clock As ME

and

rendered possible.

of Ledyard.

HUNTINGTON
Q.
M., with
thd Morristown
church, June 10—I]2. It is hoped the churches
will not forget to forward the ten-cent tax.
aa
E. B. FULLER, Clerk.

io Q Ms, coming, via.
Elmira or ‘Owego, will
5 0 Bt Campyilie where teams will meet visitors

al

Chase

LARGER

nished in extensive variety, in very elegant cases,

player,

the

some

:

son isin GREATER ECONOMY OF MANUFACTURE, by which lower prices of many styles are

of Union

Jr.,

B.M. EDWARDS, { Com.

held Na {ids pr

from Troy

B,

Ward,

ing the Q. M. to one week earlier than the regular

till the evening of

J.

Stacy,

H.

Thomas
Carr,

time.
D. C. CURTIS, Com. and Q. M. Clerk.
BOWDOIN Q. M., with the So. Lewiston church,
the 2nd Tuesday in June (14th).
Ie
A. LIBBY,

Clerk.

Irom Gibson Q. M. will ’ leave

Campyille.

W.

Libbie A.

alogne price, $170; net cash
price, $102.
Observe
that
p the number of stops in an or-

of these and other improvements eftected this sea-

Died

Walker, aged
Esq., aged 80.

tion Societies.

NEW YORK & PENN Y. M. willng held with the
church, commencing
June 0. nt 1
o'clock
@.
M. Quarterly Mooting
treasurers’ will be
pre.
+.
ronurer Bil

Shamper,

At Pleasant Ridge, Center Township, Cedar Co.,
Towa, of pneumonia, April 10, Arthur Goodale,
youngest son of Parker and Ellen Goodale, aged
8 months and 10 days. Funeral services conduct:
-ed by Rev. D. B.-Anderson.
In Fairport, N. Y., April 24, Mr. T. Dewey

Odessa

G.H.

30, Mr.

C.

Horace

Mr,

Dryer, both of F'.

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

SCSOLREARTAY.HH

15,

Springs, and Miss

PRICES.

gans with #wo or three times its number of stops.

!
and stability of construction.
AN IMPORTANT PRACTICAL ADVANTAGE

Mr.

January 10, by Rev.

In Butte City, Montana,

D. M. MILLER, Clerk.

Thursday svening, Mar. 26,

Davis,

S.

V

ed to have very much greater power, varie. sf
capacity every way, than one of the “cheap’”
o#

efficient and sure in working.
SEVERAL
NEW CASES are offered, combining grace and elegance of design, with simplicity

R. Russell, Mr. Robert A. Todd, ot Butte City, and

June 8, instead of June 9as previously announced.
F. P. AUGIR, Clerk.

pared to settle their EE

AN IMPROVED

24, by Rev. O. Pitts,

LOWER

=

commonest faults in organ playing.

Almira

Mrs.

to

fatigue

certainly avoiding

as well as almost

Com.

statistical reports arsaid meeting.

Jl

tic and perfect, and saving

by a sermon.

Notices.
Grove church, June 3.

Jowa Y. M, at Toledo, June 9.
at
Y.
M.
M.
at

March

Deerfleld,

In

session a general attendance is solicited.

The Sabbath-gschool

GENESEE Y. M
CENTRAL OHIO
ATvne 10.
Y.
ISCONSIN
Y.
ILLINOIS Y. M,

Iowa

N.

Price, $lvz.
gan is no criterion of its capacity. A Mason & Hamlin Organ may be expect-

ITY OF TONE, while the BLOWING IS RENDERED
.
EASIER.
AN IMPROVED KEY-ACTION reducing the
force necessary to manipulate the keys NEARLY
ONE HALF, rendering the whole action more elas-

i

ao

my

Charles H. Carter, of D., and Miss Kate
of Haverhill, Mass.

OTSEGO Q. M., with the West Davenport church,

WAPSIPINICON Q. M., with
church, commencing June 3,

OWKER FERTILIZER CO}

simplified in con-

BELLOWS,

IMPROVED

struction, of which the action upon the’ reeds is
more direct, with beneficial effect upon the QUAL-

« Rev 8 R' Evens Middlesex N Y

Mr. George P. Grant and
both of G.

A

commencing the Friday evening (at 7 o'clock)
fore the first Sabbath in June. This being

AN

|

Dana Dunbar East Troy Pa
Rev Bryant Smith Shawneetown 111
I W Young Burmingham Ky
S W Barnhill Paris Ark
EXPRESS.

H. D. PARSONS, Clerk. “|

annual

i | Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES,

{| BosToNg NEW YORK

AND

on several of the medium and smaller sizes.
Among these improvements may be mentioned :(—

i

agent near you, send to us.

Married

is solicited.

F. P. AUGIR,

| i

eee

Thisis a true bone superphosphate, and
may be used on any crop, in the hill or drill
fi
§| or broadcast, either with or withoutandmanure,
!
larger
| ‘and will produce a much earlier
||
orop. In the Reportof the Mass. Inspector
!
to
$3
from
il of Fertilizers, its valuation is Phosphates
#10 per ton higher than other
| Which sell at the same price. The past
|i
ear over 3000 tons were sold against 100 (ili
it is
| tons three years ago, showing that local
|
no
is
there
If
{ il liked by the farmers.

In Gloucester, R. I., April 20, by Rev. M. Phillips,

Opening

R. A. Coats.

full representation from the churches

Ii

NN

1

i

ASHTABULA Q. M:, with the New Lyme
church,
commencing Friday evening, May 27, at 7.30 p. M.,

Hotices and Jppointments.
Meeting
Pleasant

;

the Union
June 3—5.

Conférence on Friday at 2 o’clock, P. M.

{i

\

IMPROVEMENTS

St., (3Doors from Broadwa+?
Vork,

MELODIA,
SERAPHONE,
whose CABINET OR PARLOR OR- | Prices, $51 ‘and $60.
GANS have long maintained their VOIX CELESTE, FULL ORGAN, TREMULANT, with
ARSOLUTE SUPREMACY as KNEE SWELL) ; CATALOGUE PRICE, $100; NET CASH
PRICE, $60.
the very STANDARD OF IX.
FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS
i N CELLENCE
among
instruments of the-class, have pleas.
large and elegant cage fichure in announcing the complely ornamented and
bel@dll\ tion and introduction this sealished; ELEVEN STOPS (VIgon of SEVERAL IMPROVE:
OLA, VIOLA-DOLCE, DIAPASON,.
DULCIANA,
OBOE,
MENTS
OF GREAT PRACCLARIONET,
MELODIA,
Baby Organs. TICAL IMPORTANCE, which
CLARABELLA,
VOIX CELPrices, $22 and $30. give their organs still HIGHESTE, TREMULANT, full orER DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE, and at the same
gan, with knee swell); cattime render a possible REDUCTION IN PRICES

|

ill

3

o

PHATE
OS
PH
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.
i

T A Stevens Fairport NY.
Newell

i
i

P Hugg Middleport O
S Branch Jeffersonville 111
Lewis Gordon

I
i
i

je

A gi!

Waoayr

THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.

: !
i

S

Hl
i

Mrs R S Bennett Port Clyde Me
C Bridge Gardiner Me

please

on the same day, I have changed the time of.hold-

to be the

IMPORTANT

M

:

S B Bean Brownfield Me
B ¥ Hayes Lewiston Me
Pierce Marble Rock Iowa
Rev C
W Potter Vienna Wis

Clerk.

Stops for $65

Marchal & Smith, New York City. They have
+ just perfected a remarkable organ with twenty

:
Yearly
OnIo Y. M. with

Dover

West Eleventh

8
Y

Kent—

D

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
Messrs Penfield & Goodrich Hillsdale Mich

418

1s offered by those’fathous Organ builders Messrs.

stops, which is destined

MARCHAL & SMITH,
No.

Books

The churches will please send the Y. M. and Q. M.
tax and also the statistics for the Register. In
consequence of the Y. M. and Q. M. both occurin

Only 25 ets. per bottle.

1
|

Winship—O
more—J P Wakeman—C D West—O
ood
D Ward—A S Whitley—H A Wentworth—L
Wait—Mrs
C
—Mrs S C Woodward—E H Willis—
i
p
Hurd.
L
LY Pratt—W

ROOT RIVER Q. M., with the Pilot Mound church,

the

of wear,

|

Bick-

P

L Stone—I Sitz—J M Smith—E S
W Seeley—J
Shackford—F Slack—S H Seley—D H Toothaker—B
Vaughan—W
Taylor—R
I Tillinghast—J
Wilhelm —M White—G L White—Mrs R P Whitte-

Opening session Friday, at 2.30 p. M.

is

Liniment

22.24

J Keltogz—u

Kinney—M

P

T Keniston—W

commencing June 3,at2 P.M.
It is
desirable
that as many of the brethren and sisters as can,
will attend.” Traveling and visiting
brethren will
find conveyance from any of the churches to the
meeting and from
Fountain Station, the nearest

This is the month ia which the Trailing

front gate begins to exhibit

‘a

the

sermon in the evening by the Rev.

Oil

D.

Chairman of Com.

Gaps made in the flesh by cuts, speedily disappear without leaving a -scar, when Henry -&
and

8.98

65.25

B Jackson—Mrs

Jordan—I1 S Jones—A

11.

MEETING will

LITTLE S10UX VALLEY Q. M., with
church at the Barlow school-house,

Arnica

1.46

2.85

Green—W Gifford—C W Green—L Gordon—H W
Gearhart—P B Grover—G H Hubbard—A Hendersand—O 8 Hasty—J Hisey—C C Hodgdon—H
Hawkins—S Heath—G W Gould—N C Jones—J B

orward their assessment of ten cents per member
as reported for Register, 1880.

Throat affections and bronchial diseases are re.
Jieved immdiately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.
‘ 4118

<

YEARLY

of Baxter's Mandrake Bitters.
Dyspepsia
also readily yields to this potent remedy.

Johnson's

14.90

man—E M Flanders—J D Ferris—J W Farnsworth
B Fellows—Miss L C Graves—J H
—L Fox—J

P. SmitH, Clerk.
GIBSON Q. M,, with the Greenfield church. June
8—5.
The clerks of churches will be careful in
filling the blanks sent for the statistical report to
the Register.
0. C. WHITNEY,
Clerk.

Liver Com.
invariably follows
Constipation
piaint; but it is easily overcome Dy the Timely use

used.

2112

$65

1.16
1.00
2.00
30
63

M E Baldwin—L

Mrs R W Barnum—Mrs

WHEELOCK Q. M., with
the North Danville
churen, June 3.
H. LOCKHART.
NEW
DURHAM
Q. M.,,
with
West
Lebanon
church, May 24—26. Clerks and
pastors of churches
will see that statistics for Register are forwarded
at this session.
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.
RCCK RIVER Q. M., with the church in Homer,

y6.

Platt St., New York.

2.50
2.00
4.00
60
1.28
© 6.00

ford —S H Barrett—S Branch--A Buck—J Fi Bayless
—A Bailey—H Baisdell—H A Carey—W H Cheney
H Chase—Mrs
—3 A Carl-N Cate—J L Coombs—A
Cranston—R Clark—Mrs J 8
MB Carson—P
Dudley—O Dow—dJ F Douglass—A M Darling—C
H Doiton—Mrs 8 Dustin—H C Dodge—Q Decker
—J 8 Dinsmore—yJ Durkee—J B Davis—F P
Ellis—D W Edwards—G R Edwards—A J East.

J. M.

* The Influence of Christian Homes,”

3.03
2.00
4.00
3.40
1.28
6.00

2.85

“Sy,

Miss Soc Genesee

JAMES GLOVER, Clerk.

H. TRUEX,

For sale by all druggists, and E.

Clerk.

Kettle;

bd
tT
sen
bad
TEE 5
Hil
went

3.56

1.67

3.03

3. AEOLINE.,

14. Bourdon.
15. CLARIONET.

6. Celeste Forte.
1% Yox Humana.
i
UPLER.
17. COUPLER.
3
8.
cet.
18. Piano.
A
9. CELESTE.
19. Grand Organ Knee
10.
Echo,
Stop.
20. Right Knee Swell.
y
| The most remarkable organ ever made. We Chal- |

1.49

8.22

8.22

467

12. Viola.

4. Celestina.
5.
SUB-B.
SS.

il

Stops

Follows:

1. MELODIA.
2. Diapason Forte.
3. DIAPASON,

:

QM

York Co. Q. M., with (he North Berwick church

QUERU'S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
Approved by the Academy of Medigine of New.
' York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
and

9,.J.

HockING
VALLEY
Q. M.,
with
charch, beginning June 3, at 2, P. M.
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Burrill—L Bowles—E F Buckmin.Boynton—J
ister—P W:Belknap—dJ C Bartlett—J D Backus—

be entertained by the church at Contoocook, N.
H., June 7-9. Further notice will appear in due
time.
E. W. RICKER, For Com. on Location.
Dover, N. H,
if

Business Hotes,

if your tongue is coated

of

Treas.

L. B. POTTER, Treasurer.
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M. L. Rollin; 12. Sermon, Thursday Evening, J.
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—kE
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—
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S.
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l—
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—M A Quimby—M W Roberts—J H Ramsdel
4116
WM. WALKER, Sec.
W Russell—E L Reed—J W Ricker—T H Stacey—
on—G
Stevens
3
Mrs E P Sawyer—R Swinburn—M

Next session to be held with the Fairview
church, May 27—29. Statistics for the Register
The
should be forwarded to next session.
churches are hereby reminded of their annual
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;
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.
VOX HIUMANA.
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Times of David Marks,”
«The Life and
Whitcher; 8. Fifteen minutes’ sermon (extempore),G. Donnocker; 9. Essay: ‘‘Is the Pardon of Sin Absolute or Conditional ?” 8. R. Evens;

his death a promotion from a lower to a highThat as
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e
a Q. M., we extend our sympathies and pledg
our prayers in bebalfof the wife and children
:
of our beloved brother.”
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to Prairie City Q. M,
Christian, from Prairie City Q. M., D. H.
Pershin and W. S. Smith. Sabbath collection
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K. Martin; 5. Essay:
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recognize
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That

8d.

to him a gain.

1.
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Za)
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0
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% »
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Crandall; 2. Essay: “ Religion and Education,”
T. H. Stacy; 3. Essay: * Revivals,” C. B. Hart;
4. Essay! “Nature of Old Testament Revela-
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Rev. D.

worthy brother,

our

our midst

exercises as follows:

from

MARCHAL & SMITH
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direct from
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“I never had a whole half-dollar in my
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see a doctor.
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this remark, was quite horrified at seeing
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ment, and gives but a meagre idea of its sub.

leave 1s alone:

If we should peep through the fower-bads
Jack Frost would nip off our tiny heads: Eat

dyspepsia.

Why | Lord”?

She gave him the poorest

sort of} him!
h

to him

gt;

Ile had worked

heart's desire,—mo,

they

TO GIVE.”

to

the

extra

But wraps us ic strong arms of life,

consented.

John

was better

so hard

more money!

ei

obliged to

And answering back that regal light,
Fills all the air with
fragrant breath,

drilled,

and

The merchant rain which carries on

spend

patient's

hand

he can,
to

down.

Mr.

do

it
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:
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to improve

it,

’

evenings

got
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:

Playing

a

be.

time

ooPrieg
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v

from a lawyer’s office.

She did so hope

house

of their

own

But this—we give.”

ing out on the avenue, as she traversed it
on her way to get work, sent a pang of

** We know no other life to live

Suggestive warnings crowd the ‘earth;
Glad sounds of labor, songs of mirth,
From creatures both of field and air,
‘Who, whilst they take their rightful share,
Still truly chant:
We chiefly live
To.give—to give.”

Take thou this lesson: Heed the call
:
Of these less gifted
creatures near;

covetous admiration through her human
heart, she sternly repressed it; children
were such a ‘dreadful expense, they could
never afford it.
So things went on for five years. John
grew thin and haggard every year; his
hair began to show gray threads, and
;
:
:

The rather, that Christ’s voice most dear
Once said, whilst here

never had time to go anywhere.

O man! the gem and crown of all,

his skin

he deigned to live:
¢ Blessed to give.”
— Times of Refreshing.

was

lifeless

and sallow.

He

If his

Sunday-school class asked him to go with
them on any church excursion, he had no
time. If a friend called in on Sunday

| evening

Famaly Circle.

made

after

church,—for

they

had

a few. acquaintances,—and

asked

if he were going to some cheap concert,
or free lecture, the answer was invariably, ‘No, Ihave no time; I have.so much
to do.”

poor!”

swer.

down

And

Carry

gave

Even onthe

the

legal

holidays

same

took no outings, except to wander
to the park, if it were summer,—a

the fifth shirt she was making.
There are various kinds of poverty. Mrs.
Manners would have been called rich by
any shop-girl in New York, but she felt
very poor, and Scripture, as well as com

ure free to
church on
Christmas
their owh,
decorations
where.
To

“‘think-

eth in his heart, so is he.” Her husband
was book-keeper in a great iron-manufactory ; they had no children, they were

the poorest;
Thanksgiving

aan-

they
up inpleas-

or to attend
Days,
and

at some other church than
with better music and finer
than they should see elsetell the truth, most of these

holidays John spent on the sofa, half
not in debt, and on their pleasant flat, asleep ; rest was more to him than pleaskeeping one servant, Mrs. Manners need ure. He had longrbeon obliged, when
not even have made her husband’s shirts if ten years of married life were over, to
. she preferred to put them out or buy them. give up Sunday-school and second serStill she was unhappy; she wanted a vice; indeed he nodded so often durhouse of her own, a sealskin sacque, a ing the morning sermon that he came
velvet dress, a library full of books, home with a very vague idea of its subplenty of silver, china, pictures,—for her ject; and Carry could not help him
tastes were refined as well as luxurious. much, for she was too worn, sallow,
She was discontented, in fact. It wentto weary all the time—but still crying out
‘John Manners’s heart to see the line deep- for money, breathing out a secret aspiraenon her white forehead and gloom tion for wealth im her heart continually,
gather in her bright eyes, day by day ; and speaking aloud from that abundance.
It seemed to her the one solid good of
but he could not help it.
¢¢ Just look gt Mr. C. and Mr. D.,” she this world, , Of course you couldn’t carry
often said to him.
They began as it to the next, that she knew; but oh,
poor boys, and now they are rolling in what pleasure it would give her here!
money. Iam sure you're just as smart What was there money could not give
2
as they are, John.
Why don't we get and bring?
She meant to be a good woman, she meant

”

fien?
John Manners could not answer.
The, | to dov her duty; any clothes she could not
truth was such people as Mr. C. and Mr. possibly gut over or turn any
more, 5 he
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and the collector called she was always out of

change;
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but
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than
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All whisper soft to seed and flower :
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painfully anxious to make her happy

do more

say so; | Worry.
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she had just so much more
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John fainted. Dr. Blair rang his bell. Aggie Bondgot gavea whole
history. Itis printed in clear, large type, is jected to a close analysis by the
editor, who
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“Sam,

quick!

fetch

a

.
grandma
1s so awful ragged,

spoonful

of

brandy,

* Aggie Bond isa precious child,” said

then send round tHe carriage.”

Mr. Jones, recalling the sweet flowers
she had so often sent to his sick Maggie.

And when John was able to be. faken:
home, the doctor carried him there in

his

‘* When will you get my

coupe, and helped him up the stair. Carry wadsshocked to see him. Whatever
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you in just one minute,
Polly. Come right around here and pick
out grandma a dress yourself. Anything
in this pile,” said he, touching a lot of
ginghams as he passed.
“I'll buy this,” and she laid her hand

nature, but the love had shown itself in
deeds instead of words and caresses, and

that
a man

the

angel

no

man

hath

lay

down

his

unaware.
than

life

on the only piece she could reach.

this,

for

After tying up a

his

and shoes

friends,” and in his weak, human measure
John had indeed laid down his life withhalf

awake,

and

bundle

of gingham

makine
a
Ea

twine to carry it by, he put the half-dollar in his pocket and Polly laughed with
Joy as she turned to go.

out being conscious of his utter sacrifice.
He lay there

:

Iam afraid I bay n't lent to

the Lord asmuch as I ought.
“I'll wait on

not, in his deep love for her, bring himself yet to tell her of his sentence. He
had loved her with all the strength of his

‘‘ Greater love

;

to the Lord.’

stop and 2:
explain the case, and John could

she had entertained

things P” said

Polly, tired of standing so long on her
:
tip-toes.
Mr. dones thought the matter over.
**A dress and shoes—the ‘original cost
co uld be but three dollars and a half.

love her small heart held for him awoke
now, and alarmed her.
She put him on

The

not

trader

thought

of his

own

daughter again.

fect cadence, ¢ Rest in the ord.”

take ; I forgot to give you the change.”

In the

I've .made

a

half-dollars.
asked Polly.

‘Are we all square

is supple-

men and public publicspeaker
speakers s who who havhave prove 1 the

value of the preceding volumes

will welcome
printed

Among the recent issues in the * Standard
Series” are the
late Lord
Beaconsfield’s
Lothair, which is printed in clear, open type
and is one of the remarkable productions of
that remarkable man; part second of The

Diary

inister’s

Wi

now?

A

useful

Handbook

of Synonyms

and

Prepositions comes from the press of Lee &
Shepard, Boston.
It is of pocket size, and
contains a brief collection of foreign words
and phrases translated’ into English. Persons

who write “ on the wing ” will find it

handy

prodigal’s humble utterance, the cry of
‘I think we are. Why didn’t you buy volume, since it may be easily taken along in
the pocket without any sense of burden.
Itis
th e publican, the agonized ontery of the something
for yourself with your money?”
said to contain forty thousand words.
Not the
sinking disciple
—all these
, he whispered,
“ Why, I just forgot myself. And I least
useful portion of it is the appendix on the
80 softly no mortal ear could hear. Then don’t know as I want
anything.”
correct use of the preposition.
a dream of peace seemed to steal upon his
Polly’s grandmother could not underLee & Shepard (Boston) publish a volume
weariness ; a sense of rest and relief re- stand what it all meant,
as she examined of Readings
and Recitations suited to the
laxed all his tense nerves, and soothed her nice presents and
the two half-dollars. requirements of advanced classes
in colleges,
his'whirling brain; he smiled and put his | * Aggie gave me the half-d
ollar afd I post-graduate schools and elsewhere. The
hand out, groping for One invisible, and bought the dress and shoes,
and had this selections are such as will serve to develop
| fe 11 asleep. When Carry came to rouse left.”
the student’s powers of expression, and they

“But this is more than

hi m at béd-tine, he was déad.

Now she had plenty of money! John
had insured his life heavily, und paid his
premiums so punctually and so long that

you

had at

first.” It looked a little mysterious to
Polly, but she concluded it was: because
he did not give her the flour; and butter,

even the insurance companies

dared not | aud molasses.
.
try to contest payment; then they had
| It Was made cleat to the grateful wom-

both put their savings into good invest-} a0 When Mr. and Mrs. Jones
called that
ments by adyice,

“have all passed the ordeal of trial in the class
room

before

appearing

in

this

book.

The

compilation’ was made by Mr. A. B. Fletcher,
and the volume is unusually well adapted
its purpose.—(12mo. pp. 450. $1.59).

to

N

y

reviewed,

»

the

sia]

Sepscial

:

topics, including the
for china
3
DAN hers

painting novices. “ How to Build a Choir?
is an article of special interest to music lovers,
and the ‘ Correspondence ” columns are full of
suggestive ‘information for amateurs in all
branches of art. The supplement contains
numerous designs for embroidery and woodcarving, and two large plaque designs—beautiful female figures, one * in the greenwood,”
and the other playing a harp,
The May
number completes the second year of The Art

Amateur, which bas

deserved

success by the

number and excellence of its illustrations
the freshness and value of its articles.

and
For

the,new volume special attractions are promised besides those that have already made the .
magazine a welcome visitantin thousands of
cultivated bouseholds.—Mountague Marks, Publisher, 23 Union Square, N.Y.

The following card from I. K. Funk & Co.
(New York) explains itself:
The following item is going
the newspaper
rounds: * The Companion
Volume tothe Re-

vised New Testament is the work published
“by Cassell, Potter, Galpin & Co., ibéy having
sold an edition to I. K, Funk & Co,” "This is
an error. The book, asit will be issued in
America, is a combination of two

books:

one

other

¥

repared by Dr: Alex. Roberts, of the English
ompany

Member

Farmers who are interested in the preservation of green forage crops in silos,thus enabling
them to keep theirstock on pasture. feed the
year through, will find many useful hints in H,

All the leading exhi-

puademy « Jugieg eg

and other decorative art
first
of a
serjeso
DIAC

The Nutritive Cure, and the late T. Carlyle’s
Sartor Resartus.
Theése works are too well
known to need commendation, and their low,
price brings them within the reach of all who

4

York and Philadelphia.

bitions are fully and pungently

with an article by Gaston L. Feuardent, affords
new and striking: evidence of the peculiar
“ restoration ” of the Di Cesnola Cypriote antiquities. - Admirable illastrations of furnitare,.
Japanese decoration, painted
windows, and
Rouen faience are given, together with valuable letter-press on ceramics, needle-work,

T.

a

Y. Crowell & Co.

The Art Amateur for May has for a frontispiece a fine view of the alcove dining room in
the new Union League Club-bouse.
In the
‘Art Gallery” there are nearly thirty illustrations of pictures shown this spring in New

gus of Athieno, in the Metropolitan Museum,

and

bound, and the price is $5.00.—New York:

makes several good points against the new
philosophy.
‘“-Notes for Readers” makes a
véry agreeable department.—~New York: D.
Appletgn & Co.
:

ion

this addition, and they will find the indexes
useful.
It is well

particularly

mis-

“I forgot,too, ” said Polly and she turned back to receive from Mr. Jones two

mind, old prayers stirred his pale lips; the

bound, and

Rev. Elon Foster, D.D., issues the second
series of his Cyélopedia of Poetical Illustrations, made up of poems on the scenes,
incidents, persons and places of the Bible. It
is a volume of 750 pages, the first five hundred
containing poems, and the remainder being
devot
to indexes
ed
of the four volumes that
constitute the work—namely, two volumes of
prose illustrations and two of poetical. Clergy-

Co.

‘¢ Look here, Polly,

grasp of fatal disease, ignorant yet that it
was fatal, the straying child came back to
hi 3" Father. ‘Old words thronged
his

tastefully and strongly

mented by a very full index.

little | may desire them.—New York: I. K. Funk &

now of Carty or his money—her thinking
money,
rather. Through his mind ran the per-

of

Revisers,

of the American

and

the

Committee,

who

has

been prominently identified with the work
from ‘the beginning, and is well acquainted
with all the facts.
The former book is owned
by the Messrs. Cassell, the latter owned by us.
The Messrs, Cassell and ourselves have agree
to issue the two books as one—they printing

and doubled their capi- | evening with dresses, aprons and
shoes
tal over and over.’ Mrs. John Manners | that their little girl had
worn, and gave R. Stevens's Ensilage, just issued by the their edition, and we ours. The prices are to
was worth at least sixty thousand dollars, | them to Polly.
She clapped her hands author, and for sale ut * Echo Dale Farm,” be uniform. ** The Companion
Volume,” in
owing to her husband’s death and the rise | for joy.
its combined shape, will be a history of the reDover, Mass.
Ty
in stocks
recently.
But where was John?

how he had guarded

She knew

* Everybody is drefful good to me, and
now | I'll trade with Mr. Jones every time I go:

and cherished and | to buy things.

Sweetened her poo, toiling, selfish life ; | — Selected.

how he had given up home and peace and
:
pleasure, all that makes life sweet to a |
BESE
TTIN
G
man, in order to

satisfy her eager, wretch-

ed hunger for wealth; she had made herself loveless and friendless in her devotion to the muck-rake; and the crown over
her head had been so long uuseen, un-

Iron-works, instead of studying for the | clearly and fast.
valued, it was at last taken away, Where
:
ministry, everybody was surprised; but
Then John was offered still another NY us id on Boies money: Heoald
"John had no wish to be a clergyman, and | chan
to increase
ce his income; he could | 2° Pring back
i
orselt
he did wish to marry Carry Dart, whom draw well,—that ‘is, copy; and the en- helped him surely John.
and steadily
into his
* he had loved ever since their school days. gineer of the Thor Iron-works was per- grave, for the doctor told her frankly and
It had seemed great promotion to Carry | fecting a new invention; some dranghts- sharply that he had worked himself to
to leave teaching district school and go man was necessary to duplicate his draw- death. Sixty thousand pangs of remorse
to live in the city, when John got a rise | ings of machinery, ang write out specifi- and regret lay in her hoarded dollars,
in his salary, aod could ask her to 'marry | cations and ditactions . John could do and could not be evaded. She must take
him at last ; and it seemed to him nobody | this if he could be helped in his writing. wp her desolate life, her irreparable loss,

He never cheats one bit,
0-0

SINS LIKE LEECHES,

,A traveler in Burmah,

after

fordin

a

certain river, found his body covered all
over by a swarm of leeches, busily sucking his blood. His first impulse was to

tear the

tormentors

from

his

flesh,

his servant warned him that to pull

but

them

vision, and also an exhaustive

The North American Review for May ton-

explanation

of

the reasons which led the two Boards of Revisers to make the thousands of changes from
the old version. It ought always to ascompany
the Revised Testament, and hence its name,

v

tains a striking article by the Hon. David
Dudley “Field on
Centralization in the ,‘ Companion Volume.”
Federal Government.” That. our polity is
* 404
rapidly advancing in the direction of central
ization is demonstrated by the author; but
_§MTTERARY NOTES.

whether centralization is really a formidable
evil or only a bugbeéar is a question which men.

will probably continue to decide according to
their several political predilections, Whatever the reader’s bias, Mr. Field’s paper will

command his respectful attention, and it will
be read with interest and profit, The second
article is upon the new revision of the Bible,

Chicago is to have a public library

building

at a cost of $500,000.

The annual {meeting of the International
Literary Association will be held at Vienna in
Beptember.
5
“Phe Congressional

Library contains

about

400,000 books, pamphlets and newspapers, and
off by mechanical violence would expose | by the Rev. Dr. Schaff,
of the American Com- | the annual accessions amount to 20,000
| his life to danger. They must not be | mittee of Revision. Mr. Justice Strong
:
torn off lest portions remain in the of “The Needs of the Supreme Court,”writes
and | volumes,

wounds and become a poison ; they must
drop off spontaneously, and so they will

be harmless. The native forthwith pres
pared a bath for his master, by the decoc-

tion of some herbs, and directed him to
lie down in it. As soon as he had bathed

advocates the establishment of

a court of

ap-

peals, intermediate between the U. 8, Supreme
Court and the circuit courts. The Hon, George
Q. Cannon, the first advisor of the President
of the Mormon Churchy and delegate to Con.
gress, makes a vigorous defense of ‘ Utah and
its People.” .The question, “ Shall Americans

*

In the course of his cross-examination in the
Labouchere suit, Mr. Levy Lawson gave the

circulation of the London Telegraph as from
215,000 to 218,000 daily.

The Boston Public Library is rejoicing in a
trembling hope thatit has become
the possessor
of an autograph
of Shakespeare. In a folio
translation of * Plutarch’s Lives,” published
in London in 1603, and at some time the

could be happier than he, with enoughto So Carry went'up town with him every her tormenting money, and carry them all
build ships?” is gonsidered by Mr. John Roach,
liveson
and lay by, and a dear, thrifty, | morning, and did his work! while he out of the city she could no. longer en- in the balsam, the leeches dropped off. the
ship-builder, who brings forward a large
This
illustr
ates
the
fact
that
every
dure,
back
unforto the home she now dreaded.”
smiling wife to welcome him home from | worked for.the engineer. This involved
number of facts to prove that the people of the property of Richard Hawkins, was found a
-saken
iniquit
y in the heart is like a leech, United States must build ships if they would
work. But when the novelty wore off | cold meals with the exception of break- One more awful lesson to the hungerer
strip of parchment put in to stréngthen the
sucking the life-blood.
© Mere human deto prepare, for this world’s goods, that now, ‘as of | termin
ation to have gone with it will not
old, ‘ there is that maketh himself rich,
cast the evil thing away. You must.
‘here she was nobody. ‘There all knew | And afteran evening of copying briefs, yet hath nothing !"— Rose Terry Cooke in.
‘bathe
your whole being in God's pardonher, and her dark red silk wedding- [she was too tired to make John the hot 8.8. Times” o
>,
Fa
ing mercy,
Carry was by no means smiling or happy. | fast, which she rose ,eatly

She
g

"ing,

had been a personage in Stafford,

dress, which she had

earned

by teach-

leaving her dishes to wash at her return,

coffee, the bit of milk-toast, or the drop-

was almost too gorgeous fo wear | ped
s

5

[]

:

:!

.

Sl
;
stows J 1 Ral Tr a) Sives iesacoud

ay

:

U

before grandma comes. She's | sion of rulers, the chief magistrates of the
| sents a very charming picture of domestic- life
up to Miss Holley’s cleaning up the house, Usiied ai
lays al been oy o fair epi. jo Ben: Crone: on cles
Fouole Musing ee
and I guess she'll be surprised.”
superior ml
reli en
Female Characters” are continued, Desde
The little friends

Manners, | oq with
for

egg, he had been accustomed’to.

It

Let your boy be as firmly setin his own

way a8 possible, if it be also God's way.

and these venomous creatures

Will instantly let go their
ed,

#

hold

Select

!

you | ment of divine vengeance than a guardian | Mr. W. Fraser Rae ‘discusses
* The Life and
angel”;
Wise statesmen, like able artists

and

some

1

;

presidents have had of

{he

‘“ Stop, Polly, you could

even

John's

fitted | *¢ You have orked

And, as she was not now

:

The rustia flower, upspringing bright,

sighed Mrs. Manners, as she

for his |

all well,” he said

quietly, as hq laid

than any stranger, who

strife: | Was lonely evenings she did not
it was so good” to have John

‘¢ If thou wouldst gayly, gladly live,

:

perhaps, or oranges.

for Carry’s ! —that

** You are not at

Of course

If

Give—ever give.”

POORLY RICH.
“Oh dear, how I do hate to be

Ag8 H

ted into their private affairs, and, perhaps | You must have absolute
rest, country air, | Mr. Jones’ store, and
¥
Me
sath
:
after all prove untrustworthy.

' And says distinct, through human
If thou wouldst’truly nobly live,

ha

which most of | writes concerning *‘ The Balance
of the Geneva,
putting things | Award.’
Another
article
bearing
upon
graphically and to the point. “Thus, John
matters is by Mr. Henry Gannett upon
Adams says: “Genius is oftenér an instru- || political
* The Alleged Census Frauds in the South.”
our

have

salary.

would have to be taught,

TheSKS kisgly Py gives oth nis Pye
no return,
demands no praise

Y,

Y,

P

:
States is
g
ght g
in the4 | ter, or the candy. but d esses costs lots of | Strengthened by every occasion
’
which
le candy, but, dresses
o
to the test ”; Jackson, “ There are no puts
neces-it
He thought of his | money. “You sit right still on the ad Balen
igen
| boyhood;
of his good old father se long | until I
in abuses”; “ No man is good enough to
| Unseen; of his Christian experience-and | Aggiegetranback.”
home
as she could 89: | govern another man without
that other's con| ROPe So rusted and corroded; of the | and soon returned inas a fast
happy state of ex- | sent”; “There are two principles that have
laid up in heaven,—and his | cj

the extra work _at night if they would

give him

for'their work

:

mo!

Aggie?

Why, he had almost forgotten | _»

money, and, as he thought of Carry, his | amination and listened to his
heart grew light, and he offered to do | story with forbearing
silence.

——a

' BLESSED

Wn

tol
“Oh my!”
cried Polly, in great glee. | ged with these paragraphs, to show what the
| This story is said to have been suggested by a
a clerk, | & sure Story to the experienced eye fasten- | < Let me
kiss you,-and I'll go and buy compiler claims, that “inthe regular
succes- | Painting by Alma-Tadema. It certainly prebut he saw here a prospect to make more | ed upon him; but Dr. Blair made
his ex- my things

firm proposed

‘We couldn’t bloom for an hour, you know,
When all the world is covered with snow.
Ju wm the days re long and mh, re

:

a | Nihilists.”

:
er end of the table
did: not add that cheer- | treasure not laid
up
)
citement, and all out of breath.
stood face to face from the beginning g of time
fulness so necessary to assist digestion. | heart smote
me,
him. He found his way to | «Here, Polly; ma says you may have | 20d
will ever continue to struggle: the one is
After a few years John’s work became | the doctors office as if he were
walking
;
my
half-dollar,
and buy what you please.” | !D® common right of humanity, and the other
;
:
Msn
a
male
;
is the divine right of things.” Pages might be
very much harder.
The
heads of the [in a dream; his waxy yellow pallor

The answer came in a sleepy tone,—
< Dear little snow-bird,

gy

Jhos

ney,

“Dd

meat, badly cooked ; bread from a cheap
5
5 had
to rest,
bakery, that of course,
to be adul- - || bad
Ds not had time
4

1
sms, ing
i
: Waiting and waiting so long for spring?”

You can’t hurry up Madsm Spring.”

most

5
513
parlor
in>
the : | John leaned against
the railing
of the | some new shoes, : and some
Then John | garden for a moment.
*“Rest in the | some butter, and some candy,

Holly and evekgreens all pulled down,
bles, bought at half price ; no fruit, eggs,
All the Santa Claus gifts are made,
. | fish or savory soups; and besides these
The urs gradi Ive oo] been said; dreary meals, her dreary face at
the oth-

bling oy ri

that

:

The Christmas trees are withered and brown, | terated to be sold cheaply; stale vegeta- | fatherhood of
his God.

4

-

the Presidents of the United ng:
Com- | last year—Sir Alexander Cockburn. Though
piled by Jeremiah Chaplin. Boston: D. | the article has little of
the biographical ele. -

and touching upon

accompaniment

org!

the | beautiful of sentences :

:

‘And crocuses, 3 hyacinths—where are they?
Nyack
: I say.
ye
"Tis. getting monotonous
here,

3

co

SEE

would
carved | Wait patiently for him, and he shall give thee | do with it, Polly,
if it was yours ?”
that
thy heart’s desire.”
A

heavy,

damask

+ | filled
up
that
| oct aa,

& ‘Where are the snow-drops, I’d like to know,

mon

;

1881.

POLLY'S FIRST HALF-DOLLAR.Rie

him a

| handsome set of furniture she had at last | “Rest in the Lord! oh, rest in
the Lord!
been able to buy,—a set of

THE CHICKADEE'S QUESTION, |

.

11,

and | into a side street to avoid

wedi
0
didid not
like toon look in; the glass; still
she

Never despair or drop,

i

MAY

of Inter-State Comand as | girl put her arms lovingly around the for- | large variety of subjects.
I navd work, soon told on her aspect at | he passed an open window them;
Some of them oceiipy | merce” forms the theme for a short essay by
a hotise on | saken-looking girl.
lesst,
Ste
rew thin and sallow, and | the corner, he heard a clear invoice
:
several
pages,
while
singing
‘* What be you going to do with all that | 2Phorisms, and show others are in the form of | Mr. Brooks Adams. Mr. William G. Low
the power

yi iver.

Be sare that your path leads upward:

er

.

‘and easier to give

out . | glass
of beer, a bun and a pickle.
Fi

saved, spared, pinched in food and

The
ihe chats you stand,
The better
further
along you get.
Keep your eye on the goal, ld:

%

was

ar

STAR,

fire, 3 | was; Sunday, and the people were coming | Agnes Bond toss up a four-bit piece on | In thisvolume
’
’
La
have been brought
| ject’s life, it i valuable as showing the grea
and nd fr fretted in a helpless
:
sort of way, ay, Ys al at | home . from the second
some of the most important utterances together
p
He feltoft | her= way to the store .
of our
or dot
advocate and judge’s legal career,
that service.
.:
h
You'll find the crowd at the base, lad, | last sending her servant away
a ei
;
but
. : Mme, : Z 2
I twenty presidents, carefully selected from Ragozia
and un: | so giddy and queer, tha; he turned out ©
contributes the conclusion
of her
_
*
“
I
know
your grandma is poor, but 11 speeches und addresses, public documents
There’s plenty of room at the top.
dertaking the work herself.
and paper upon “The Last Trial of Russian
But city | the avenue, down which he was walking, | like you
all the same,” and the affectionate private correspondence,
d faith 2bd patience!
There’s space in t eo

~

it

| wanted better things,

Looky where the millions
SG
SR stop:

;

here

:

MORNING

2 er x o
of style. - However, she had good taste | But after that year John
grew more pale life. 1 suppose 1t 1s because grandma 183 | oyypg pron
lo
rae Wire House; or, Selec- | honor is accordedto Mr. A. V. Dicey, of
and nimble fingers, and soon -wore as | and thin; his eyes troubled him, his back | so drefful
poor, and I liin't got any father
gious Jom [be gobvurhes, Conversstiont writes about England's Chief Justice, who who
dieq
fashionable garments as other people, if beganto ache ; and Carry
was

TOP,

Never you mind the crowd
Or fancy your life won’t

church;

enongh, and her bonnet was

Sek

8
ROOM

;

to

Ho £ rn.

- THE

hold a place among maritime nations. The
other articles are * The Life-Saving Service,”

by the Hon. 8. 8, Cox;

The Ruins of Central

America,” by M. Charnay ; and finally,an attack

binding, and upon this is what is believed to
be a genuine autograph of the poet. The:

characteristic 8 is very marked, and the

fact

)

that the name is written above and partly
on evolution philosophy, written in a vein of
‘over the memorandum ‘‘ twenty pounds,”
the finest irony, and entitled, * What Morality

Have

We

Left?” —New

American Review,

.

York:
:

The

North
:

taken in connection with the place in which

the name i8 found, is thought to indicate that
‘| the signature is really genuine.

;

:

i

i
Ce

i
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pal church have dedicated
in

Liberia,—one

Desperate

words.

Mgrs.

we

FOUR

CENTS

drugs

DALTON

pa-

the

LINE

It used to be the rule in many

.

has

served

and been superseded
ter, but

we

are

by

its

purpose

something

much

inclined

to

betthe

opinion that a little. more old-fashioned
contribution-box exercise would be profitable to many of our meetings.
JTEMS

ABOUT

AFRICA.

We take from the * Missionary News’

department

of the

Baptist

Missionary

Magazine, to which, by the way, we

are

of interest

concefning

-. work in the dark continent :

the

future was exto go and be with
The 23d
trust.
comfort to her

ArRriCA.—The tribes on thé west side
of Lake Tanganyika have a multitude of
idols; those on the east side

fee "

have

none.

——1In consequence of the war in Basutoland, the missionary stations, which the
Moravians have been nineteen years in
establishing, are completely broken up

~——We must not be too hard with “King

Mtesa.

There are four sets of applicants

for'tHe royal favor: the Roman Catholies, the Protestants, the Mohammedang

and Witcheraft- (the old Pagan faith).
These four are contending with a natu.
Tally noble, but ignorant

for protection

and

savage, asking

recognition.

He

Rev.

$2 to $4 per term.

ton,

New

to

thoughts

Jurging her circle of influence and sphere of la-

bor, she would have shone conspicuously
among those great fnoral and spiritual lights
that come upon the stage of action to bless our
Sunday-school and the Young

connected

with

People’s

the

Union

the F. B. church in Little

ton, which organizations were mourners together wits the deeply afflicted family, at the

aneral.

N.

March 23, aged 74 years, 8 months,

The entire community feel their

A.

B.

England.

Telegraphy

a

17 days.

church of
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method, and by not making special appeals to those. who do not adopt that

“HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 40 YEARS’ CONSTANT
USE IN ALL COUNTRIES AND CLIMATES.
.

:

Lung and Throat Affeetions.

considered an unfailing cure for these diseases.

edy in‘both liquid and dry form.
Sold by druggists everywhere.— Truth.

York.

tablish ‘systematic giving, we have unwisely discarded the collection box. We
have spoken disparagingly of that method of collecting funds, stigmatizing it as
«¢ spasmodic benevolence”, and ‘ giving
by spurts”, and in other ways, perhaps,
have rather discouraged the gathering of

er by adhering too rigidly to our pet

DYSENTERY,

kind, for

To accommodate each class the propietors of

are the dead who die in the Lord.”

system, but it is well to inquire whether
we do not lose much that we might gath-

its superiority over all other remedies of the

such wonderful success in all
S, CHOLERA, DIARR. H(A, and all’ BOWEL COMPLAINTS, that it is
with

mnsed

been

It has

/

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

Kidney-Wort now offer that well-known rem-

Mrs. MARY, wife of Deacon Samuel Small,
died in Corinna, Me., Sept. 9, 1879, in the 91st
vear of her age, at the residence of her son,
Rev. S. S. Small.
Funeral services by the
Rev. J. P. Nelson.
The subject of this notice
became connected with the F. B. church in
Corinna in 1825, remaining “a Worthy member
In the good providence of
Huntit-her death
God she was spared to a long life and fell sweet-

We

.

THE OLDEST, BEST, AND MOST WIDELY KNOWN
FAMILY MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. .

B.

medicine, and wish it all ready to use.

repeat it; at her funeral some remarks were
made, founded on that psalm, by the writer.
O. PITTS.

believe heartily in regular, systematic
giving for all our regular work, by the
¢ Card System”, or any other that is a

And other Lung Affections,

or Dry.

or

time

have not the

in her last sickness and she "was often heard to

have

birthday;

selves that they are purely vegetable.

During her
a pensioner of the war of 1812.
last year she was tenderly cared for by her

ol

Whooping Cough,

It is 8 suré and quick remedy
for COUGHS, SORE

Some people prefer to purchase medicines in
the dry state 80 that they can see for them-

tion for doing

PER

Her hope of the
daughter.
ceedingly bright,—she longed
her
Jesus,in whom was all
great
psalm was a seurce of

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

SAFE in the hands of

THROAT, CHILLS, and similar troubles; affords instant relics’
in the most malignant forms of DIPHTHERIA, and is the best
' known remedy for RHEUMATISM and NEURALGIA.

parts of the world for C.

=

Samplecopies sent free.

sometimes feared that, in our zeal to es-

method.

her

Liquid

March 9, aged 93 years, 4 months and 2 days.
She was born, lived and died in Deerfield;
had been a Christian about 50 years; was baptized in Pleasant pond (but it is not known by
whom)
; was the mother of 9 children, 5 of
whom had preceded her to the spirit land. At
her funeral her children, grandchildren and
She was
great grandehildren were present.

no

"voluntary contributions in that way.

on

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

VERSES are inadmissible.

BETSEY

PERFECTLY

FOR

“bn

even the most inexperienced persons,

respected

i

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
of

much

Berry.

i Obituaries,

rate

She was

Her funeral

these cases., And yet, in many of these, the
most brilliant results have followed the use of
A record of some of
Compound Oxygen.
these cases will be found in our Treatise on
Compound Oxygen, which is mailed free. Drs,
Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street,
.
g
:
Philadelphia, Pa.

the

the F.

away in early manhood.

tended

us for

tient is reduced to the saddest and most deplorable condition, and onegfor which relief seems
No curative Treatment can be
impossible.
subjected to a severer test than is offered by

to desire

but

to

lar schools of medicine, and of quackery with-

at

with

EI.LIXIER

and beloved, and leaves many friends who
feel
to mourn with the bereaved family,—the husband and six children, one son having passed

come

and

united

weary are at rest.

Cases.

out, until between disease

and Is ALWAYS

church in 1860 and remained a faithful member until death. Through
a long and painful
illness she was resigned and calmly awaited
the summons to that home of glory where the

take to cure, They are in fact, such as have
run the gauntlet of experiment within the regu-

two of them ever met for any purpose
without taking a collection for somestatement,

She

PULMONARY

For Internal and External Use,
Is a SURE CURE for all the Diseases for which it Is recommended,

married Joseph Sanders at the age of 22,
moved the next year to Mich., then a wilderness, but where now is situated the village of
Burlington.
They endured all the
privations

of pioneer life,

DR. N. 6, WHITE'S

A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

born in Botavia, Genesee Co., N. Y., in 1810;

which no physician of any school would unter-

these causes according to his ability.
COLLECTIONS.
It has been said of the members of one
of the largest and most aggressive bod-

this

af-

treatment by Compound Oxygen are of a class

We shall do it when every one does for

truth of

the

that

says

which

Many of the cases

And whit

country, that

and

Uganda.

and to labor for, not in any unworthy
spirit, but from a sincere desire to honor
and glorify the Master, whose cause we
profess to love and wish to serve.
All this we may do, if we only will.

ies of Christians in this

Monrovia,

be a serious affair. He was impelled to
this by the Arabs; and it is thought his
recent profession of Mohammedanism was
connected with this policy. Mr. Mackay
had completed the translation of the Gospel of Matthew into the language of

reasons,

This we all ought

churches

| KILLER

hy

|

united with the ¥'. B. church, and since that
time she had lived a true and faithful Christian life. Being gentle and kind to-all she endeared herselfto a large circle of friends, who
deeply feel their loss. She suffered much during the last year but endured all with- wonderful patience and unwavering trust and faith.
Just before she died, she said to weeping
‘friends, ¢ This is the . most glorious day of all
my life.” Besides her husband she leaves a
daughter eleven years of age, father, mother
and one sister, who feel that their loss is her
ain. Her funeral was largely attended at her
ome; sermon by Prof, Copp, of Hillsdale
College, from Rev. 21:7.
:
| MRS. ELIZABETH PATTERSON SANDERS
died in Burlington, Calhoun Co., Mich., March
23, of consumption, aged 71 years.
‘She was

Mirambo, which would

plates & watWith

does that mean? It means lengthening
our cords and strengthening our stakes
in every direction ; it means the building
up of weak and, struggling churches in
our. manafacturing towns in New England, and the planting of a few new ones
in such towns; it means the founding
‘and nursing of scores of new churches in
the West, as well as caring for those already organized; it means the looking
after and Helping in a brotherly, way ‘the
seattered representatives of our faith and
polity in the South and South-West; -it
means denominational growth and expansion in a new, surprising and gratify-

ing ratio.

and

VECETABLE

§

years ago, were baptized by Rev. Lewis Jones,

fairs are no better, und he has much difficulty in obtainingpfood. Mtesa contem-

dollars, to

Society.

in

two

missionary,

the

Pearson,

more than make up the desired amount.
1t certainly does not seem unreasonable
to suppose that our 80,000 members can
give $50,000 yearly for the causes to
which they are asked to contribute. Do
you not see what that means? Twenty
thousand dollars per annum for each of
the Mission Societies and ten thousand

for the Education

said,

thirty miles from Monrovia.——Later
news from Uganda is dated July 29. Mr.

ought not to be expected to give the
yearly dollar, but there are enough oth-

ers, who ought to give many

it is

other at Arlington, on St. Paul’s river,

Fig-

various

who, for

churches

were her trials

=

MRS. JANETTE VOSBURG OLMSTEAD died in
the townof Burlington, Mich. Mar. 22 of consumption, aged 37 years. She with her husband made a public profession of religion five

and a population of 200,000,000. ——Our
brethren of the African Methodist Episco-

ures won't lie”, and a few simple exercises show what we might have done,
and what we may do. If we had given
in 1880 as we gave in 1865, we should
have raised over $43,000; if we. would
do our best towards realizing the recommendation to raise a sum equal to one
dollar per member each year, we should
change the whole aspect of our denominational work. There are some in all
.our

blood of |
a victim

ite religious paper over 40 years. She leaves
an aged companion and six children besides a
large circle of mourning friends.
CoM.

«¢ Liberia is more flourishing and important than ever. A new era of progress
is opening before it.”——Africa is¢estimated to have 13,450,000 square miles

in
1879, snd find that the amount given
cent.
per
the latter year was less than 60

of that contributed in the former.

to
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thage.——The mission of Algiers pro- “great her suffering; yet through it all she was
poses to found two new stations' between patient, and to the last her counsels were
wise, her words hopeful and her smiles assurthe great lakes and the Atlantic. The ing.
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<« Facts are stubborn

never in all these years, absent

of

Catholic priests, has been established in
Africa.——A
Roman Catholic , church
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was

ad

tended exclusively for ‘the training

she

member, Her testimony had always
been,
I
am saved by the blood of the crucified One:”

living for themselves.——A college, in-
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Hetos Summary.

Senator

The
nation
lector
‘mation

Conkling vs. President

Garfield.

opposition.

controversy over: the President’s nomiof Judge Robertson to the office of colfor the port of New Yorkj-the confir-'
of which by the Senatgfhas been so

New York—was precipitated to 4, crisis on
Thursday, by the President himself. After
being hard pressed by ViveProgjién: Arthur
and other, friends of Conkling to/withdraw the
nominations for his - State, especially that, of

Mr. Robertson, the President

astonished
the

whole Senate and the public generally, by
withdrawing all his nominations
‘for New
York, except Mr. Robertson’s.
The nominations withdrawn are those for U. 8S. marshals
and district attorneys in New York State, and
“Re collector at the port of Buffalo.
js action of President Garfield is variously criticised. Some of the Republican Sena-

torsydincluding

of course

Conkling’s

Much

friends,

in

York, and could not fairly be accused

New:

of hu-

miliating either. The President, they say, is
responsible for the nominations he makes, but
the Senate and not the President, is responsi-

ble for its action and for the order of-its
tion.
2
>

tiou frem discredit.

From the outset he has

The

Star-Route

have based their threats of damaging

Pres.

Garfield if he persisted in the investigation
aud exposure of their operations. The document is a letter written during the campaign
to the chairman of the Republican Congressional Committee, and reads as follows:
.

As ever yours,

The President states with regird

he has pot the slightest objection to its publication; that the star-route contractors were
neither mentioned nor thought of; that it was
simply the expression of a hope that Brady, a
citizen of Indiana, who was reputed to have
made an immense fortune in *‘ Bell telephone
stock”, would respond from his ample means
in aid of his party in the life and death struggle then going on in his own State,

dominion.

The New Hampshire Senatorship.

not taken when

the New Hampshire Constitution was revised
a few years ago, so that the Constitution is left
slightly ambiguousas to whether it would au-

thorize the Legislature that was chosen or the
one that was organized next preceding the
expiration of a setfatorial tern, to elect a successor. But the ambiguity is in words. ‘only.

There can be no reasonable doubt as to what
should be the right and proper course

sue.

Tt was

never

to

pur-

contemplatéd=that

New

Hampshire should be without her proper representation for any length of time in the U. S.
Senate, as she would be if the election is not
held until 1883. We have no doubt that right
and justice require that Senator Rollins’s sucsor be chosen next June, and we do not belfeve that the people of the State will willingly
allow a mere technicality to deprive them of’
their fall voice at the Nation’s Capital.
Marine

Disaster.

The British war-sloop * Doter«l” was blown
up on the 26th of April, at Sandy Point, in the

Strait of Magellan.

The explosion

occurred

in the forward magazine, at ten o’clock in the
morning.

It is supposed that the boiler burst

and exploded the magazine.
The victims
number 8 officers and 135 men
killed, and
3 officers and 14 others saved. The commander, paymaster, an engineer, a calker, a carpenter and 7 seamen were saved. The * Doterel”

registefed 1,187 tons, and had 900-horse-power

engines,
.

:

lca

The U. 8. Senate in Executive

Session.

The deadlock which had prevailed in the National

Senate

since

the

24th

of March,

wus

at Jast broken on Wednesday th@'ith, when, on
motion of Senator Dawes (Republican) of
‘Mass., the body went into exeeutive session,
On Wednesday the following nominations,

_ among others, were confirmed :—Robert R.
Hitt of Illinois, to be Assistqnt

State; Hiram Price of Towa, O

pearance of buttermilk; then

add

Senator

Hoar

of Mass,

opposed

it

with the argument that the JUndexly ne gor.
pose

DO

: .

treaty is contrary

tes

the genius

o

atom and to the oneral doctrine of

brotherhood of man,”

Thursday
the Chinese immigration trea-

with

less

the same as at this

favorable

favorable

rect action of the ashes,

but of their indirect

ence by decomposing the soil, and

last year,

of

crops

outlook

on

abroad.

would

hardly

make

its

value

thirty

OF FOOD

been compelled to give it attention.

mate of lead.
mixed with
pickles

clay,

which

vegetable

injures

of India and

Japan.

He

series of lectures in Spurgeon’s
London.
:
:

Tabernacle
:

in

By a political deadlock in the government of
Troy, N. Y., over the appointment of police
officers for that city, its inhabitants have been
without protection ‘a week, or two, but the
State Legislature has passed’ a law remedying
the difficulty.
:

The Russian Nibilists in their manifesto of
the 17th ultimo declare that they are not to be
deterred by the recent execution of the Czar’s
assassins, and appeal to all who would’ be rid
of slavery to co-operate with them in the
struggle for freedom.
An adjourned public sale of the effects of the
Jay Cooke estate took place at Philadelphia
Friday. Some of the. Western landsand the
country seat, Ogontz, were disposed of, the
latter at $113,500.
It is understood that it was
purchased for Jay Cooke.
Matthew Vassar and his brother John Guy
Vassar presented a new and handsome building known as the Vassar Home for Old Men,
and other property with it, all of the value of

$50.000,to the trustees of Vassar

College,

sorts

spices
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vitriol; oleobut.is cock-

of

and

animal

and

preserves

are
Cos-
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facts

are

so

distinct

and

either to
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French.
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Law.

Pare

(From

Cut

one

boiled potatoes in very thin
well with salt and
pepper.

quart

slices,
Butter

of cold

and. season
an escalop

1s high

dish; cover the bottom with a layer of cream
sauce, add a layer of the potatoes, sprinkle with

layer one of cream sauce.

Cover

the

fine bread crumbs,
put a table-spoonful

Hay

dish
of

chopped ham with the potatoes; Tei,
of meat can be used.

of

flour,

one

nutmeg

of cinnamon,

half

With

more

The

Bey

his

Accounts from the west of Ireland represent
that affairs there are becoming very serious.
A number of outrages are reported. Bands of
armed men promenade the country and terrorize the inhabitants unchecked.
Great excitement was caused in Dublin on
Monday of

last

week by

the city and

county of Dublin

being proclaimed under the coercion act.

cities and counties of Cork and
rtions of King’s and Queen’s

The

Kilkenny and

counties

huve

fee proclaimed
under the arms act. Mr.
John Dillon, MIP’, one of the leading agitators,
was arrested Tuesday.

or

B

IZPERSONS visiting Washington will find
the HiLLMAN HOUSE on North Capitol St. a

cars running within call of it to ail parts of the
city:

It is a historically

interesting

house,

since it was first buflt by Gen. Washington and
occupied by him in 1776, It was.remodeled and
opened as a Lotel by Mr. Hillman in 1876,
\
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Compensation liberal; success sure.
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for 6 back Nos. of the magazine
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PRICE 756 CENTS AND $1.50 PER. BOTTLE
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. PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE C0.,
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—

Is the only machine

+ PRO

—

that received an award on both

Horse-power and Thresher and Cleaner, at the Centen-

nial Exhibition; was awarded the two last Cold
Medals given by the New York State Agricultural
Society on Horse-powers and Threshers ; and is the

only

Thresher selected from the vast number built in

the United States, for illustration and description in
“ Appleton’s Cyclopedia of Applied Mechanics,” focently published, thus adopting
it as the gtandard
mlichine of this country. Catalogue sent free, Address:
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~Machine Co., 9 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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Chicago

& North-Western

RAILWAY

R. STEVENS, Boston :

Is the OLDEST!
(

.

BEST CONSTRUCTED!

EQUIPPED!

LEADING
.

and hence the

BEST

RAILWAY

:

_
—OF THE
WEST AND NORTHWEST!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in

Wilton, Iowa.

Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

Northern Illinois, Towa; Dakota, Wyoming, Ne“braska, California, Oregon, Arizona,
Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and for

Council
SALT

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

LAKE,

Deadwood,

eases, when used in season.

LEADVILLE,

SAN FRANCISCO,
Sioux City,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus, and all
oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Far 0, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owat-

¢

Screw, the Finger

as tight as yon

that’s rheumatism ; one turn more,
a familiar description of these
Though each may and does attack
of the Sysiem. the cause is believed
ous acid in the blood. Purify this

onna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis.
congin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, ar-

can,

that's gout,”is
two diseases.
different parts
to be a poisonby the use of

rive at, and use the same joint

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient..
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SWITZERLAND.
By HARRIET SLIDELL MACKENZIE,
12mo,

100 Illustrations,

=

« «

$1.50

Delightful for home reading and dedirable as a

tourist’s handbook,

Boston : D, Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

wlyd9eo

man Sleepers on all Night Trains,

“|

grow. Our NEW

For sale everywhere.

Union Depot.

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

mod esta

of one doctor’s visit,

‘At Chicago, close connections are made with
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and ¢he Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
»
Close connections made at Junction Points.
It is the ONLY LINE running

It.will do its work speedily and thoroughly.
It is
the great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism
and gout.

’

with

AGENTS?

For Man and Beast.

it

liberal offers, and have never failed to keep a
their promises and more. In this offer they so far
outstrip all competition that every
one who wants
an organ must see that they are the houseto order
from. Their wida reputation and immense business is a guarantee that they will do exactly
as
can

AGENTS !

SUNLIG
no SHAD
HTOW
from the bri
on

A

Vegetine is Soldby all Druggists.

eads the world. ' In quality of tone, excellence of
mechanism, beauty of design ‘and economy of
manufacture, we stand confecsedly and immensely
in advance of all other countries, This superiority
is maintained and increased by the valuable im.
provements recently perfected by Messrs. Marchal |
& Smith. This famous house now offers an organ
‘with twenty stops, having the most brilliant and
‘powerful musical combination ever perfected.

purchasers

!

from

bu.,

and
rise
The

Ip the manufacture of Parlor Organs our country

agree, and

Phila., Pa,

3

Sept. 18, 1878.

A CROWNING SUCCESS.

they

earn

Sic;

work,

stitching

made

AGENTS

we

easily

people he

LINIMENT

pocket

——————

have

Send for cirenlars.

@ 26 00;

smaller pockets may be

gentlemen

Me.

in.

ve Bold Vegetine for 7 years and have never
had one bottle returned. I would heartily recom.
mendit to those in need of a blood purifier.
Dr. W. ROSS, Druggist,

It is astonishing to see with what wonderful
rapidity DAY'S KIDNEY PAD has come into favor,

These enterprising

CO.

$22 00;
Swale

"A Bloated Body

eee

Agents

this edition.

£35 to $200 during spare hours of their vacation
by getting subscribers for one of the best and
cheapest Illustrated Home Magozines published,

Boring,

added at the top.

\

| steel and wood.

A rose NATIONAL PURLISHING Co.,

every-

Oxford,

can

FOR

Ling

Screw Cutting. Price $5 to $50.
Send Stamp and address
EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass,

SEWING APRONS. NW one knows until she has
worn one, what a convenience a sewing apron is.
Cut
a small round apron of calico or any other
may

and others

AGENTS WANTED

The best and cheapest ill
Revised New Tootnmens. Mifions “or

Frame=-

FRAME

Dan
.

a

BEATTY’S

OYFUL
Young

Ihave been
practising medicine for 25 years,
and as a remedy for Scrofula, Liver Complaint,

soak in water and
Butter, then set up around the
inside of a deep dish and pour the’stew in and
serve hot.

make

B

VENTION just patented for them,
for Home use!
Fret aud en Sawing, Turning,

Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Weakness, and all disfhses of the blood, I have never. found. its equal.

the juice is enough; stir in a piece of butter,
dredge it with flour and cook till meat is tender ;
toast some bread
cut in three-cornered pieces,

across the bottom in which yon

PICTURE

J. C. McCURDY

Dr. W. Ross Writes :

whole with pepper and salt; put the whole tuto a

large

XFORD

acked in ome pound white

ey

the

v

SCROFULA, LIVER COMPLAINT, DYSPEPSIA, RHEUMATISM, WEAKNESS.

CINCINNATI STEW. Cut into pieces three pounds

through

ie
t

&

continues steady with sales new
50; old mess at $1650 a $17;
clear at $2150 @
$14; Boston
at $22 50 @ $23 # bbl.
.
firm, with a fair demand at 12%

NATURE'S

lean, fresh beef, veal or pork; peel and slice a
quarter of a peck of tomatoes and season the

material which you'choose,

Mouldings,

LIBERIA.

tea-

fruit

and into
which
your scissors,
thimble
thread may slip when
you are obliged to
and leave your sewing for a short time.

** Alwa

AT
ONCE
a few energetic
salesmen, and now offer such
WAIT
inducements that no agent can
fail to make money fast. We
for

AND

de Srdercd of hay Gronerne
ots.
re Cae.
thoice Caffee a3 can be prepared af any price.

BROS., Pubea

Federal Street, Boston.

COMBINATION

63 and(Registered
65 Commercial
Street, Boston,
at U. 8. Patent Office, Oct. 18, 18d)

Makers’
Supplies, &c.
Our new Catalegue
explains the
business.
Send for it. It will
pay fu . Outfit free. Address,

Southern, quartered, # Bb 3%

1300;

bb.

grat-

a

spoonful of soda or saleratus, mix the butter,
molasses and sugar together, stir the spices into
the flour, dissolve the soda, stir the coffee and
fiodfr in by degrees, and Jasdy, put in the fruit.
Bake in a slow oven; butter the tin well, and, unless you are sure your oven will not bake too hard.
you had better put
a paper in the bottom of the

tin. This cake keeps well.
makes a good fruit cake.

enough

PORK.
Market
messfat $18 @ $18
prime at 81320 @
$22 50, and backs
LARD.
Market

any kind

MOCHA

IN

edition,

$200 @ 305; Red Top,# Lag, $205 @ 215; Red
Top uneven weight $1 75 @ $2 00; Canary, $1 50 @

. COFFEE CAKE. Take one cup of strong coffee,
one cup of molasses, one cup of batter, one
cup of sugar, one cup of raisins.and one of
four cups

desirable
thousands

Address HUBBARD

are Headquarters

Canada, choice, # bu., $105 @1 10; Can-

Western, New

butter

parsley, halfa cupfalof bread crumbs, one teaspoonful of salt and as much pepper as you like.
This dish can be varied by using
a capful of

teaspoonful

16
138

g
@

WESTERN.

Oat Straw 10 00 @ 12 00,
GRASS
SEED, Clover,

with

in little bits on the top and cook twenty minutes.
It takes cue pink of sauce, one tablespoonful of

currants,

@
@

2
«seul

Eastern and Northern—Choice
coarse,
Good, 2000 @ 21 00; Fine, 1600 @ 1800;

chopped parsley and moisten with sauce ; continue
this until all the material is used; have the last

ed, one

guick:-

MAPLE SUGAR
AND
SYRUP.
New Sugar,
in
cakes, ¥ bh 9@ llc; New Sugar,
in'tubs,
7@ 3;
Syrup, ¥ gal of 111bs,in cans, 60 @ 65; Syrup, ¥
gal of 11 Ibs, in kegs, 50 @ 60;’ Syrup thin 45 @ 50.
.._ HAY.
There has been a better feeling in the
Hay market, and
good (o choice Eastern and Canada sell more readily at $21 @ $22 # ton. Ocecas
ional fancy cars of Eastern command $23, but $22

Cultivator.)

Agents. ‘Most

Act

9%; Evaporated good 8 @ 9.

the American

INCLUDING

for

to,sell

——

4
10

Pea, Northern, H, P., # bu. $265

DRIED APPPLES.

4
. 4

DANVERS POTATOES.

for

priced, and wanted by

WE

@ 4, Southern sliced 4 @ 5; New York, guartered, 4) @ 43{; New York sliced, 4} @ 4%; Eastern
and Northern, quartered 4!
@ 5: Eastern
and
Noxthern sliced 4% @ 5; Evaporated, choice 9% @

DOMESTIO HINTS.

QUICK

low

10

GREEN APPLES.
Choice Russets # bbl., $2 00 @
225; Choice Baldwins, $200 @
$225; Common
Baldwins, 100 @ $1 50,

8." Intelli-

gencer.

Now ready

75¢.

herance cause, and which is a bugbear to people just in proportion as they do no
OW what

and

regain

PEAS.

words, that high-sounding catch-word of demagogues which has done such service in the anti-

1t means, viz., a Sumptuary

Old GovJava,
'tMale Berry Java,

where.
Rare chance
for men or ladies to
make money fast. Particulars free. Outfit 50c.”

ads, common 75 @ #0c; Green Peas, Northern,
125 @ 15); Green Peas, Western 150 @ 170.
POTATOES.
Best Aroostook Rose have been
selling at 90 @%c, and Maine Central and Northern
at 80 @ 90c. Prolifics command 85 @ 90c¢, but J acksons and other white stock are hard to sell at over

start-

Does not always belong to an inebriate, Kidney
added $30,000 as an endowment fund.
| troubles will cause bloat, but Warner’s Safe KidThe Franco-Tunisian war continues, and ney and Liver Cure has never failed to remote it.
L18
France has despatched more troops to the
‘ The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
scene, The Bey has addressed a fresh protest
to the powers imploring them in the "hame of | whe were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
humanity to stay the horrors of war.
The
report is confirmed that five powerful native
ete.
Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth’ W.
tribes have revolted and refuse to submit Fowle & Sons, Boston.
38

is strenuously
authority.

BEANS.

vegetables

and

tin cans.

WANTED

T:ACHERS

70; Pea, N. Y.,” H. P.,250@
260;
Pea, N. Y.,
common to good 230 @ 2 40; Medium, choice hand
picked 2 55 a 2 65; Medium, choice screened 250
@ 2 60; Medium, common to good 230 @ 2 45; Yellow Eyes, choice 225 @230; Yellow Eyes,
im.
roved 235 @ 240;
Common,
215 @ 220; Red
idneys, 1 60 @ 1 75.

ling, that they can hardly be exaggerated.
The
only resource is strict governmental supervision
and Penalties, he in European countries—in other

- Now it is

is to give a

all

Our

sugar

largely frauds;- our canned meats

they cure.

that.one be held in Boston.

Rev. Joseph Cook has decided to remain in
Europe for another season and will return by

of verdigris;

clothing for the body, and papering for the walls
are humbugs or worse. Our very drugs and medicin@s are calculated to produce more disease than

in

ie
Canada, com-

is

Vinegar is largely vitriol;

and

life.

:
in Chicago

A widow named Mary Stokes, aged 70 vears,
starved herself to death in Jersey City.
She
owned the house she lived in and had $1,400 in

NEW

digestion

are often put up ic lead-poisoned

of railway transportation in consequence.

way

made

Disease,
Catarrh of the

REVISED
NEW TESTAMENT
and Full Histery of Its Revision.

2
19
19

Crean.eries, choice, # Ib........... ery 2
a
23
0
do
fair to good,
«a8
@
21
Ladle packed, choice............
JA
@
17
Do
do
fair to good....
13
@
14
Do
do, common.......... swssaeve 10.
12
NEW CHEESE.
Choice, full cream, ¥ 1, 123
a
13c; Fair to good, 10 @ 12¢; Common 7 @ 9¢; Old
Cheese.
Choice factory 1:3 @ l4}4c¢; Fair to good
11 @ 13¢c; Common 8 @ 10.
EGGs. Eastern,# dozen 13% @l4c; New York and
Vermont, 13@133¢; Canada, fresh stock 13813%c¢;
Western, 12 @ 13; P. E. Island, 13 @ 13%¢c.

metics and hair tonics are seductive methods of
Our fertilizers for the land, and
self-poisoning.

the Western Maryland ‘Agricultural Society for
breach of contract in failing to deliver the annual address before that society two years
since.
°
.
:
The New York State Assembly has passed a
bill allowing women to vote.

a savings bank,
The Freethinkers of Toronto,

are

fair to good......
7 ¢ommon...

Creamery, choice. ...
Do
fair to goo

has

Cream-of-tartar as well as candy
white

roach, tape-worm;

by

A line of steamers between Baltimore, Md.,
“and Havre, France, is projected by a French
company, chiefly for the transportation of live
stock,
3

Do
Do

has

ment of Mr. Geo. T. Angell of Boston, who has so
long been sneered at and snubbed,and have recommended restrictive measures.
The adulteration
of teas is well known. ‘ Coffee is tinted with chro-

cose, an article made of rags and
margarine is not only not butter,

York

Dairy lots, Franklin C’ty, Vt, # b........ 19 @
.Dairy lots, Vermont choice, 4 tb. .'
17.8
Do
New York, choice
17 :@

state-

the

AGENTS

Market firm, with a ver small stock and

The House

endorsed

Committee has unanimously

The preliminary inquiry into the death of the
Sultan
Abdul
Aziz
has béea
concluded.
Twenty persons are in prison awaiting trial
for complicity in the murder.

1883 has been virtually abandoned.

yet

potash which they contain.

ADULTERATION AND POISONING

Dropsy,

AY'S KIDNEY
PAD, and take no other.

tled. with downward tendency most of the week.
NEW NORTHERN.
.

secondly, as already shown, their indirect influence in liberating other forms of plant food ‘gives
them a value equal to the phosphoric acid ahd

Stephanie of Belgium.

proposed

cents;

Bright’s:

ORGANS, 18usefal stops, 5 sets
# bu. - Sales of No 1 and extra white at 55 @ 57¢;’
;
TY
yeeds only $65. Pianos $125 up.
No 2 white at 52 @ bic; and No 2 mixed and No
&y-1llus.Catdlog.
Free.
Address
BEATTY,
white at 51 @ 52¢
¥ bu.
.
Washington, N. J.
BUTTER. The market has been slow and unset-

rectly to the soil, though the quantity of these valnable elements contained in a bushel of ashes

and produces gravel.

The proposed World’s Fair in New

the

of Gravel,

LLL Be dl page
bis Ask
geo it_dne the affiicted to warn them.

light receipts; prices have advanced from 3 @ .4¢

different fertilizing elements contained
erein.
From ashes we get a double benefit; first the phosphorie acid, potash and other elements add di-

gone on to such an extent, that even Congress

Rev. Henry Ward Beéecher has been sued

OATS.

and

its cures

“It iscoia-

and it will annually save many times its cost in doctors

now looked for with considerable interest.
The
consumption of American Flour is evidently making considerable progress in all leading European

influ-

liberating

Diabetes
while

and
the first
TS

nothing
else can.

: bills, medicines and plasters, which at best give but tem.
porary relief. It can be used without fear or harm, and
with
ty of a permanent cure. For sale by druggists generally, or sent by mail (free of postage) on
receipt of the price. Regular Pad, $2.00; Child's Pad (for
incontinence of urine in children), $1.50; Special (extra
size), $3.00. Our book, “How
a Life was Baved,” giving
the history of this new discovery and
a large record of
most remarkable cures sent free, Write for it. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD €0., TOLEDO, ONIO.

Under any circumstances we shall have a large
surplus for export, andjadvices from abroad are

weak brine, at a temperature of 60 degrees; then
churn till it comes to the size of wheat ; then add

System,

High-Colored Urine; Nervous Weakness and Paln
in the Back seem more like miracles than cases of natural healing. The price brings
it within the reachof all

time

prospects

Bladder, Urinary Organs

DT
Cs
ture

Bladder, Brickdust Deposit, Painful Urinating,

MARKETS.

this side but a more

one. pailful of

- The great talk about bayonets at the polls

treaty.

Tanfing about

!

ER I
Ni

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO4 Commission
erchants and dealers in butter; cheese and
eggs, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

perature of room, 65 degrees; held till it begins to
thicken ; cream taken off with/!!{ as much milk as
cream.
Churn in barrel churns until the first ap-

and the Baltimore and Ohio depot, with street

immigration

All diseases of the

Fearless, Minard Harder, Cobleskill, N.Y.

THE

'

ABSORPTION,

drawn from the cow, is placed in a double-channel «| -Quiniey Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, May 7, 1881.
pan,with cold water running under the pan till the
. FLOUR.
Prices
are now comparatively
low
milk is reduced to 60 degrees temperature —tem-

with assurance of securing” an organ frpm the
great Metropolis of America which “will
be unequaled in power and beauty.
LG

the Chinese

whicki cures by the natural process,

Society correct, in saying of the Harder Machifies,
‘they are the best ever made.” And, as equally
good and reliable testimony has been borne times
without number, persons designing to purchase
will do well to consult the manufacturer of the

Boston Produce Report.

Indian affairs; William H. Craig, Postmaster
‘at Albany, N, Y. Nearly 200 others were re- | quiet, agreeable and not high priced hotel. It
ferred to appropriate committees. The Sen- isonly two. minutes’ walk from the Capitol

4 ute then took up

' MANY YEARS’ EXPERIMENT!

anex-President of the New York State Agricultural

A successful Kenosha, Wis., butter-maker gives
his method as foliows:
Our milk, as soon as

The government has obtained a complete
victory in the Spanish municipal elections,
and
Senor Sagasta intends to dissolve the Cortes
next month.

Secretary of

issioner of

alkalies

AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.

®

plain that there is no column for the expression
of their special religious views in the forms of
the census now being taken,

New Hampshire people are just now considering the question whether a successor to
U. 8. Senator Rollins, whose term of office ex_pires in 1883, shall be elected by the: Legislature that convenes this summer, or by the next
Legislature, which will not convene until June,
1883. A United States law provides that the
Legislature of each State which is chosen
next preceding the expiration of a Senator’s
term of office,shall elect his successor. Sufficient

cognizance of this law was

in Washington

are on a strike and there is serious interruption

to it, that,

Threshing Machine,

O-0-—0-0

prevails

400 killed. - |
The switchmén on the railways

J. A. GARFIELD.”

and

be left frée to work injury in the soil.

The French troops have defeated the Kroumirs in another battle, in which the latter lost

* Mentor, O., Aug. 23, 1880.—My dear Hubbell: Yours of the 19th instant .received, and
contents noted. Please say to Brady I hope
he will give us all the assistance possible.
I
think he can help effectually.
Please tell me
how the departments, generally, are doing.

acids

(an acid),so that neither the alkali nor the acid wiil

Recent investigation discloses that Croton
Lake, the source of New York city’s water
supply, receives the Jleavings of barnyards,
pig-pens and slaughter-houses.

This continues to occupy much atiention,
and quite a sensation was produced in Washington, on Wednesday, by the publication of
the document upon which the star-route ring

as

1v34

‘We caii the attention of farmers and threshermen to the adventigement of the celebrated Fearless
Threshing Machine,
where in this paper.
Unparalleled honors have
n bestowed upon this
machine, at fairs and exhibitions, State, National
and International; an
universal victory at trials
is evidence of superiority, then most assuredly was

will neutralize the destructive action of the vitriol

Extensive preparations are being made at
Vienna for the approaching marriage between
Ceown
Priuce Rudolph
and the
Princess

Scandal.

the

was taken from an exchange, but nndoubtedly the
potash was to be mixed with the sum of the other
ingredients, its office being just what our correspondentiimplies, namely, since it is an alkali, it

King John of Abyssinia is not dead, as was
reported, but has recently won victories over
the Galtas and anuexed their territory to his

withdraws the nominations of
Mr. Conkling’s
friends not—as is asserted by Mr. Conkling and

firm ip the prerogati®s of his office, one of
which is, the right to{ nominate to office such
persons as he chooses} and he will not receive
te Sigtation of any one Senator or other individual,

‘Now

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

- Fearless

to the receipt in

have a tendency to neutralize each other when
mixed , it is well to know how to use each so as to
get its proper chemical action. Will the parties
give the desired information through the same
medium, for the benefit of all interested ?”
In reply we will say that the recipe referred to

The Prince of the Miridites has been exiled
to Wyria, and the Albanian leader,"Hado Pasha,
to Erzeroum.
The appointment of a negro policeman at
Auburn, N. Y., has caused the chief and one
officer to resign.
More trouble is anticipated.

been determined to give conspicuous recognition to that element of the Republican party in
New York of which Judge Robertson is the
foremost representative. Having given ample
assurances, by first nominating several Conkling men to important positions, that he bore
no ill-will to the Senator, he named Judge
Robertson as the fittest and most conspicuous
recognition of the Independent Republicans. He

his supporters—as an act of offense against that
Senator, but simply so that, in case of the rejection of Mr. Robertson or the failure of the

Yorg,

markets, and from present appearances there will
more brine, till the butter-milk is thinned so that
be more Flour and léss wheat shipped the com
it separates easily from the butter. Place the butear.
.
V
ter upon the worker, work carefully, rinse with |
SPRING WHEATS.
water till solid, then add saltl—3
ounce to one
Western superfine..... Ey SEE §
a 100
pound butter—let it stand till the next morning ;
Common extras...eeveees&eucaneans 423
@ 47
WiSCODAI.
ces
enseserenssssnsnsoesecsssd
450
@
550
°
Miscellaneous.
work over and pack.
Minnesota, bakers..... sissies sesaveseas 475 @
60
There is in all soils an abundance of seeds that
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents..... 675@ 800
Russia has definitely decided to discontinue
remain inert for years, but which on application
.
WINTER
WHEATS.
;
public executions.
of some fertilizer supplying plant food, or liberatPatents, ChOiCC. ccc svevareviveni
in $725 @ 1D
Twelve thousand Russian convicts are to be
Patents, common t0 £00d.......
62
@ 700
ing from the soil that which supplies the exact
Ohio.
.......
Navas
sevesevsnenee
B60 @ 57
deported to Siberix.
;
¥
*| T60d required by these, exhibit a sudden and wonb5%
@ 57
Mrs. Abraham
Lincoln is very ill at her
derful growth, perhaps covering the ground with
DB
a
6%
sister’s home in Springfield, Ill.
La
I
600
@ 650
weeds.
Several years ago we made a very heavy
St. Louis... cuesiv aves
600
@
650
application
of
unleached
ashes
to
a
piece
of
ground
There was a reduction of nearly $10,000,000
Corn Meal # bbl.......
260
@ 27
upon which, aiter harrowing in the ashes, we
BYC FIOUI. cae. sesseasoanains ane
57
@ 6%
in the national debt last month.
sowed turnips, when, much to our surprise, one
Oat Meal, common to good Western...500 @ 575
of the heaviest crops of weeds we ever saw sprung
The Welland Canalin Ontario will be opened
Oat Meal, fancy brands....oeeveeeennns 600 @ 625
up and shadowed out the turnips.
This. growth
BUCKWDEAL fan0Y..osvecess
nse eres 600 @ 650
in July to vessels drawing twelve feet of water.
however, was not altogether on account of the di-

ac-

One Washington correspondent says: ‘“As
to the motives which led to the adoption of the
course taken by the President, there is no reason to doubt that the action of the last Republican caucus made it plain to him, as it did to
all other observers, that Senator Conkling’s
entire influence was being exerted to bring
about an adjournment of the Senate after having secured the confirmation of all nominations made in his own interest, but leaving
that of Judge Robertson tied up in the Committee on Commerce until next fall. If this
programme had been carried out, the situation,so far as the Administration was concerned, would have been the most undesirable
which its enemies conld have planned.
When
the purpose of Senator Conkling became manifest by the action of the caucus in defining
contested nominations, the President determined to take steps tg protect his Administra-

¢

speculation

adds:

$50 per week selling goods
& co
10 Barclay St., New

for E. G. RIDEOUT

Jast Star entitled ‘“‘A Home made Fertilizer,” says
that the recipe * did not tell how to use the potash,” and

AND CANVASSERS

Make from $35 to

A QUESTION.

A correspondent, referring

over the Conkling-Garfield controversy, but
nothing new hus transpired since the adjeurnment: of the Senate on Friday. It is said
that
Conkling’s
plan o 18
to
prevent
another Republican caucus being held, and
thus avert the issue, claiming that at’ the last
caucus it was agreed not to act upon the New
York nominations until next December, unless Robertson’s nume is withdrawn.——dJoseph R. Black, Joseph Funk, J. Blackman and
‘W. R. Carson were arrested in Philadelphia,
Friday, charged with committing frauds upon
the
government in connection with the execution of worthless bonds for star-route contracts.——The music festival in New York
closed Saturday evening and was a great success.——The thermometer at: Chicago Sunday
registered 85 deg.

He had shown a disposition

to recognize both wings of the party

Proceeding with the calendar of

Latest News.

disapprove.
They say that the President has
performed his constitutional duty in making
the nominations, and with that his duty in the

premises-ended.

.

treaties, the Senate next ratified in quick succession the extradition treaty with the United
States of Colombia, the consular convention
with Ttaly, the convention
with Morocco
respecting the taxation
prerogatives of the
Moorish government, and the treaty with
Japan
prescribing reciprocal duties for the
Japanese and United States governments in
cases of shipwrecks
upon their respective
coasts.
During the remainder of this Sestiol)
the Senate confirmed the following nominfitions, among others: William Walter Phelps
of New Jersey, to be ater Io Austria;
Coatez Fessenden of Romeo, Mich., U. S. surveyor-general for Dakota; Lionel A. Sheldon
of Ohio, governor of New Mexico; Thomas
Yiisou of the District of Columbia, consul at
shent.

stubborfity“bpposed
BY Senatol Conkling of

AGENTS

Brral and Domestic,

ty ‘was ratified; without amendment, only two
Senators voting against it. - The Chinese.commercial treaty was then taken up, and a very
brief discussion resulted in its ratification, also
without amendment, and substantially without

VICTORIES

d

LERLALLE
LT]

J7

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not road over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
Tk
If you wish the
4 Triveriing Accommoda.
tions yon will. buy
your tickets
this route,
$.AND WILL T
NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l gt
'

;
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FREEMASONRY
=
EXPOSED!

Jn By Rev. G. Gn Finney,D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late,
ent of Oberlin College, Ohio.
He re-

nounced Masonry
soon after
his conversion to
Christy Messrs. H. A. COOK & 00, 18 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago,
Ill, Price in: Paper covers 35
cents,
.
:
They also keep a full agsortment of Anti.M;
ic Book and publish the Christian ing .
16 yage weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

THE

TERMS:

advance;

MORNING

STAR

$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in -

if Paid within
the first thirty

days,or and
$2.50 if not.
25 cents received

i

we will send the Star
t
co

three months on trial,

Each subscriber will please notice the date

of payment on the label of his paper,

allow it to be in arrears.

and not

.

~The Star is not discontinued when the timé

expires for which it is paid unless
quest it; ‘and it is discontinued

persons re-

when

been more than one Jar in arrears,

notice aud Bie shal have béen given.

REMITTANCES

it

has

after due

must be made in mon-

ey-orders or bank-¢hecks

if

possible, or in a

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
“fn writing to this office, persons will

please

designate thei” SPATE as well as town, and

give both the cld and'new address when

they

order a change wm the direction of their-paper.
The Star
goes to
s Tuesday morning,

and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
oh
Address
fr o Xo PD. eo STEW. ART,
Ty

:

